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Rescuer Both Killed By

Train.

Elizabeth, N. J., July 16.—A heroic attempt was made by Jesse J. Catlin, yard master of the Pennsylvania Kailroad, this mornhighly reing, to rescue Annie AVyckoff, a from
spected young girl of Elizabeth,station. death
The
railroad
at the South Elizabeth
girl was on ;her way to Railway. While
standing on ti e east-bound track, waiting
for a train, a through east-bound passenger
train was sighted. Passengers at the depot
called to Miss Wyckoff to get off the track,
but she evidently did not hear them. On
Catlin jumped to lier side
came the train.
and was dragging her out of harm's way
when both were'stmek by the train. Miss
Wyckoff was hurled many feet from the
scene of the accident and her body was horribly mangled. Death must have been instantaneous. Catlin was thrown a long distance and also killed.
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TRADE PROCESSION,
—AND—

COMMERCIAL DRUMMERS
!

July 5th, and
Fine views made of the procession
for
of the Drummers on their clam bake July 7th,
sale at the studio of

John Roach's Condition.

$1.45 fil UMBRELLAS 81c.
Closing

Job

Lot today at

RINES BROTHERS.

New York, July 15.—A report published
this afternoon that John Roach was breaking up in health and rapidly nearing the end
of his life attracted much comment among
Sir. Roach's many friends. Inquiries at the
|
office of the Morgan Iron Works revealed the
fact that the case had been much overdrawn.
Mr. Roach was in his usual health, and attended regularly to business until two weeks
confined
ago. Then an attack of dysentery
him to his home at College Point, L. I. Mr.
lioacli is over 70 years οία, anu nis ions me
of activity, followed by the strain and worry
induced by the attempt of a Democratic Administration to wreck his business, has impaired the strength of his constitution.
When he was taken sick the doctors preabsolute quiet, because Mr. Koach is
scribed
such a talker that the physicians were afraid
lie would exhaust himself if allowed to see
his guests. Garrett Roach said to-night:
"The published report in reference to Mr.
Koach is false in every respect. My father
lias been ill, but is now convalescent and is

jyi«

rapidly recovering'"
A Device of

•

of his bed and getting them out attempted to
lie was so violent that the
stab himself.
hose had to be turned on him before he
could be overpowered.
of
A despatch from Mier in the State
Tainaulipas, Mexico, says that a courier lia?
and
interior
the
reported
just arrived from
that revolutionists, under command of Juan·
Trevino, have captured the town of AugtiasFive citizens were killed in t/»i
tegnas.
the eightli
tight. Gen. Keyes lias ordered
regulars to Aguastegnus with instruction!
to light revolutionists wherever they may bt
found. The revolutionary party is gaining

strength daily.
Although the bi-centennial celebration a
Albany, Χ, V., does not begin until nex
Sunday, visitors are already arriving in thai
city.

The Postmaster General
from the mails.
accepted Mr. Dingley's suggestion.

Massachusetts Politics.
Boston. July 1(5.—A meeting of the Massachusetts Republican State Committee was
held yesterday, about 30 or 40 members were
in attendance, Major Gould, the chairman,
presiding. It was voted to hold the State
Boston,
convention at Tremont Tenmle,
Wednesday, Sept. 22, and Ilenry Cabot
Lodge of S'ahant was selected to preside.
The selection of a chairman of the committee on resolutions was left to the executive
committee. Calvin 1). Page of Southborc
The
was unanimously chosen as Secretary.
resignation of George C. Travis of Framingham as a member from the Fourth Middlean«
sex district was received and accepted
the district committee will be notified of tlu
vacancy. The members of the committee
will represent the old senatorial districts un
til January 1, 1887.

Pythias Election.

The State board of health in Iowa ha>
been advised that small pox in a malignan
form has broken out near Bolan in that State
Fourteen cases are reported and one deatl

Knights
Tokonto, Ont., July l<i.—The Supremi
ued thei:
of
Lodge
Knights of Pythias continu
folio wins

superintendent of the
John, W· Phelps,
landing water works, is on his wai
Fisn.kiu
bavin;
to Chicago in the care of a

Toronto, re-elected: Supreme Keeper
Louif
Records and Seals, R. E. Cowan, St.
re-elected; Supreme Master of Exchequer
Suprem
Del. ;
J. Willey, Wilmington,
II. Nelson
Secretary of Endowment Fund, Supremc-at
re-elected;
1).
C.,
Washington,
Suprein
Arms, Clias. F. Bragg of Maine;Arkansas
Inner Guard, Robert Newall,
rhompsor
Supreme Outer Guard, John W.
Suprem
Washington, D. C., re-elected. The for th
Lodge then adjourned at 1.30 o'clock
day.
Delacy ii
Maloney, Dempsey and

occurred

Thursday.

deteetivc,

been arrested in New York yesteruav on ί
warrant charging him with bigamy. Phelpi
is a well known Massachusetts man, and 11
1876 resided in Springfield. At that time 1»
was

president of a

New

England

railroad.

The Bangor Commercial says

Wednesday

that

oi

evening two young misses wen

in Walker's dock, above tin :
paddling around
Toll Bridge, whom one of them, named Mc
Three young mei ι
Hugh, fell overboard.one of
them, flarr
saw the accident, and
off his coat anl
Harper, a file cutter, pulled
He brough f
dove where the girl went down.
:
her up, and with great dilliculty brought he
to the edge of the boom.
A Miss Spear, of Montville, was throw 1
from a carriage while driving last Sundaj >
and suffered a fracture of her leg.

The

of

election of officers to-day witli the
result:
Supreme Prelate, Dr. King

ο
ο

Paris.

New Yobk, July 10.— The Times Pari
an j
special says that ex-Alderman Dempsey
in Paris froi 1
Delacy of New York arrived
met
Billy
Malonej
Montreal yesterday, anil
It is conjectured that they are there for th ®
to return to Nc
purpose of urging Billy not
York and "squeal,"

Be-

Chicago, July 16.—After many weeks and
delay spent in exhausting every
device employed by crafty lawyers, the trial
of the Chicago Anarchists has begun in earn-

of the accident,

after much

the

This morning eight men who are to anfor the Haymarket massacre, took their
Their manner
seats in Judge Lang's court.

est.

swer

betrayed

no

uneasiness.

Apparently they

careless of the past and indifferent as
to the future. Without the court room was
congregated a crowd. Down stairs was another crowd and still another and larger one
was congregated in front of the entrance of
the criminal court building.
On the opening of the court at 10 o'clock,
the State attorney requested an Tdjournment
until 11, which was granted. The reason
for this adjournment was given in a rumor
which is to effect that the State has met with
some trouble on account of its witnesses.
Certain of them, the story goes denied this
morning the truth of their disclosure relative to the existence of a dynamite conspira
cy.
Mr. Grinnel later said his reason for desiring delay was due to circumstances that the
witnesses in a certain branch of the case
have not appeared. These witnesses were
newspaper reporters, most of whom aro to
testify to early scenes of the Haymarket hefore the riot was participated. A hugh map
of the Haymarket, showing the relative positions of the police, crowd and speakers at
the fatal meeting of May 4, was shown, prewere

track, with seven dead or fatally wounded
horses, and their keeper, who was unhurt
but imprisoned. The other halfiWent down
the embankment, killing four horses and inflicting additional injuries on the luckless
employe who had jumped.
The four cars next to this quickly followTwo slewed lengthwise
ed in the ruin.
down the embankment, sending the horses
The end of the first
into the lower ends.
car burst out, and the horses shot down the
embankment to the river, where some of
Fifteen horses perishthem were drowned.
ed in the wreck of these two cars. The
next two cars were piled one upon another,
All the
on the upper side of the track.
horses in them, strange to say, freed themselves and escaped alive, except one that was
crushed to death.
The five cars were completely destroyed,
and twenty-seven horses in all were killed
One man, an employe
or mortally wounded.
of the circus, who had gone onto the top of

Liquor Dealers Defeated.
Dingley of Maine, a few
Congressman
CENERAL NEWS.
days age, called the attention of Postmaster
General Vilas to the abuse likely to arise—in
fact already planned by the liquor dealers—
Two oases of yellow fever are reported in under the new regulation admitting properly
States
Boston harbor.
the United
to
packed liquids
mails. Mr.
Dingley explained to Mr.
Albert Drlsher, employed at the Weber
a
with
met
laws
protect
Vilas that as the federal
morocco factory at West Lynn,
fearful accident yesterday morning and will .mail matter against any interference
dealers
lie
was working over a vat
liquor
die.
State
laws,
under
probably
could send packages of liquor by mail into
filled with lime when he fell into it.
on
and
carry
like Maine,
The Globe yarn mill of Fall Hiver lias de- prohibitory States,
the traffic to any extent in spite of State
clared a quarterly dividend of 2 percent.
laws—a result which the Postmaster GenerThe appeal io the highest court having al did not contemplate. He asked, therefore
beentaken, Judge Van Wagner of St. Louis that the regulation might be amended so as
Maxhas granted a stay in the execution of
to exclude intoxicating liquors or mixtures
sentence till October 2d.
well s
Jim Dacey, the murderer of Alderman
be
Janor of Woodstock, 111., who was to
attempt
hanged Thursday made a desperate Ile
a
had
afternoon.
at suicide Wednesday
pair of large shears hidden in the mattress

by

Trial

gins.

down tiwards the river. The car was thrown
In
across the track, where it broke in two.
it were nearly a score of horses and menHalf of it remained on the upper side of the

Attempted
a

After Weeks of Delay the

Suddenly tliey
ray. one of the brakemen.
felt a tremor and then the car began to
smash. Murray jumped for the embankment
on the upper side, and escaped unhurt; his
companion, who gives the name of Edward
Sharp, jumped the other way, and was hurled

A SAD AFFAIR.
and

scene

THE CHICACO ANARCHISTS.

river. As the train arrived at this point, the
second car from the engine became derailed.
It was filled with horses, and in the forward
end were berths for two circus men. As the
night was warm, one of these men had left
his companion in the car and come out on
top, where he was chatting with John Mur-

is

yesterday and today extinguished the

Lady

total wreck fit for kindling wood.
The remaining work horses were driven
through to Waterville, and the show was
given in the evening. The physicians say
that the wounded man's injuries are not
necessarily fatal.
cars are a

side of the Kennebec, and
along a steep hill side. On the one side the
embankment slopes up for some distance, on
the other down for thirty feet or more to the
passes

flames.

A Young

the band cart horses, great powerful
were found piled up on their heads,
broken.
all save one with their neeks
In one of the shattered ears was the hostler
who was entangled in the wreckage. Five
one ear

factured butterine, as
is too high, and that

A Sensation In the House.
a sensation was created in the House
this afternoon by a personal encounter between Kepreseutatives Cobb of Indiana and
Laird of Nebraska, growing out of the
charges made by the former on the floor of
the House to the effect that the Nebraska
member had been concerned in a land ring.
Representative Payson of Illinois, a member
of the Public Land's Committee, was explaining to Representative Giltillan the effect of
certain Senate amendments to a bill intended
to protect the rights of homesteaders, when
Representative Laird leaned from his seat
toward the party, and asked : "Why do not
you fellows (referring to the Public Lands
Committee) do something to break up the
land rings in the South, instead of raiding

:

pcaceable.i'

The early morning light revealed the broken
utterears, the mutilated horses kicking and
lug the most agonizing groans, and the two
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SESSION.

SENATE.
Washington, July 15.
After passing several pension bills, the
took up the river and
this
forenoon
Senate

keepers, the one senseless and apparently
dead, the other imprisoned among his

slaughtered horses.
The rest of the people on the train, though
somewhat bruised by the shaking up they
had received, were soon at work rescuing the
injured from the wreckage. All of the trair

harbor bill.
At 12.30, Mr. Ingalls attacked the new edition of the bill for its loose and careless

composition and arrangement.

but the five cars had kept the track all right
Meanwhile the conductor walked to the
nearest telegraph office and sent a message
to Waterville. At ten minutes past five
o'clock a wrecking train left this place ir
ane
charge of General Eastern Agent Alden,
having on board Doctors Frederick C. Thayei
and J. Fred Hill. The injured man was at
tended to, and was able to be brought heri
today. By the time the forenoon passenge:
trains were ready to pass the track was abou
the same as cleared, and by half-past om
o'clock the circus had arrived at this place
The large crowds that had come in to towi !
were disappointed in not seeing the paradi
and afternoon show, but this evening thi >

performances have been given as usual.
Mr. Forepaugh was seen this evening. II
estimates his loss at about $15,000, and say
that there was no insurance. Twenty-five ο Ε
the horses killed outright he valued at fror ,

>

Beside
these there was a stallion which he claim s
was worth a thousand dollars, and his ow 1
bay driving horse,which "no man could hav
had for less than a thousand dollars." Th
cars, he said, were worth nine hundred do
lars each. Then there were forty sets c £
harnesses torn up in the ruins. The fore Β
of the shock may be appreciated when it i s
stated that the stout halters on every one ( 1
the horses in the five cars were broken. Th e
shock of the collision caused the chariots an 1
wagons on the flat-cars to collide, resultir 2
in considerable damage.
>As to the cause of the accident Mr. For
!»
rails
the
is
that
sprea·
paugh very positive
thus letting the trucks of the car onto tl
sleepers. lie had 110 hesitation in sayii 8
that the train was too heavy and runnii g
too fast for the road bed. The responsibil i_
ty lie lays to the railroad, as he says th it
when his circus is put upon the track it *
turned over to the railroad authorities, ai d
the responsibility of his agents ceases.
Mr. Alden, the general eastern agent jf
the Maine Central, was also seen here tli

two to four hundred dollars each.

■

He says that the train was ru 1ning slowly and with care, and that the si r_
roundings show clearly that the first of t
five cars was thrown off by a broken ax p·
This axle broke and one end of it dropp )d
scar as it
upon the sleepers, leaving a long
„„
re
dragged. All the rails torn lip by the enti
evening.

...

The reading of the amended bill, with the
original amounts reduced 29 per cent, was
then proceeded with, and "eccentricities"
pointed out this forenoon by Mr. Ingalls
The
were corrected as items were reached.
reading was temporarily interrupted and the
inHouse
iwas
the
from
presented
message
sisting on its disagreement to three or four
amendments to the legislative appropriation
bill. One of these amendments was that to
The Senate inpay clerks for the Senate.
sisted 011 its amendment, and the conference

committee

was

reappointed.

Mr. Pugh gave notice that on Tuesday next
at 2 o'clock he would call up the report of
the committee on priveleges and election in
?he Payne case.
The reading of the river and harbor bill
was

11

resumed.

Mr. Vest moved to increase the appropriation of the Missouri river from $375,000 to
$500,000. Rejected, yeas 20 ; nays 30.
The bill was again interrupted that the
Senate might receive the report from the
conference committee on the legislative bill.
The committee had not been able to agree
and the Senate voted to insist 011 its amendments.
The Senate having resumed consideration
of the river and harbor bill a number of
amendments were offered and laid on the table. The question was finally taken on agree
ing to committee the amendment reducing
appropriations 25 per cent, and it was agreed
to, yeas 31 ; nays 18. The bill was then passed, yeas 42, nays 14 ; as follows :
Yeas.—Messrs. Allison, Beck, Berry,Blackburn

Biair, Brown, Butler, Call, Camden, Cockrell
Coke, IConger, Culluni, Dolpli, liustis, Evarts
George, Gibson, Goimon, Gray, Hampton, Ilarri
o:
son, Hoar, Ingalls, Jones of Arkansas, Jones
Mil

Nevada, Kenna, McMillan, Mahone, Maxey,
1er, Mitchell of Oregon, Payne, Pugh, Hanson
Sherman, Spooner, Stanford, Van Wyck, Vest
Walsliall, and Wilson of Indiana.—42.
Nays.—Dowes, Edmunds, Five, Hale, Harris
Hawley, Hearst, Piatt, Riddleberger, Teller
Voorliees, Wliittehorne, and Wilson of Iowa.

ter.

South Blue Hill. Hancock county, on route 458,
Blue Hill Falls, 2'/i miles south. S, A. Day, postmaster.
CHANGES IN STAB SCHEDULE.
from Albany to Bethel. Leave Albany
Tuesdavn, Thursdays and Saturdays at 1.30 p.m.,
Leave Bethel at 6.30 p. m.
Eoule

The Commission Without a Chief Examiner.
There are a number of applicants for the
of tne civil service
chief
examiner
office of
commission, but no selection, it is stated, has
been made yet. The office, which has a salary of S3,000 a year, will be filled by appointnnn-

firmation of the Senate. There was some
question as to whether the appointment
should be made by the President or by the
civil service commission. The AttorneyGeneral gave it as his opinion that, to be
legal, the appointment should be made bv the
President. The office has been vacant since
Mr. Lyman was made a member of the commission. Mr. Charles Frederick Adams, a
clerk of the commission, has been actuig as
chief examiner. The commission, it is understood, will be consulted by the President
in making a selection.

Officeholders and Politics.
Judge Edgerton, chairman of the civil service board, says that he heartily approves
the President's order forbidding office-holders to do political work, and the order meets
the approval of the whole commission. They
had an intimation that it was coming, but it
was issued on the President's own initiative
and without recommendation or suggestion
from them.
Civil Service Law.

At the civil service commission headquarters in Washington it is thought Collector
Iledden of New York is most likely to be the
A series of quesnext official investigated.
tions have been sent to Collector Iledden to
on
how he answers
and
all
depends
answer,
whether lie will be investigated or not. It is
thought that there will be an investigation,
as had there been no evasion of the law the
questions could have been answered in a day
or two. Delay looks bad, so the commission
thinks. If the investigation proves that Hedden has violated the law he will be removed.
Mr. Cleveland and the commission have determined to carry out the law.

SQUALL.

Number of Persons Drowned

In

Albemarle Sound.
The Bodies of Six Women and Children Already Recovered.I

Noufolk, July

16.—A
or

sloop carrying
thirty residents

t

ol

Martee, was capsized in Albemarle Soun<
Wednesday by a squall. A number of perdrowned and six bodies of women
and children have been recovered.
sons were

40.

The Senate then took up the naval appro
amendments reported
the committee on appropriations were a)
agreed to without question and the bill wa

priation bill. The
passed.

The Senate then at 0 o'clock adjourned,
HOUSE.
The Speaker laid before the House a com
munication from the secretary of the civi
service commission in reply to the resolutioi ;
of the House calling for appointments to th
civil service from the District of Columbia ii !
excess of its portion. It was referred.
The House then went into consideration 0 Ε
the conference report of the legislative ap
propriation bill, and it was agreed to.
Τ'"' veto messages on the bills grantin
j
pensions to Elizabeth Luce and Catharm
McCarthy were called up in succession an [
the House declined to over ride them,
nex.' message called up was that vetc
ing the bill granting a pension to Josep 1

i1?

Komiseo.

NEED OF RAIN.

bj
Damage by

Forest Fires In

Michigar

Muskegon, Mich., July 16.—For the pas
twenty-four hours this city has been envel

oped in smoke from fires in the surroundinj
forests, and the atmosphere is almost suffo
eating. There has been no rain there fo
weeks, and there is no sign of it. The crop:
are suffering severely.
From all quarter

reports of extensive forest fires. Thi
fanners and lumbermen in and about Twii
Lakes, Ilolton, Whitehall, Frontport am
North Holland, Mich., have been battlin]
the flames for days, and many of them hav

obliged

to

household goods

danger.
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individual castor,

a

willow rocking chair

These are but a few
and two oil paintings.
of the many presents that they received. Tfce
the Flying Yantook
newly married couple
kee for Portland, their future home, followed by the best wishes of their many friends.

—[Fairfield Journal.

WAILS FROM THE CIRCUS.

Many People
was Played

Lose
on

by

the Trick that

the Portland Man.

The Lewiston Journal says that new eases
of swindling by the circus sharps are coming
to light. The Portland man has not been
alone in his experience with the ticket seller.
Mr. B. F. Kilgore, of Lewiston, met this
plausible young man and attempted to accommodate him by giving him a 910 bill for
some small bills.
The change was made by
laid
the ticket seller, who with much gusto
and the
out the five dollar bill, the four ones
old trick so
seventy-five cents. The same
eiroften explained was then worked. The
cus sharp asked for the money again, pretending to want to see if the ehange was correct. He handed it back to Mr. Kilgore, who
put it in his pocket without examining It
He subsequently discovered that he was four
dollars short. The five dollar bill had been
juggled by the young man making change.
Mr. Kilgore went to the depot late in the
evening, routed the man out and compelled
him to return the four dollars. A Lewiston
insurance agent also suffered. He went to
the circus fortified against swindlers. He is
a very keen busines* man, and the ease with
which the beardless youth who sold the reserved seat tickets, swindled him ont of $2,
nettles him. The trick by which he lost was
the same. He gave a five dollar bill for what
subsequently, after the ticket seller had
eounted it twice, "to make sure" (of the two
dollars) proved to be only three dollars. A
half dozen other cases are told of. A SumLots of
ner man lost $5 by the same game.
people were taken in by the bogus ticket office, near the gate, where you paid fiO cents
for your circus tickets.
Yesterday's Kennebec Journal had this
"
One of the sixty-cent ticket sellers
story :
at the gate of the Forepaugh show yesterday
attempted to play the "slim-slam" game, but
was balked by the police. The officers in
citizen's dress were stationed near the ticket
man and saw a fellow pass over a $5 bill In
payment for tickets. The change he received
in return was considerably less than that

Kansas City is the junction of fourteen different railroads at present, and three others,
An Attempt to Whitewash SirCharles
including the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
have procured the franchise, and will, withDilke.
1:
Li—
muin a few months, extend their lines to reach
nuivil
fVUVU η·<
London, July 1G—1The rehearing in the di- this point. With all these railroads exchang- man ΙΛ/iVUg^U
the wink and he went forward and devorce case of Crawford against Crawford and
trnffic under the same roof, there is no
Dilke, reopened by the Queen's Proctor, was ing in the Union better situated for business manded the right change. The ticket seller,
begun today. Sir Charles Dilke, the co-re- city
who perceived that his little game had been
communication with all parts of the country.
spondent, was present, as also were Mrs.
Last year a system of cable road was built discovered, quickly refunded the money,
Crawford and lier sister. The court room was
and is now in successful operation throughAbout the same time another man came up
crowded. The counsel for the Queen's Proc- out the city.
tor, in opening the case, asserted that the evThe bank capital of Kansas City has not who had been cheated. He also got his
idence of several witnesses at the first trial
until recently been increased to keep pace
money, the ticket seller claiming that misA concensus of opinion makes of
was fnlse.
with the expansion of business. There are takes had been made in both instances."
the rehearing a strong attempt to whitewash
aland
those
at present four national banks,
Sir Charles Dilke. Mrs. Crawford adheres
a year increasFOUL PLAY SUSPECTED.
ready established have within
to every statement made in her confession.
their capital stock about $500,000. The
Sir Charles Dilke, being sworn, denied to- ed
has just been orBank
National
American
tally all the allegations concerning him made ganized with a capital of Sl,250,000, and as
The Mystery of the Death of Jam·»
by Mrs. Crawford in her confession.
this stock to the extent of 8400,000 is held by
P. Copeland of Dexter.
Maine investors, it seems proper to give the
Gladstone to the Duke.
The
pre»iparticulars of its organization.
Mr. Gladstone has written a letter in anA week ago Monday it was announced that
dent is Hon. Wm. B. Grimes, who during the
swer to the Duke of Westminster's reply to
his life has accumulated a very
of
James P. Copeland of Dexter better known
sixty
years
the Premier's recent charges respecting the
large property through legitimate and con- as the "Dexter cloth man," for many years a
use of the Duke's carriage on election day.
servative business enterprises. He has lived
Mr. Gladstone twits the Duke of Westminstravelling salesman for the Abbott's at Dexin
Kansas City long enough to have
ter with working for the Tories as he never
seen it multiply its population by ten, knows
ter, had just died suddenly at the Lancey
worked for the Liberals, although purporting its
people thoroughly, is a director in
House, in Pittsfield. He was on his bridal
to belong to the Whig element of the Liberal
Trade and identified with the
of
the
Board
tour, having just married a middle aged lady.
party. The Premier suggests that the noble
he
where
the
of
town,
business
prosperity of
Duke lias by his actions during the elections
a conservaConcerning this death this week's Pittsfield
being
the
reputation
enjoys
struck a blow at the aristocracy similar to
and upright business man.
Advertiser says :
tive,
sagacious
of
1866.
bill
at
reform
the
the one he dealt
The vice-president is W. P. Rice, formerly of
Connected with the death of Mr. James P.
of the First National
is
He
Maine.
Notes.
president
Foreign
Copeland, which took place at the Lancey
Bank of Clyde, Kan., which under his manlast week, there were some mysteriHouse
The London Times in a leading editorial
agement has made a very successful and satThe Advertiser stated
yesterday morning praises President Cleve- isfactory record. The cashier is H. P. Stim- ous circumstances.
last week, as was reported by the dead man's
land's earnest endeavors to secure political
son, who is a stockholder, and has had seva habitual user of
that
he
had
been
wife,
purity.
eral years experience and acquaintance with
and it was assumed that his death
The London Telegraph, commenting on the people of Kansas City as one of the offi- morphine,
had been caused by an overdose of that
the political situation in England, says that
cers of the large and prosperous savings
dr'ig.
there can be no coalition between Conservabank located there. F. W. Hunton, who is
Since our last issue the case has developed
tives and Unionists, and that Lord Salisbury
well known in this State as the popular cash- new features. We have received a letter
must form a ministry from his own ranks.
ier of the Gardiner National Bank, has refrom Mr. Copeland's two daughters, with
Tne Trans Caspian railroad is now open to signed and accepts the position of assistant one of whom the father had boarded since
cashier of this new bank in the West. Lo- November last, and also for two winters
traffic as far as Merv.
where additional bankstating positively that Mr. CopeThe Londay Daily News says that the Lib- cated in a community
ing capital is a necessity, officered Tby men of
and had never been habitually addicted to
erals hold the position coveted by the Parand favorably
financial
ability,
acknowledged
of
fate
use
of
the
the
of
arbiters
morphine, and during the time he
neilites. They are the
connected with local banks throughout the lived with her, the daughter says that to her
the government. Lord Hartington will keep
of Kansas, the American National
State
knowledge he never bought nor took moran independent attitude.
Bank gives promise of a successful future.
phine.
Mr. Ruskin, the author, shows symptoms
The feeling has prevailed throughout New
Other facts have come to light, and further
of serious illness and his friends are anxious.
England that it was a hazardous speculation developments may be looked for.
There can
to loan money on Kansas farms.
be no doubt that a mortgage on productive
BASE BALL.
RAILWAY MATTERS.
land may be as safe an investment in Kansas
The opportunity for making
as in Maine.
Cames Yesterday.
BELFAST & MOOSEHEAD LAKE.
safe investments in farm mortgages is far
While
AT BROCKTOX.
Messrs. Drummond & Drummond have greater there than in New England.
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constantly
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Innings
filed a demurrer in the suit in equity instileft
beis
the
capital
west,
moving
0 0040000 x— 4
Brocktons
rapidly
tuted some weeks ago by the preferred stock- hind, for the average man wno leaves home
2 00000000—2
Blues
to become a we«tern farmer has his fortune
Errors—
Base hits—Brocktons, 5; Blues, 0.
holders of the Belfast aud Mooseliead Lake
to make ; perhaps he carries with him
Brocktons, 11 ; Blues, 10.
Railroad Company. As stated last week it yet
acres of unliiO
for
to
funds
sufficient
pay
At Lawrence—Lawrence-Portland game
the present board of
is the intention of
broken prairie, and he builds a sod house
was postponed on account of raiu.
directors to press this case to an early deciin a crop of sod com ; he gets a fair
and
puts
of
At Washington—Philadelphias, 9; Washbe
no
will
and
there
change
sion
probably
the first year, better, perhaps, than he
Baso hits—Philadelphias, 13;
ington, (8.
counsel.
lias ever seen grown elsewhere. He realizes
Errors—Philadelphias, (i;
Washingtons, 9.
land Tie has broken and planted has
this
that
Washingtons, 4.
A State of Maine Amazon.
been doubled in value by the process. His
At Kansas City—Kansas Cltys, 4; ChicaHe
Pittsfieid Advertiser.
path to fortune is plainly visible to him. sucgos, 7.' Base hits—Kansas Citys, 8: Chicathere are three elements essential to
Errors—Kansas Citys, 6 ; Chicagos, 4.
gos, 9.
People passing on the Hartland road dur- sees
he
While
viz. : capital, land and labor.
cess,
At St. Louis—St. Louis, 3; Détroits, 7.
ing Monday and Tuesday of this week, doubt- realizes that at present only one-fifth of the Base hits—St.
Louis, 9 ; Détroits, 10. Errors
less noticed a buxom young lady haying at
soil of Kansas has beeu cultivated, he also
—St.Louis,8; Détroits, 4.
into
coming
with
that
immigrants
realizes
dis.
would
and
readily
Mr. Sylvester's place,
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the State at the rate of one hundred thouErBase hits—New Yorks, 9; Bostons, 7.
cover by the dexterity with which she hanbebe
will
not
time
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long
sand per year,
rors—New Yorks, 2; Bostons, 1.
dled the span and the mowing machine, and
fore the prairies will all be divided into farms,
ManchesAt Manchester—Concords, 6;
and then the price of land will materially adthe skill she evinced on the horse rake, that
ter, 3.
In the meantime he wishes to make
vance.
NOTES.
she was not a novice in this kind of business. his
home more comfortable for his family, to
The Yarmouths and Cumberland Mills
Mr. Barnes, who is cutting this hay, hapcultivate more land, and increase his holdwill play a game of ball at the Portland
He has
pened to mention in this young lady's hear- ings of acres as rapidly as possible. at
six or
grounds this afternoon, at half-past two.
that by borrowing money
ing that he had got to hire another man. She discovered
It is expected that Clarkson, the new
seven per cent, he can invest it with most
inquired what he would pay her to do a man's satisfactory results by acquiring more land pitcher, will pitch against the Broektons in
one of the games here Monday and Tuesday.
work. The reply was "as much as I should and maKing permanent improvements. His
but
actual
from
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necessity,
not
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at
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borrowing
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pay a man," and
business, he is confi- on account of rain.
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can
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interest
the
above
far
Poor's Manual of Railroads.
hay, and has raked it all with the horse rake, at
rate
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capital.
for
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and for aught I know will put it into the
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have received the first number of Poor's
We
farme
Therefore it may be said that Kansas
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Directory
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afford a
lodged and heavy, but she cut it clean, and
Directors, a work which is designed to supcould
as well as any man, or any machine,
legitimate and reasonable. The loan îuust plement Poor's Manual of Railroads. The
have done it. She harnessed and unharnessed
come from the east where money is abundbook contains :
her horses, and did not shirk any of the duant and capitalists are almost begging for
ties devolving on a hired man. As her lather eafc investments. But capital is timid and
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mother dead,
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Kansas securities he
less care of horses as well as housework, and
tage of doing business at arms length ; he Great Britain, and Ireland.
2.—A list of the officials of street railroads
being in robust health, and expert at this cannot well see the property offered as sekind of business, she thinks it no disgrace to
curity and he is reasonably apprehensive of in the same countries.
of
victim
3.—A list of the directors of all railroad
do the work which will bring her the most
the
misrepresentation.
being made
If established confidence existed between
money. I understand that she can entertain
companies in North America, alphabetically
she
at home with as much ease and grace as
eastern money lenders and Kansas farmers
arranged, with their addresses.
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natural
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the development
manipulate
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ing my recent visit to Kansas City an opporresides in West Pittsfield, but I will not give
tunity was afforded me to investigate the panies ; parlor, sleeping car, E quipment exher name, lest the crowd of dudes in search
methods adopted by two large agencies for press and telegraph companies, etc., etc.
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5.—A list of the officials of industrial esof helpmeets who are capable of doing all
the negotiation of farm mortgages.
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accomplishtablishments dependent on the railway syswork
in-doors
the
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these, the Equitable Mortgage Company has
Tl:y record of
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A Cruising Missionary.
impaired by default of the payment oftheinterinthroughout the country.
est ; on the contrary the cases where
The Congregationalism
rare.
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list
leading contractors
7.—A
terest has not been promptly paid
Captain G. W. Lane has begun his sixth This company appoints a correspondent in the country whose specialty is theîconstructseason of missionary work along the coast of
each good farming centre where lands are in- tion of railroads and work connected thereMaine under the auspices of the Congrega- creasing in value. This correspondent must with.
8.—A list of the officials of new railways
be a man of good reputation in the commuHe
tional S. S. & Publication Society.
now in progress in the country.
and the possessor of some property. He
nity
witli
cruises about in a small sailing vessel,
An alphabetical list of the officials of
receives the application for tne loan and
all the American railways, with a convenient
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corThese
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industry furnishes another source of revenue
It is the central point of the
for the canning and packgreat Southwest
ing interest, and its six mammoth packing
are
houses
constantly seuding out their im-
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Fortune Rock, York county, special from Biddeford, Biddeford l'ool, 5 miles northeast. G. K.
Burnham, postmaster.
West Hancock, Hancock county, on route 347,
Ellsworth 8% miles west. J. M. Butler, postmas-

picnic party of twenty

particular

to this city.

and a dozen elegant teaspoons from Mr. J. H. Eveleth, QreenTille, a
large berry dish and spoon, silver cake basket, castor, china fruit set, table scarf very
nice table lamp, one half-dozen large spoons

firevious,

l-OST OFFICES ESTAHLISHED.

A

11}

commerce

cents.

Wing of this place,

VV/

POSTMASTERS COMMISSIONED.
; Β. II. Burr, Springfield.

CAPSIZED BY A

of almost every product of the soil,
While
is of infinite variety.
the cultivation of corn is the leading feature
of agriculture, grain of all kinds is grown in
abundance, and miscellaneous farming is as
successfully practiced in Kansas as it can
possibly be elsewhere. Kansas City is,therefore, not dependent upon the result of one
The increasing live stock
crop.

its

ΤΙΙίίΗΕ

1

llill, Lyman

Enforcing the

UtVO

great distributing point

growth

oie.

η

('ill

is the

of the Southwest. Surrounded by a territory
rich in natural resources to almost an unlimited extent, with a climate adapted to the

Unionists 92; Gladstonians 191 ; Parnellites

Postmaster General :

t.ha

$228,582,933.
Kansas City

83.

master General.
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London, July 16—The present position

UIIVJ

OJf

lnr fho

in plain figures the volume of trade. The
total clearings of Kansas City last year was

The Elections.

The following postal information, affecting the service in Maine, is furnished by the

V.

to measure the actual business of a town
than the record of its clearing house, for it
is not liable to manipulation, but discloses

It must,
sels and ask his assent to its measures.
in fact, adopt his proposals and accept his terms
surely. Λη entirely satisfactory method is for
the Liberal Unionists to become part and parcel
of the government. The formation of such a coalition, however, would In no sense cause the permanent obliteration of party lines nor would it
make Lord Harfington a Tory.

Mr. Payson replied that that was what the
committee was endeavoring to do.
Mr. Cobb undertook to defend the committee of which he was chairman, and an angry
occurred between him and Mr.
■aird, which ended by the latter gentleman
calling the former a liar.
Witnesses say that Mr. Cobb declared that
Mr. Laird did not dare to come outside and
repeat his language.
Mr. Laird is said to have replied that the
gentleman could not get out soon enough for
him. With this the pair started through the
lobby into the basement. Some one called
Mr. Payson's attention to their exit, with
the statement that they were going outside
to light it out. Thereupon Mr. Payson hurried through the doorway, and coming up to
the would-be combatants on the stairway,
caught Mr. Cobb by the collar and remonstrated with him for pursuing so boyish and
foolish a course, lie succeeded in getting
Mr. Cobb to retrace his steps so far as the
west doar of the lobby, Mr. Laird following,
when the controversy broke out afresh. Recurring to the charges Mr. Cobb had made
against him in a speech several weeks ago,
Mr. Laird angrily declared that he (Cobb)
"
liar." Mr. Cobb rejoined that
was a
Mr. Laird was a"
perjurer," but the
words had hardly passed his lips before Mr.
Laird struck him a heavy blow on the mouth
and nose. A stream of blood trickled down
Mr. Cobb's face, and he was thrown backward against the doorway. A crowd which
had collected interposed at this juncture, and
the combatants separated, Mr. Laird taking
his seat in the House and Mr. Cobb reclining
in an easy chair in the lobby.
The bad feeling between the two members
dates back some months, ar>d it was apparent
on
the occasion when Cobb made his
charges against Laird some three weeks ago,
the last named member witli great difficulty
was restrained from emphasizing with his fist
the indignant denial and defiance he hurled
at his antagonist. There was every reason
to believe that if interference had not come
a sanguinary personal combat would have
resulted. Both of the members concerned
are of powerful physique, and bear reputations of men ready at all times to defend
themselves in a fitting manner. Cobb stands
six feet and over, and is of proportional
breadth, but is at a disadvantage on the
score of being in the neighborhood of 58 or
(JO years old. Laird is but 37 years of age,
with a girth of chest that would ornament
an athlete, and a fiery, impetuous temper.
On the other hand lie is also slightly lame,
the result of the fracture of a leg a year or
two ago.
Changes Announced by the Post-

Instantly the crowd parted in a peculiar
he thought. Then he heard a hissing noise. He had some experience with the
dviianiite and fuse and devined in an instant
The next mowhat was going to happen.
ment a terrific explosion took place. Then
bullets were fired into the police for about a
minute or so before a single shot was fired
by the police.

horses all around him.
The scene at this time was most terrible.

ΑΙ-

affording opportunity for handsome grades,
everywhere covered with white clover, beds
of blooming flowers, and shrubbery rendering the grounds about the dwellings exceedingly attractive. The present population of
the city proper is about 110,000, while the
suburbs of Wyandotte, Kansas City, Kansas,
Armordale, etc., which are in reality a part
of the commercial city, swells the number to
fully 140,000. The assessed valuation of
Kansas City, Mo., which is far below the
market value of the property assessed, is
about
$40,000,000, and all the packing
houses, stock yards, etc., are outside the city
limits. The bonded debt of the city is $9<>C,000, and under the present laws of Missouri
this debt is not likely to be increased.
There can be no better criterion by which

The Necessity of a CoalitionThe London Times argues that there is a
singular lack of personal weight among the
Conservative leaders, and that this necessitates a Conservative, Liberal and Unionist
coalition. It adds :
The Conservative party will be less trong than
Whether Lord Hart-'
it was hoped It would be.
ington joins the government or not, the governhim into its countake
to
ment will be compelled

Quite

manner

seriously, though not fatally injured, while his companion whom he left in
the car with the horses had escaped almost
miraculously from the ruin that killed the
the. car, was

proposed by the House,
dairy interests will be

disapproval.

\Γ

London for

Opposed to a Pacific Cable.
London, July 16.—At several meetings of
the colonial agents which have been held
here recently, the project of connecting the
Dominion of Canada and Australia by cables
has been generally discussed. The South
Australian agents are steadily declining to
join in any scheme for the accomplishment
of this object, claiming it would De certain
to injure the interests of the Australian
overland line of telegraph.

failed to get a vote sufficient to pass any of
these bills, notwithstanding the Presidentia

1.1.

Called in

Subject

To the Editor of the Press :
Since my recent visit to the West, so many
parties have written making inquiries in relation to farm mortgages and other Western
securities which are being offered to investors, that it seemed to me I could best reply
to all by publishing a brief statement, based
upon information gathered from personal
observation.
Kansas City is most appropriately called
the Terrace City, the natural fonnation upon which it is built lying in sharp inclines,

have summoned a number of prominent Socialists to answer at the trial on Satfor
obstructing the streets last Sunurday
day, and have given warning that future offenders against the peace and quiet of the
The Socialcity will be promptly arrested.
ist League issued an address last night,
which is an inflamatory appeal to the masses
urging them to maintain free speech against
the tyranny of the police at all hazards, and
thousands at Edgeware
to assemble in
road next Sunday, where the poet Morris
will preside over what is designed to be the
largest gathering of Socialists yet assembled
in London.

amply protected by a tax of one or two cents.
The oleomargarine lobby is a large and
powerful one, and is sparing no effort to defeat the measure. The House today indulged
in a lively fight over the pension vetoes, but

the street intending to guard the thoroughfare. The instructions to the men were that
no man should fire unless he was ordered to
On arriving
do so by his superior officers.
at the Haymarket he turnçd to the crowd and
"We are

Hung.

police

the Senate reported the bill just as it came
from the House.
Many Senators favor
the general principle of the bill and think
that the tax of five cents per pound in manu-

pared by Felix C. Buschek, architect and
draughtsman, who was the-first man sworn
and who gives the minutest details as to the
of the
distances between various parts
square.
Inspector Bonfield then took the stand. He
was in command of the police on the night
of May 0. There were present Lieutenants
Steele, Bowler, Penseen. Stanton, Hubbard,
Beard and Quinn, with a detachment of
It was about ten o'clock when the
men.
There were
men were ordered out there.
about 100 of them in all. They marched up

said

Big Meeting

the

by Bank Commissioner Richards.

next Sunday.
London, July 1G.—A revival of the SocialThe
ist troubles in London is threatened.

to the

£assage

animals,

or

The railroad, at the

The

two others injured, so that they were put
out of the misery, and others were bruised
and ^ίτηti'hcil
Sir.ni> nf the dead animals
and in
were found with their legs torn off,

mile past lliverside Station

twenty miles an hour, but on striking a slight
incline the speed was reduced, according to
the conductor's estimate, to about fourteen
miles an hour. Mr. Forepaugh estimates the
speed much higher, but the positions of the
wrecked cars confirms the conductor's state-

Damabiscotta, July 10.—A forest lire
has been raging in the woods east of this village for the past three days, burning over
more than 100 acres of woodland, destroying
property to the value of $4,000 or more. The

L. A. GOULD,

a

Bath to Have Water.

eight

side

others were smashed to splinters alongside
the track. The end of one of the cars was
pushed out and the horses shot out of the
The wrecking crew succar into the river.
ceeded in getting out a portion of the horses
alive. Twenty-six of them were killed and

train.
At about twenty minutes past 3 o'clock it

Batii, J uly 10.—At a special meeting of
the aldermen this afternoon, a call was issued for a town meeting to be held July 2Gth,
to ratify the contract to furnish the city with
water for fire purposes entered into between
the city and the National Water Works syn-

Damaged by

well made, perfect fitting
Corset. Every pair warranted
not to break over the' hip, by

were

this

the

Press.]
Washington, luly 16.—Under the management of Senator Hale the Senate passed
this afternoon the Naval appropriation bill.
This leaves but three of the regular appropriation bills to be acted upon by that body,
the Sundry civil, Deficiency and Fortification.
The Oleomargerine bill will be next considered, and may provoke a long discussion,
as its opponents will endeavor to kill it by
loading it down with numerous tariff propositions. The Committee on Agriculture of

16.—A

Riverside the
of
the box car full of horses broke
dragged along about a rod and then
track, taking four other cars of
horses with it. A portion rolled down the
The
bank fifty leet high
into the river.
Just
axle of
The car
left the

James Leavitt was
heaviest on the road.
engineer, and his brother George, the fireman.
There were three brakemen. Next to
the engine were seven stock cars filled wjth
horses, numbering in all more than one hundred ; then there were two box cars, eleven
fiat cars, and three sleepers containing three
hundred laborers.
It was a very heavy

Clear
IClear
Fair

Banoob, July 10.—The house, ell and
stable belonging to Frank Dudley, at Veazie, occupied by Sullivan Hurd, was wholly
destroyed by fire early this morning. A part

durable,

The animals and performers

nine miles above Augusta. The
train had been running at a rate of about

of the furniture was
$1,000; insured.

[Special

Annother Account.

werelon their way to the scene of the disaster. arriving there a little after five o'clock.
They found a scene lof indescribable confusion, cars torn to pieces, in the river and
alongside the track.
The circus train left Augusta for Waterville, the cars containing the tent, paraplienalia and working horses in advance, runhour.
an
fourteen
miles
ning

Toward, one of the most trusted employes
of the railroad, \vas in charge, ana the tram
was drawn by engine No. 11, one of the

Fail-

Cloudy
Cloudy

Fire at Veazie.

89 CENTS.

of the Disaster.

carried on train No. 2, which followed later.
Train No. 1 was composed of twenty-three
Conductor II. A.
circus cars and a caboose.

and

$1.50 GOSSAMERS

Say

in

Some Observations on

FOREIGN.

A

The circus goes to Bangor
tomorrow as

circus train bound for Waterville was off the
track between Riverside and Vassalboro and
that men and horses were injured. At thirty minutes after 4 o'clock a wrecking train
and crew, a surgeon and the Pkess reporter

showed in Augusta Thursday and this morning started for Waterville on two trains. The
first train left Augusta about five minutte of
three o'clock. This train is called the stock
train and carried the teams, horses and
wagons, with the laborers attached to the

Clear

MAINE.

jiyO

His

(Special to the Pkess.)
Watervillk, July 1G.—Forepaugh's circus met with a severe disaster about a mile
from Riverside station on the Maine Central
The circus
railroad early this morning.
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Yankton
Dead wood... I
W. W. Eichklhekgeu,
Sergeant, Signal Corps, U. S. A.
Kl

PHOTOGRAPHER, 514 Congress Street.
dtf

Estimates

Discussion

WESTERN INVESTMENTS.

appre-

Woodstock, 111., July 1G.—James Dacey,
murderer of Alderman Gaynor of Chicago,
He made no
was hung here at 12.35 todoy.
speech and was moderately composed, though
during the forenoon he screamed almost continuously and had his limbs tied to prevent
his making an assault on any of his attendants.

Appropriation Bill Passed
by the Senate.
Lively

property is

House on the Pension Vetoes.

as soon
to St.

telegram was
was received here this morning at a quarter
after four o'clock stating that Forepaugh's
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Another

display there

Watekville, July

c3n

Me 29.97

Savannah,Ga

»

Hostler.

town

hended. Two farm houses south of the city
amount
were destroyed, together with a large
of grain and stock.

Congressmen Settle an Old Dispute by Resorting to Blows.

The Naval

llivEiisiDE.July 16.—The ruins of cars and
the carcasses of the horses still remain by
the track. A crew of men watches the track

a

Loss at $15,000.
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New London 29.94
Boston, Mass 29.90

before it is too late.

Out of

of

π

aplOsntf

ATTENTION

Escape

What the Railroad and Circus

55

The DBY SEASON is near and the danger
from FIRE is great.
Therefore IN8VBB YOUR PROPERTY

my22

and will

immediate danger to

WASHINGTON.

Very Exciting Scene in the House
of Representatives.

Two

usual.

Miraculous

Ο

BEWARE !

503

as

John for horses.

».S
4)

given

a

Forepaugh will replace his loss
possible, and has already sent

Mr.

Embankment.

11

11

Tliermo'ter

Dr. Keed treats all clironlc diseases mat flesh is
heir to; all cases that are given up as incurable
by the allopathic and homoeopathic physicians. I
will take their case to treat and cure them. I find
up to die can
about ionr-flfths of the cases
be cured. Examination at a distance by letter,
with their lull name and place of residence and
one 2-cent stamp and $2.00. Examination at the

known to be

an

1>liICE

17, ιβββ.

A Murderer

the show.

Hurled

tonight.

592 CONGRESS ST, PORTLAND, ME.

are

Employe

Circus
Down

METEOROLOGICAL REPORT.
(.July 16, 1886, 10.00 P. M.)
Observations taken at the same moment of time
at all stations.

ROOM»

u.

Animals.

A

from the five cars are somewhat injured,
some of them severely, but will be kept wi tli

l'OKTLAND. Me., July 16, 1880.
I 7 Λ Μ 111 A MI 3 Ρ M ; 7 ι· M 111 1' 41
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Glairvoyant aDd Botanic Physician

office $1, and consultation free.
Office BI«uri-9 a. in. 10 9. p.
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Croans of Distress

Horrible

LOCAL· WEATlUia SKPOHT.

Of all Grocers,Druggists, àfMin. Wat. Dealers.
jy!7

Terrible Confusion.

ture.
The indications for New

"

drinking

Men and Horses Piled Up In

july

FROM

accident extended not more than the length
of two rails. That these rails were torn up
after the axle broke is shown by the fact
that for the distance of four car lengths after
the scar on the sleepers begins, the rails
are intact.
Same of the train men say that
the broken axle shows that a liaw had existed for some time. There is no evidence
at all to show that the rails spread.
There is no doubt that, had the train been
running at a high rate of speed, a good part
of it would have been precipitated into the
river, and the result wonld have been most
horrible. Had the accident happened to the
second train with its elephants and other animals the loss weuld have been far greater.
The horses killed were all valuable ; but
they constituted the working rather than the
fancy part of the show. Those that escaped

A CIRCUS SMASHED.

aunications to

£

|

WATERS/'

QUEEN OF TABLE

of&ry

Saturday"morning,

PORTLAND,

24.

1862-VOL.

23,

move their families am
on account of threatenhi;

Forest fires are raging in the neighborhood 1
of Howard City, Michigan, the city being al
most surrounded by flames yesterday, but η )

1

Eastport Sentinel,
The large columns of smoke which havi ,
been seen over Campobello during the pas ;
week are from the forest fires raging 01
Grand Manan. It was reported here a fev
days ago that the fires which commenced a ;
Dark Harbor had extended to Deep Cove, 1 !
distance of over 12 miles, through a valuable
At different points peopl !
timber forest.
were lighting the fire, and those dwellini
?
near its track had hauled large quantities ο
■

water in hogsheads to use in case it come
too near.

A

Happy Event.

Mr. A. W. Knights of Portland, and Mis?
Annie J. Gibson were unltod in wedlock al
the residence of the bride's mother, Mrs.
Rev.
Samuel Gibson, Wednesday morning.
Κ. II. Aldrich officiated. Miss Rebecca Eveleth of Greenville acted as bridesmaid, an<]
Mr. Silas T. Lawry as groomsman. Tht
happy couple were the recipients of man)
elegant and costly presents, among whicl
be mentioned a $50 note from Mr. F. Ρ
may

--

REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTIONS.
The Republicans of Somerset county wiU
meet in convention at Coburn Hall, Showhea.
gan, on Tuesday, Aug. 17th, at 10 o'clock
m.

The Franklin county Republican conven
tion will be held at Farmington, Wednesday,
August 18th.
The Republican convention of Aroostook
county will be held in Honlton on Wednesday, Aug. 11th.

THE

The Hon. William G. Davis is recommended as a congressional candidate who could
capture the laboring men, the bank men, the
Now
railroad men and the steamboat men.
ii he can only make himself solid with the
farmers and professional men we don't see
why he cannot be elected unanimously.

PBE8S.

SATUIUUY MORNING. JULY 17.
W< do not lead anonymous letters ana communications. The uaine and address of the writer are
i All cases indispensable, not necessarily for pnbication but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
rasmiiiunioatious that are uot used.

FOR

A man is selling a faucet in Bangor which
the Commercial says "appears to possess exceptional merit." Its "exceptional merit" is
that a man can tap a barrel of beer with it

COVERNOR,

without losing a drop. We predict a great
sale for this faucet in the Queen City of the
East.

JOSEPH R. BODWELL,
HALLOWBL1.

OF

For

evidence that there is such a
The Biddeford
man as James E. Ilunkins.
Journal lias found his name in the Bidde-

There is

Representatives

to Congress :
First District—THOMAS B. RKE1), of Portland.
iecond District
NELSON DINGLEV, Jit., of
Lewiston.
Third District—SETH L. MILLIKEN, of Belfast.
Fourth IHetrtct-CHARLES A. BOUTELLE, of
Baneor.

ford

—

more

Directory.

Essay towards
studying himself, his world, and his pilgrimage. By Maria Francesca Jiossetti.

YOUNG.
The Fairfield Journal returns to the attack
upon Dr. Young, Secretary of the State
Board of Health, this week. It has shifted
its ground, however. Last week it said :
"Just what this learned man [Dr. Young] expected to lind that the physicians, who hare attended the cases there, had not seen is what we
do uot pretend to know."
If that means anything it means that, in
the opinion of the Journal, Dr. Young's visit to Madison was superfluous, that he was
meddling with a matter that properly be-

longed to the resident physicians.
This week, however, it says :
"It is uot for going to East Madison that we
find fault with the Secretary, but that after going
there, at the expense of the State, he conspicu-

ously neglected his plain duty."
Now if this was the Journal's real complaint why on earth did it not say so in the
first place? There is not in its first article
an intimation from beginning
to end, that
his investigation was not thorough, or that
it did not meet the approbation of the people of the town. The gist of it all is a complaint that lie failed to ascertain the cause
of diphtheria, and an intimation that his
visit was uncalled for, and unacceptable to

the resident physicians.
The truth doubtless is that the Journal
was so anxious to blaze away at Dr. Young
that it did not stop to consider what it»
weapon was loaded with, and the result was

man.

that its gun—
Bore wide aud kicked its owner over.
In the week intervening between its first
and second assault it has discovered that

the Yellowstone Park 011 Horseback.
By George W. Wingate. [New York :
In deciding to undertake a
O. Judd Co.)

Through

trip through the Kocky Mountains for the
health of himself and family, the author of

Dr. Young was requested to go to Madison
by the citizens, and by a leading physician,
so it won't do to pitch into him again for

this littlfi manual found it difficult to obtain
any reliable information in regard to the
journey. Ile lias done what one intelligent

Coing to Madison. It won t do to insinuate
that lie was meddling with the business of

do to supply the defect.
Starting
with a good map on a large scale, he has
filled out the routes, marked the points to be
seen, and has sho\Vn liow.to reach them. The
directions for travelers are full and explicit
as to what is required for outfit and miscellaneous preparation, the time to go, how to
go, what expenses to expect and provide for,
There is a
what to see and how to see it.
good deal of descriptive matter also, picturing the points of interest in the natural scenery, the opportunities for sport, and the romance of the free life, which is th· charm of
the excursion. The volume is well illustratman can

the resident doctors. Therefore it takes a
new position.
Now the charge is that Dr.

Young only

made a "most casual examination of the surroundings, and then came
away and delivered himself of half a column

diphtheria in general." We
do not know precisely what investigation Dr.
Young made, or how thorough it was, but
we have before us Dr. Young's report, and
we do know that the Journal's descripon

it is wide of the truth.

tion of

Half of the

is taken up with describing the condition of things at East Madison, and the remainder of it in suggesting means to b·

report

ed.

used to check the epidemic. Falsum in uno,
falsum in omnibus is a maxim of the law.
If the Journal will deliberately misrepresent
the doctor's report as it has done, no dependence can be placed on its description of the
doctor's examination. Against the Journal's
sneer at his report let us quote the words of
Dr. S. A. Patten, who is described by the
Journal as "a skillful physician of extensive

practice

upon

the

subject

of

causes of the serious sickness now preand which has already resulted in
the death of nine or ten individuals. His suggesthe
as
to
tions
importance of cleanliness, good
drainage, pure water and pure air, and the proper means to be used to prevent the further spread
or

vailing there,

of the disease, are timely and important, and
worthy of serious consideration, not only by; the
people of East Madison, but of all the adjoining
towns ; for there is good reason to believe that
health and happiness as well as godliness are promoted by the careful observance of good hygieiic
rules, especially by keeping clean; but he fails to
locate the cause of the disease.
But the citizens complain, or rather the
Journal says thev do, that Dr. Young did

not ascertain the cause of the disease. If
the citizens expected Dr. Young to ascertain
that they expected altogether too much.
The cause of diphtheria is'involved in obscurity which no expert has yet been able to penetrate. The theory is that it arises from a
specific germ or bacteria, but why these bacteria are more active in one year than
another is unknown and very likely always
will be. But it is tolerably well proved that
certain conditions accelerate the development and activity of these organisms. The
business of the intelligent physician bent on
checking the disease is therefore to ascertain

whether any of these favorable conditions
exist and to remove them or counsel their removal. That is what Dr. Young did at Madison. If lie failed to do this thoroughly
that is a justifiable ground for complaint
against him, but to arraign him for not ascertaining the cause of diphtheria is simply
absurd. Dr. Patten, whom the Journal
dorses says :
The real, efficient cause of diphtheria—the
cific poison or virus which produces it is
known, and the disease itself lias been, and
terrible perplexity and trial to medical men,

en-

spenot

is

a

not
only because of its severity and fatal results, but
for the reason that there Is so much about it to
deceive and mislead, from its inception to its
plnnA

οπή

en

little

annnrpntlv

two years ago, while some
things have been added that appeared in letters to the New York Evening Post, The
Sun and other papers. The present volume>
being written by a resident Californien, is
the result of a thorougli kn owledge of the
country, and has none of the defects of the

tlmt

ic

in

pnn.

iormity with those general laws which we have
been wont to suppose influence and control all
diseases of this class. Diphtheria has all seasons
for its own—all temperatures, the hottest weather
of summer and the coldest weather of winter ; all
localities ; low marshy lands, with their impurities, and also high lands, the tops of hills and
sides of mountains, where the air and water are
believed to be pure and invigorating.
It is a little curious if the Journal is not
animated by anything personal in this matter, as it says, tliat it should slur Dr. Young
lor failing to ascertain the cause of diphtheria, while it describes another physician who
confesses that he knows nothing about its

"authority" on the subject.
But it is further charged that Dr. Young
did not make a sufficiently close examination of a slaughter house, (which, by the
cause as an

that
eminent medical authority,
vray,
the Journal, thinks was sufficient to cause
the whole trouble), and reported it in a
proper condition when it was all wrong.
Now if that be true it forms a substantial

ground for complaint; but it is very singular
that the Journal did not make the charge
last week. It is very strange that it should
attack Dr. Youpg for exceeding his duty
when he was amenable to the charge of neglecting his duty, a much more serious offenee. This is the only count in the Journal's two indictments that is worth a moment's attention, and we have little doubt
that this one can be completely overthrown
The
when Dr. Young comes to bo heard.
others, such as failing to discover the causes
of diphtheria, writing platitudes, not visiting
patienta sick with the disease, are either disproved or shown to be ridiculous.
The Journal says it "has no personal interest in this matter, but is simply express-

ing the views of the much afflicted village."
This assertion is entirely superfluous. Nobody after reading this dignified and judicial paragraph could for a moment imagine
that the author felt any personal interest in
the subject:
Dr. A. G. young, secretary of the Board of
Health, occupies naif a column of space in the
Reporter this week, to tell the citizens of the

State that lie has been to East Madison to ascertain the cause of the recent severe cases of diphtheria In that place. He reports that he den't
know. He doesn't state it In just that language,
for that would not be according to the code of
ethics, but that's the idea. Just what this learned
man expected to And that the physicians who
have attended the cases there had not seen Is
what we do not pretend to know. At best lie did
not And It, and says so.

The spelling of Dr. Young's name with a
small letter, referring to him ironically as this
"learned man," charging him with resorting
to circumlocution to conceal ignorance, all
go to show that the author was inspired by
nothing but pure philantbrophy and profound
sympathy for the "afflicted village." Indeed,
we have no doubt he was in
tears throughout the entire performance.
Collector Iledden is to be investigated very
soon, nnd if found guilty of violating the
civil service law is to be "flipped out." Congressman Holinan's corps of postmasters
should be next investigated and "flipped
eut." Then the Commissioners' attention
might be given to some of the Maine Democratic office-holders who were in attendance
on the Bangor Convention.
It is easy to
lay out work enough for the Commission
to keep it busy until snow flies at least.

published

and

diphtheria,"

who "has given the treatment of this disease
a good deal of careful study, and can be safely considered an authority." Dr. Fatten says:
It seems that the doctor [Young] has been there
[East Madison] with reference to forming and
giving to the public an intelligent opinion upon
the sanitary condition of this villrge ana the
cause

Mr. Theodore S. Tan Dyke's Southern
California, (New York; Fords, Howard &
Hulbert; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon), is mainly a condensation of a book
originally written for The American Field,

|

tourist's journal, which usually consists of a
transcription of hasty impressions. On the
contrary, we have here a thorough and vivid
account of Southern California ; its valleys,
hills, and streams ; its animals, birds, and
fishes ; its gardens, farms, and climate ; the
whole forming an unusually instructive and
interesting record.
Edna Lyall's Won By Waiting," (New
York: D. Appleton & Co.) is a novel far
above the ordinary. It combines a charming
story, with a spirited account of the siege ef
Paris during 1870-1871, and one does not
weary of the many pages, which is saying
much for the book. The style is excellent,
and the whole is pervaded by a pure and
wholesome religious tone.
Justina of the No Name Series. (Boston:
Roberts Brothers ; (Portland : Loring, Short
& Harmon) is a fresh, attractive storyt
which ranks pleasantly with the summer
novels, and is quite too good to spoil by telling the plot, or sketching the characters before hand for the prospective reader.
D.
the First Earl. By H.
1). Appleton & Co;
Lord
Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donham.)
Shaftesbury must ever remain a deeply in-

Shaftesbury,

Traill. (New York:

sense, important figure
He not only resumes in
salient characteristics of
but prefigures some of the

teresting, and, in a
in English history.

himself the more
his age of politics,
most striking traits of ours. In his own person he typifies all the passion and profligacy^
reckless turbulence and insatiable ambition
He
of the troubled times in which he lived.
also foreshadowed the modern demagogue,
the modern party leader, and the modern
Parliamentary debater—the three most notable actors on the stage of later English politics.
Mrs. Lillie's delightful little volume, The
Story of Music ami Musicians for Young
Readers, (New York: Harper & Brothers;
Portland : Loring, Short & Harmon) f uffils
most perfectly the intention of the author in
interesting young students in music in the
technique of their art, and in showing them
how, and under what circumstances the
great masters have worked. Begining with
sketches of Bach, Mozart and Boetlioven,
their instruments and their works, it comes

of

are

charmingly

many lots of SUITS and

«α

writer,

for w hicli we

give thanks.

Won by Waiting. A Novel.
By Edna Lyall
Cloth, 395 pp. (New York: I). Appleton & Co.;
Portland : Hoyt. Fogg & Donliam)
A Moonlight Bay. By E. W. Howe, author o£
Tlie Story of a Country Town. Cloth, 342 pp.
(Boston : Ticknor & Co. ; Portland : Loring, Short
& Harmon.)
The American Salmon Fisherman. By Henry 1*. Willis, author of Fly ltods and Fly Tackle.
Cloth, Illustrated, 166 pp. (New York: Harper
& Brothers ; Portland : Loring, Short & Harmon.)
Southern Califoiînia ; Its Valleys, Hills and
Streams; Its Animals, Birds and Fishes; Its Gardens, Farms and Churches. By Thomas S. Van
Dyke, author of The Still Hunter, &e. Cloth
233 pp. (New York: Fords. Howard & Hurlburt ;
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
By Count
Childhood, Boyhood, Youth.
Lyof N. Tolstoi. Translated from the Russian by
Isabel F. Hapgood. Cloth, 381 pp. (New York:
Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.
How το Handle and Educate Vicious
Houses. Together with Hints on the Training
and Health of Dogs. By Oscar R. Gleason. Cloth,
20G pp., $1.00. (New York: 0. Judd Co., David
W. Judd, President.)
Tbe Pehchebon Horse in Amebca.
By W.
C. Weld. In France by Charles Du Hays. Cloth,
Illustrated, 140 pp. (New Y'ork: 0. Judd Co.;
David W. Judd, President.
Book of Mock Trials. Containing Fourteen
Original Plays, representing Humorous Courtroom Scenes, adapted to the limits of the parlor
and arranged for public or private performances.
By J. P. Ritter, Jr., and William T. Call. Cloth,
160 pp. (New York Excelsior Publishing House.)
Tara Bulba. By Nikolai Vasilvevitch Gogol.
Translated from the Russian by Isabel F. Hapgood. Cloth, 295 pp. (New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell & Co.)
The Cruise of the Alabama. By one of tlio
crew, (Riverside Paper Series.) Paper, 150 pp.
50 cts. (Boston: Houghton, Miftiin& Co. ; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
THE REAB-GUABD OF

THE

«EVOLUTION.
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^
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MEN'S and BOYS' THIN COATS and
MEN'S,^TOUNG
and prevailing colin all
and

TESTS,
grades
qualities,
ors.
Bargains in Dark Gray Mohair Sack Coats

could

not

move

when in

bed, having

no use

ai auuι

r,

nurrii>vx.

Cruise of the Alabaof that vessel in a terrible light, and makes one wonder that
Semmes and his officers accomplished anything under such circumstances. Mr. Haywood has given us a dose of horrors, and if

there were any alleviations he has, forgotten
to mention them. His account of the fight
between the Alabama and Kearsarge is most
graphic, and he does not fail to give credit to
the Union officers and seamen who
gaged In it. The whole sketch is very entertaining, and undoubtedly correct from the
were en-

author's standpoint.

$2.00.

publishers

and translator

Boys' Sailor Suits $1.50, $2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50,

and

$4.00.

Long PANTS

Knee and

Boys'

MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS.

are

described with

255 MIDDLE

The Translator of tlio Childhood, Boyhood, Youth of Count Lyof Tolstoi, (New
York : Thomas Y. Crowell & Co.) is right in
pronouncing him one of the most interesting
personalities of the period. Having already

acquaintance through his works on
religion, and his novels, wo are prepared to
find these memoirs of special interest, since
they show that thirty years ago the author's
ideas were such as he is to-day putting in

made his

the month of August a small
furnished at either Pine
Point, Cape Elizabeth or the Islands. Address
15-1
A. D., Press Office, stating terms.

WANTED—For
cottage entirely

14-1

TÏÏ.E V*

I V

perfçet •HlM.fltutcfor MOTHER'S

Î„V„,H:, VlVval<

Λ

DynpcnlIch, ('oncump-

Perfect nutrient lnall
',<'c!!1"'
wasting (1leeaacs.
Keqmrrs no cooking. Keep* In
■II climate*.
Bold everywhere. Our book "Tho
Infants,'' MAII.ED FKKE.
l>OLlIHJI, COOUALK i CO., lioaton, Sin,
<··

Srfi.'KÎ..toe2,ÎK.of
jiyis

TuTh&S&wOmnrm

NEW HEARSE.
HE new hearse recently purchased by J. F.
Spear, from u. L. Brownell. New Bedford.
Mass., will be kept at William Stiles' stable, and
will be used on all occasions, at the same price as
the town hearse.

Τ

J. F.
jlyl3

SPEAR, UNDERTAKER,
Saccarappa, Ule.

dlw#

;
iu flue

make

jyio

dst

GAME!

CUMBERLAND COUNTY LEAGUE

Yarmoufhs

Cumberland Mills,

vs.

SATURDAY, JULY 17,

Men

Jyio

Pearl St.,

free.
New England Decorative Works, 19
5078.
P.
O.
Box
Mass.
Boston,

jlylOSTu&ThGt

Manager.

-

good horse that anyone can
drive with light carriage, for six or eight
weeks to be used but little and well cared for, for
which a resonable price will be paid. Call or Ad-

WANTED—A

_

NEWBEGIN, Cumberland (Fore-

dress HENRY
side Me.

13-1

—Λ first-class photographer for
slimmer season.
Applv immediately to

the
WASTED
C. G.

GOODING, Photographer, Old Orchard,

Me.

13-1

young man as bill clerk in a
Wholesale dry goods store ; must be a fair
penirfMrTand quick and correct at ligures; reconiiiiendations required. Address BOX 1392. 13-1

WASTED—A

MEN'S: YOUTHS'

CHILDREN'S

WANTED—Λ thoroughly competent cashier wanted for a permanent situation in|this city: salary from $7 to $i> per week,
according to efficiency and experience. Address,
with references, giving present residence, JAMI10-1
SON. care of Press office, Portland, Me.

CANIIIER

stock clerk in a
city.
This
wages wanted,

bright boy
WANTED—A
manufactory, short distance from the
and
M.,
as

CLOTHING! CLOTHING!

Address, stating

age

10-1

Office.

hire a house of eight or ten
rooms, centrally located. Address stating
10-1
location, P. O. BOX 078.

WANTED—To

parties

to contract

the scnool-house from Main Street
WANTED—Responsible
John Cloudman, Geo.
Call
Valentine
to move
Street.

to

on

Raymond, Frank Haskel, Kimball Eastman,
My stock is all new, and select- 11.
showing some very
11. P. Murch. Building Committee, Saccarappa
9-1
best
from
the
ed
manufactures,
in
this
\rillage.
handsome Suitings
departreliable boys at GOUDY
made
fit
and
well
TANTED-Active,
a
and
and
in
Checks
both
Fancy
perfect
ment,
9-1
ΛΥ & KENT'S.
Plain Mixtures, Whipcords and garments are always to be found
CAPABLE TABLE WAITER,
first-Class hotel,
petent to take charge in
Diagonals. Also a very fine line on my couuter. Also all the late A
can hear something to his advantage by atldress9-1
of SPRING OVERCOATS at low- styles in NECK WEAR, COLLARS ing HOTEL, jliis office.
D—The people of Portland and Bidest prices to be found in the city and CUFFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES, W ANTE
deford to know that Madam Johnson, the
celebrated medical and business clairvoyant, of
&c.
for same kind of goods.
Boston, is still at.SUFree street, excepting Fridays

I

am

ex-

near

;

MALE—Farm of 400

for $1500;

acres

IjlOR
large amount of timber and wood ; good set
cuts 20 tons hay; young orchard of
οι

buildings;

grafted fruit; three miles from village, 1 Vi miles
N. S.
saw. grist and starch mill, and river.
GARDINER, Real Estate Agent, 40 Exchange
13-1
from

street.

HOUSE FOR SALE—New house located at No. 530 Cumberland street, near Mellen street, arranged for two families ; 15 rooms, 2
bath rooms, set bowls, hot and cold water, steam
heating, opeu lire places, elegant mantles, electric
bells and all modern conveniences; cement cellar, slate roof and galvanized gutters ; open for Inspection from 7 a. m. to 0 p. m ; terms reasonable.
Apply to R. B. WH1TC0MB. at 22 Cleaves str*t,
or W. II. Sanborn's furniture warerooms, Free

NEW

Ε

OK SALE—Stable Manure 122 Center St.
10-1
C. L. JEWELL,
FOR SALE—Parties thinking

of purchasing should call and [get our list of
$25 to $150.
il50. Catalogue free. E. S.
fromJ25
prices, from
PENDEXTElt, Agent, with J.A.Merrill & Co.,
10-1

23!) Middle St.

lot of tills year's canaries, In
song, just ininorted ; also Cuban parrots, etc.,
for sale cheap. PORTLAND BIliD STORE, No.
9-1

Congress street.

SALE-About 200 loads of good fertilizer
Applyat the "CHAS. É. MOltltELL
Morrill s uorner.
r ACTUJtC*,

F70K
for sale.

F

OH *AIE-Cracker crumbs by GOUDY &
t)-l
KENT.

SAI.E—Desirable cottage lots for sale at
east end lx>ng Island overlooking Casco Bay
and ocean ; a most desirable sea side nome. Apply to 1'ostmaster, or WINFIELD HOltlt, Long

Island,

1200 pounds;

welching
; stand
sound and kind ; not afraid of the
F
fault. Inquire of O.
sold for
witnout
OK WAIiE—Λ horse

cars

hitching:

110

8-1
Fl'LPA.M, 41 Exchange SI.
OK MALE-Screens and screen doors of all
sizes made to order at low prices ;|call see san>Also mantles and dadoing etc. built to orer.
It will pay you to call and see me before
orders elsewhere. A. llOYVKY, 21 treble

W.

Γ
§les.

placing

very desirable lot at Camp
Comfort, Old Orchard, is offered at a bargain.
of or address, FKAN Κ A. BEYANT,
22-4
Saeo. Me.

Γ

OK SAI,rE-A

Enquire

A HEALTHY PLACE.
Great

Cottage Lots for
Chcbeague Island.
sale

on

dCmos

marG

Koonis with
OARDËRM WANTED
a *
board, to let, at 47 Myrtle street : will furnish table board without rooms, or will let rooms
seperatc, as desired. MHS. ANNIE SEAVEK.

Β

or

8-4

St., Portland. Me.

the Southern trade, secondhand clothing, coats pants, vests, ladies'
dresses and children's clothes; also boots and
shoes, both ladies and gents and children; we
pay cash for all kinds of clothing; send orders by
postal and we will call ; tills Is strictly an AmeriAddress orders to C. A. HILL, 4(52 Fore St.
can.

WANTED—For

FRED R. FARRINGTON,

8-1

janitor, butler,
hocaptain In
The Clotliier and Furnisher, under Falmouth Hotel, WANTED
watchman, lieadwaiter
tel.
for JANITOR, First National Bank
situation

as
or

208 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

WANTED—To

eodtf

myl

three rooms with
llrst-class board, on Congress street, within two minutes walk of City Hall. Terms reasonReferences exable if applied for at once.
8-1
changed. Address E., this office.
or

D—LADY AGENTS ACTUALLY
clear ?20 daily witli my wonderful new
rubber undergarments lor females; one
ady sold fifty first two-hours. Address MADAM
C. T. LITTLE, lock box 443, Chicago, III. jell-8

WA1VTE

—

A

man

to

take a half interest In

WANTED
article of merit ; small capital reqired ;
week
wanted
than
man
an

; $25 per
guaranteed to good man. Address or call at
MAINE REAL ESTATES BUSINESS AGENCY
7 1
45 Exchange St.

money

more

s

of

WANTED—A

WE

STILL

elty

LEAD.

Oui» $2.35 Ladies' Kid Button is worth $3.00,
and is the best boot in the city for the money.

SPECIAL BARGAINS FOR THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.
e

.25
.50
.75
.50
1.50

DAVIS &
210 Middle

St.,

jelO

capital

;

A

worth $2.25
worth
1.50
worth
worth
worth
worth

we

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

5241/·! Congress

143 PEARL· STREET.
Jan24

WANTED- Milk customers.
Keeping 21
if
cows, I am prepared to furnish pure milk
to my patrons ; one cow's milk for infants and invalids a specialty ; milk delivered at Peak's Island during summer mouths without extra charge.
J. P. HALL, Falmouth, Me. P. O. Address, East
jlj'2-4
Deering, Me.
to

AXLE
FRÂZER GREASE

IJENT in the WOULD.

GEj^Get the Genuine.

Jy6

Sold

Everywhere.™

eod&wlm

CiRAT£PUL-€01»r0RTIlVG.

NORTH!

EPPS'S COCOA,

A HOME
made doubly attractive by good music. "Show
home," says a writer, where good music is
loved, and where the family indulge in singing
and in playing upon some musical instrument, and
I will guarantee that it is a happy place." And
there are not many exceptions to this rule. Choose
good music books. Such choice collections as the
Following should be in every musical family:
Is

THE WORLD OF SONG.
A capital book. Contains 250 pages, large sheet-music size. Many standard and favorite songs
old and modern, will be found in this collection.

Strongly bound in boards. *
MUSICAL PASTIME. For Violin & Piano
Price §2.00.

Beautiful melodies for Violin, with accompaniment for the Piano, l'rice S2.U0.

SELECTED GEMS & MODERN THEMES
answers for eithselections are exmusical taste. No
cellent and will tend
songs in the book. Price $1.50.

The

Organ music

new book of
or reed organ,

pipe

All the
to elevate

AMERICAN BALLAD COLLECTION·
Only 50 it»·, by niiiil, 65 rtx. Large book,

"By a thorough knowledge of the natural laws
size. Contains all the standard and
which govern tlie operations of digestion and nu- i| sheet-music
popular ballads of the day. Sent by mail to any
trition, and by a careful application of the fine address.
properties of well-selected Cocoa. Mr. Epps has
1, 2 and 3 Mailed post toe for Ketail Price.
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which may save us
many
D1TSON A <♦>., Boston.
OLIVER
doctors'
bills.
It
is
the
lieavy
Judicious use of
by
ead&w2w
iucli articles of diet that a constitution may be
jlyl5
built
until
up
gradually
strong enough to resist
jvery tendency to disease. Hundreds of subtle
maladies are floating around us ready to attack
ivherever there is a weak place. We may escape
nany a fatal shaft by keepir g ourselves well fortiGreat History, now complete, outsells all other
led with pure blood and a properly nourished
books ; one agent made $515 In one week. Hon. J. S.
Whoever takes it up, no matter
Wise, of Va., says:
irame."—Civil Service Gazette.
whether he be Mr. Blaine's friend or enemy, will
Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
never put it down until he has read the whole."
in
half
"
tins
inly
pound
by Grocers, labeled thus:
Hon. Allan G. Thurman says: A classic in our political history." We want Intelligent, active agents,
JAHEN EPPM Λ CO.,
general
agents, to whom wefcwlll pay
and a few
β liberal commission or salary. Anply at once to
Hoiniropadiic Chemin!», l.oudmi. Eng.
The Henry Dill Pub. Co., Norwich, Conn.
jeli)

S&Tu&wly

uereiiy uiveiv, that
the subscriber has been duly appointed Exjcutrix of the Will of
CHAULES S. RITCHIE, late of Westbrook,
η the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
has
aken
herself
that
trust
as
upon
the
aw directs.
All persons having
demands
ιροη the estate of said deceased, are reluired to exhibit the same ; and all persons inlebted to said estate are called upon to make
layment to
ELIZA H. KITCHIE, Executrix.
Westbrook, July 6tli, 1880.
JIyl0dlawS3w·

Notice

m<

-jlyl3

"VIVANTE D.—Ladies', Gents' and Children's
vasi.-vii

τ τ

laouuug

υι

cveiy

Uî

-irιIJ'Lum,

uui-

sitle and under garments, over and under coats,
suits, dresses, boots, shoes, &c. Send postal. I
will call at house and pay highest cash price. This
Address J. C.
is an American establishment.
23-8
MARSTON, Press office.

WANTED !

R0BERTF7S0MERS
C*3

Boston, Mass.

k

THE LÀRCESTand BEST EQUIPPED in the
WORLD—100 Instructors. 200,r> Students last year. Thorough. Instruction in Vocal and Instrumental Music, Piano and
Organ Tuning, Fine Arts, Oratory, Literature, French, German and Italian Languages, English Branches, Gymnastics,
etc. Tuition, $5 to $20 ; board and room with Steam 11 eat and
Electric Light, $45to $75per term. Fal I Τerm begins September 9,1886. For Illustrated Calendar, with full information,
ftddreif, E. TOUBJEE, Dir., Franklin 8q., BOSTON, Maes.
eod2m
JelO

ST. CATHARINES HALL, ΑΚπκ1ΤΛ'
FOIS

OIK·.H.
DIOCEMAN SCHOOL·
The Kt. Kev. H. A. Ne ELY, D. D., President.
The Rev. W. D. Martin A. M.. Kector and Prin. ;
Terms 8a7Λ and
1 !)th tyear; opens Sept. IS.
S'-i.iO. Increased advantages offered. For cir.
culars address the principal.
jlylOeodlOw
ANNUAL·

JIEETIIVGS.

Annual Meeting.
Law-

stockholders of the Atlantic & St.
THErence
Kailroad Company are hereby notified
that their
for the choice of Direc-

annual meeting
tors and the transaction of such other business as
may legally be presented, will be held at the
office oi the Treasurer, in Portland, on the first
TUESDAY, the third day of August, 1880, at ten
o'clock in the forenoon.
F. Κ. ΒΑΚΙίΚΓΤ. Clerk.
Portland, July 13, 1880.
jly 13Tu&Std

stockholders of the Portland Kerosene Oil
ara hereby notified tliat the annual meeting
company will be held at their office,
No. 410 Fore St., Portland, Me., on TUESDAY,
.July 20th, 1830, at 3 p. m., for the following business, viz.
1st, To choose a clerk of said corporation.
2d, To choose five directors.
3d, To choose a treasurer.
4tli, To transact any other business that may
legally come before the corporation.
CHAS. F. TOB1E, Clerk.

THE
Co.,
of said

dtf

First-class storage for Flour, Fish,
Cotton and other merchandise in the
Portland Sugar House. Warehouse receipts given. of Otis Brothers elevator.
Insurance. Ajtply to
Lowest rates
i. S. DOUGLASS, Agent,
IVe. Ϊ98 Commercial Ν tree f.

Genuine ouly with the fac-sindle of Baron Lie.
big's Signature in Blue Ink across the LabelThe title "Baron Liebig" and photograph
having been largely used by dealers with no
connection with Baron Liebig, the public are
informed that the Liebig Company alone cau
o/Ier the article with Baron Lieblg's guaran-

tee^ genuineness.

JLET—A nice, rent of six rooms, near the
Park, for $200 ; also one of 10 rooms on
Congress Street, for $40. per month Apply to
16-1
!.. TAYLOR. No. 385 Congress Street.

being

OF MEAT. To be had of all storekeepers
Grocers aud Chemists. Sole Agents for th
United State < (wholesale only) C. David &
Co., 9 Fenchi.rcn Avenue, London, England.

dlawlyS

jun2G

λγ.7' r >?:.stant
Γ AT J
S OF
THIS ? Ai ï;II and
have it on tile at our
office. Should you desire
to advertise in any papers.
It w ill pay you to write us
for an estimate. State how
much, how long, and where
you want to advertise. For
ten cents we will send
complete di rectory of
American mnvspapers,
together with much
valuable information
for advertisers. ISSTIMATES 1KEE.

Island a

Peaks'
TOI-.
cottage containing six rooms. Apply to OK.

TORRINGTON. Summer ltetreat.

WE

15-1

LET—A largo tent 14x20 feet with fly
and platform : for full particulars call or address to (i. S. BILLING'S, 233 Spring St., City.
14-1

TO

MKT OH FOR Μ ΛEE—At Woodfords a*,
pleasant cottage in thorough repair; Sebago
water. Induire of F.
N. BLACKSTONE 23
Woodfords St., or 17 PLI'M ST.. City.
12-1

TO

I.ET—One half of room 3. in Davis's new
TO
block, head of Exchange Street; gas, water,
steam heat and
very pleasant.

«

G. S. Gosse^M!·
Ad

Ζ. Κ. HARMON.

Newspaper
riio IjKT—At No. 11 VINE STREET, a nice
X rent of live rooms, on lirst floor, consisting of
front room, kitchen and three sleeping rooms all
on same floor.
10-1
rpo Ι,ΚΤ—Summer cottage on Long Island; a
A new cottage of five (5) rooms, wet sink, good
closets and good well of water close by. Enquire
at 3UU Congress or address F. Box 1604 City.
9-1
I,ET—A tenement of four rooms, at 104
Wilmot street, corner of Kennebec St. Inquire on the premises or of J. C. WOODMAN,
103 Vi Exchange St.
8-2
UTOKE TO IjKT—One more of those
large
ίο nice stores in the Thompson Block, a few
[loors below the Post Office ; also a large spacious
chamber, lighted on three sides; rent reasonable
to the right party. Inquire at No. 164 BRACKETT ST..wliere the keys may be found.
2-4
■

IIO

v'ug Ageuey.

dtf
maylO
CARD—Having for six years past been in
the employ of Wyer Greene & Co., and White
& Smart, I take this method of informing my
friends that f have accepted a situation in the

Store to Rent.
No. 3 Central Wharf, formerly occupied
will be leased at a

STORE
by J. S. Winslow & Co.,
of
reasonable rate.
Inquire

It. WOOD. 10 Central Wharf

OLD ORCHARD,
COTTAUES to let; situated on
on the camp ground. Apply
C. OILMAN, 361 Congress street,
;o MRS.
Portland, or MRS. A. A. DENNETT, Washington
itreet. Old Orchard.
jelOdtf
wall and
the
IBURNISHED
II.
1

sea

Owed going July 10 and SO, and
returning; up lo Aug. 3.
In addition to regular trains, a special train
leaving Portland at 6.40 p. in. July 1», arriving at
Pullman car atQuebec the following morning.
tached.
H. QU1M0NT,
Excursion Agent.
jylGdtd

will run every pleasant afternoon till furth er
tice to the

War

no-

snips Σ
dtf_

FOREST CITY PAVILION, PEAKS' ISLAM)
One Week Only, Commen;inc Monday, Jul» 12th.
the r i.iioi!)

MINSTRELS.

Take Forest City Steamers, Custom House Wharf.
Kouud Trip Ticket», admitting to Pavilion. 40
CTM.

jlylSdtf

Campmeeting!
SEBAGO LAKE,

SATURDAY and SUMY, JULY 24 and 25
MATURDAY—Children'» Baj-J. D. Le-

gault's Uniformed Children's Band, 24 bovs, averaging but ten years of age, and the Juvenile Iiand
of Brunswick, everywhere recognized as remarkable musicians, Frank C. Perkins, the Boy CornetIst, are engaged specially for Children's bay—Exercises by the Children, Mrs. E. £. Cam, »upt.
Juvenile Temples, presiding, and addresses by
Rev. W. S. Mclntire of Brunswick, Volney B.
Gushing, Banaor, Marcellus J. Dow of Brooks,
Rev. M. Crosley. Portland, Rev. D. W. Le Lâcheur,
Portland, and other Interesting speakers. Free
Lewiston, presiding. Short addresses by many
prominent reform workers from different parts of
the State. Volney B. Cushing one of the ablest
of temperance speakers, will deliver a Trmpermice Mormon at 1.30 p. m.
Addresses by lien.
Nea! Dow and, it is expected, Senator Colquitt, of
Josiah
H.
Beorgia,
Drummond, and other distint>f

Prof. Owens, double quartette, Mr. and Mrs. F. A.
Bent, Oornetists, Miss Lillian Hamlin, of Auburn,
Uornetist and Organist, are to aid in the service of
song.
Knilroad» nnd t'nrpN
Regular trains on
■taturdnf, 8.35 a.m., 12.40,6.15 p.m; returning,
leave Lake 11.15 a.m., 4.15,7.10p. m. Hundav,
leave Portland 9.00 a. m., 1.00 p. m., arriving In
season for morning and afternoon services ; reluming, leave Lake 5.00 p. m.
Portland and Upturn 60cent·, jyChildren, 15 years and under, will be carried Saturday for 23 cent· round trip from any staion, P.
9. Κ. H., Portland, Bartlett. Call far Camplurriinu Ticket*. Plenty of shelter In case of
rain.
Iyl7dtd
CARDS.

BUSINESS

DR. G. M. TALBOT,
»
»rer

II. II. Bay & So·'· Drugstore. Junction of Free and -Tlitldlr itreeti:

Nitrous Oxide Gas and Dr. Mayo's Vegetable
t'apor administered when desired for the painless
extraction

of teeth.

)el0d3m

„

WE

WANT

TO DO YOUH

PRINTING
WE WILL DO IT QUICKLY.
WE

WILL DO IT CHEAPLY.

WK WILL DO

IT

Exchange St.,

i-2

dtf

INTOINE

DORTICOS,

ARCHITECT,
IRST NATIONAL BANK BUILCIN6, ROOM 28 \-2.
Artistic low price houses and seaside cottages 3

pecialty.

jlySeodlm

1L0NZ0 S. DAYIS,
ISO

PHOTOGRAPHER,
Middle
Street,

near corner of Exchange St.
BEST OF WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES,

lel'.i

eodtf

LOCK Ε X LOCKE,

Jtorneys and Counsellors at Law,
have

removed to

Joseph A. Locks.

ORT LA

Jcydtf

Three door·

west

STREET,

of foi

mer

oftln·.

Ika S. Locke.
dtf

feb27

CLARENCE

HALE,

Homey and Counsellor at Law,
—

Ν

Portland, Me.

mays

well-known shoe store of M. G. Palmer. No. D41
Congress St,, where 1 shall esteem a call from my
friends as a personal favor. I am also happy to
say that the very extensive stock, consisting of all
widths, sizes, qualities and styles, w ill enable me
to serve my friends even better than evei before.
SOMNElt C. BAKNUM.
Portland, June 9,1880.

WELL.

B. THURSTON &
CD.,
PRACTICAL PRIMERS,

80 MIDDLE

HAS

REMOVED TO

—

39 EXCHANCE STREET.
Ji'L't.

dim

OTIC! It—Cottage lots to lease in Willard,
near the water, Cape Elizabeth.
For further particulars inquire of B. J. WILLARD, 43
Commercial St.
may7-2in

W.

TICKETS TO QUEBEC AM RETURN
$e.oo.

A

Ν

jyl4dtf

JULY 19 and^O, 1886.

97

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT

Ο

TO RFIVT—The lower floor of the
76 feet front by
Long Wharf,
deep. Inquire of CllAbl·. BROTHERS,
head Long Wharf.

OF THE

Cardinalate»1 Quebec

OF MEAT. An invaluable tonic. "Isasuccess
and boon for which nations should feel grateful."—See "Medical Press," "Lancet" &c.

1j8T.

HT—On south side of

—

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT

CO.,

block
STORK
40 feet

CANADA !

jlylSdlw

OF MEAT. Freest and Cheapest Meat Flavoring Stock for Soups, Made Dishes aud
Sauces. Annual sale 8,000,000 Jars.

Girls Wanted.

Τ

TO

LIEBIG COMPANY'S EXTRACT

Y PORTLAND STAB MATCH CO., West
Commercial St.
my22dt£
TO

νΐ«Α··9% AI All

■%

Oil Co.

nsene

je4

Β

■

■

linANU tAUUnolUN

Annual Meeting ol' J'ortlaml Ker-

232 MIDDLE STREET.
dtf

STORAGE.

1yl4dtf

Clairvoy-

business
Physician, life-reading,
medium, has taken parlors at Eagle Hotel, India
is
where
she
St., corner Middle,
prepared to receive her many friends. Office hours from 9 to 12
in.
to
10
a. m., 2 to 5 and 7
jlyl-3
p.

on

me a

er

that MRS.

25 experienced Sewers and Machine
Stitchers wanted to-day; none but experienced need apply.

eodti

DIRICO BUSINESS COLLECE,
AUGUSTA, ME.

know

public
WANTED—The
C. 11. F. SNOW, the well known
test and
ant

dtf

conservatory

0FMUSIC
Newengland

7-1

tor

COLCORD,

W.

J.

Portland, July 13,1880.

under Falmouth Ho ici.

will

medium sized rent for small
E. F. HARLOW,
Reference, John F. Proc-

WANTED
family, in good location.
street.

CARTLAND,
FARTHEST

novan

interest iu the business; good chance to make
money; no triflers need answer. Address J. F. L.,
7-1
Press office.
—

Ladies' Kid Button
Ladies'Terra Cotta Oxfords
Ladies' Kid Slippers, for house wear
Ladies' Serge Congress, for house wear
Childs' Kid Button, size I to 5
100 pair Men's Congress Boots

ad-

good
lady
PARTNER
dress, to travel with the advertiser in the
to take
business must have small

■

CALIFORNIA

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL STUDIES

know that MES. DR.

7-2

^ M

EDUCATIONAL·.

can

one

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY.

flatent

to
be found at No. 42 South
WANTED—Parties
SHERMAN
In treatment of corns,
week
for

one
street,
longer,
bad nails, outgrowing joints a specialty ; any
wishing her salve for corns can get it of her

POBTLAND BANE HALL tiHOCNDK.
Game called at 3. Admission 2ôc.
ίνκη BIRVPORT8, Th.ir»d»y, Juif
dtd
)y!5

jy!5

8-1

let, two

MONDAY and TUESDAY. JULY 19 and 20,

from 1 to 4.30 ; leaves from Ferry Slip, Custom
House Wharf.

WASTED.

ACENTM

a

Inquire
building. Iteferenees.

PORTLANDS,

BR00KT0NS R

13-1

Saturdays, when she may be found at Meed's
8-4
Hotel, Biddeford, Me.
and

NEW STORE.

Ι.Λ11'>.

LEACl'E

ENGLAND

HEW

STEAMER FANNIE G.

BOARD.

a

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

Gen. Stanley's daughters, pirates and policemen.
An excellent orchestra under the direction oi Mr.
E. Wright. Pianist, Mr. John I>. Jones.
Take the steamers I nula and C'ndr». Kranklui
Wharf. Kound trip tickets with admission to OpjySdtf
era House, 25 Cent».

8-1

Me.

com-

WANTED-To

Diuihters

FOB

mow

buy ®1,000 cast off Clothing
of all kiuds. Highest cash price paid. Call
address immediately, ME. S. LEVY, 97 Middle

Mahoney

Kd. Cameron
John E. Ince
Sergeant
Perle Dudley
Kate,
m ...lev's I
0
Uiittie Marshafl
Edith.
Grace Monaco
Isabel,) ",lUKIUtls' (
Kuth (a piratical maid uf all work) ...Emma Jones
Mabel (Gen. Stanley's youngest
Christine llrowu
daughter)
Police

oi

SA EE—A

FOR

410

A.

Samivel (his Lieutenant)
Frederick (a Pirate)

12-1

«CYCLES
BICYCLES

&
the

of

the

—

round ; always full ; low rent ; good location ; never
changed hands; investigate. Address J. W. FEK13-12
Mass.
Gl'ltSOX. 2nd.

to Dec

steady employment
given; distance no objection; work mailed
Address

cents ;

older.

street.

;

JAMES G. BLAINE'S

milk, lnvnluablu in CHOLERA INFANTUM,
1 crt Mnjr lu ΛΙί ΐί 11(1; \ anil alt diseases of children
A predliceHted iootl fop

16-1

million

Yqung
WANTED—Ladies
orate Holiday Novelties for next fall and
and good wages
winter trade

STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE.

■vsr. C. WARE,

THE

a

Address FARM, Adver-

maker ; with references.
tiser pfilce.

and

Tlie Standard of Purity and Excellence.

long breathed by the Russian people, and
is a mind picture of characters and country.
Being a tale of the Cossacks, from whom the
author himself is descended, their exploits

picturesque fidelty, with a background of roThis is
mance which is very fascinating.
the first of a series of works by this famous
writer, which will rapidly follow.

WANTED—A

Country three

BOX 1115.

present a $.'15 Scholarsh ρ
Certificate FREE. Conditions—Applicants must
be residents of Maine, between 15 and 25 vears ol d
and must not have already received the catalogue.

so

and desperate deeds

competent

WANTED—An

person to whom

novel from the Bussian of Nikolai Goit the history of Taras Bulba and
his sons, and is full of fire and pathos. It is
imbued with the atmosphere of oppression

FARE FOB KOt'ND TRIPONLVA'j.OO

14.1

active energetic boy about
seventeen years of age, for assistant bookin
a
wholesale
store; must be a good penkeeper
man and accurate; address, with references, P. O.

eoaûiwim

us a

re-

turning Sunday Evening.

dies tree.

in
side bar:

;

own

on

WANTED—One

large variety.

in

STRICTLy ONE PIIIOE.

jTOfc■ JjQ U|VI,0(;('1!. lnordortoexb
ΛΒ.
■ tend our list o£ names.we will
ί m Ait
■ jiut into a box a card bearing
* m
■ the name of each boy or girl
who sends for a catalogue for 1880 before Sept.
1st, and on that date will draw out the name of one

gol. It

Take Saturday Evening Steamer at 7.p. m. ;

14-1

OK MA
box

on

and a half of good
hard merchantable bricks, to be used on
M. C. Railroad shops at Waterville. Parties who
can furnish all or part of said amount will apply
to JAM ES CUNNINGHAM, Mason and Bulkier,
15-1
Portland, Me.

explorations."—Ν. Y. Journal of Commerce.
A Special Agent Wanted in Every New England Town.
Address, CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS,
33 Ilawl.y St·, Boston, or 743 Broadway, New York.

gives

left

and trustworthy
as housekeeper to
go into the
miles out; must be a good butter

woman

Post.
Of great scientific value, and has, at the same time, a fascination for
the genera 1 reader ."—Boston Transcript.
"The most remarkable work ever produced upon the subject of Arctic

nrmdly

—

FULL BAND

CHANDLER'S

or-

Block.

obtain

"

marlO

BY

ACCOMPANIED

Two Ornntl ConccrtM Munday,
Elefgan
Scenic Hail down RomIoo Harbor.

chard ; will sell or let cottage furnishings, together with one cow, one wagon and lot farming
tools ; terms easy. Apply to JOHN F. PHOCTEK,

in

pathos."—Hartford

FOR SALE BY ALL GROCERS

—

15-1

acres,

OK

"The moet important work on Arctic matters published in any
country, for many years."—Boston Jlerald.
"No story of Arctic exploration has equaled it in power, value or

Endorsed for its Purity and Heaithfulness by all
Chemists and Physicians who have examined it.
"I have given this powder a thorough chemical
examination and find it to be of full weight, entirely free from Alum, Ammonia, Lime and the Phosphates, and to be an absolutely pure bread-raising
preparation every wav to be recommended for
wholesomeness and efliciency."
BICHAliD < STANLEY, A. M. Pli. D.
Professor Chemistry and Geology, Bates College
State Assayer of Maine from '75 to '83.

Hill;

finder will
same at

owner can

RBEAJLFAOT.
The same

A

was

By A. W. GREELY, Lieut. U. S. Army.
Com'g I^ady Franklin Bay Expedition of 1881-4.
Two Vols., Royal 8vo, with Steel Portrait^ over 100 Illustrations and
the Official Maps and Charts. Sold Only by Subscription.

Hayward's The
crew

CO.

by leaving it with J. S. WINSLOW &
14-1

the

Three Years of Arctic Service.

as-

on
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WEAK HACK, PAIN and Weakness
across the Kidneys.
Shooting pains
through the Loins, Uterine Pains, Lack
■of Strength and Activity, instantly relieved and speedily cured by the CutiAt drugcuka Anti-Pain Plastek.
!25c.
jyl4W8&w2w

than formerly, while it has not lessened
his painstaking, and the honest effort to give
us of his best.
The Moonlight Boy is a
strong character, in whose fortunes we take
much interest; and if our readers wish to
know why "moonlight" they have only to

places the

rewarded

—

SI

gists'.

afternoon

Last

ed

of his

Sold everywhere. Cuticuka, 50 ets. ; CuticuKA Soap, an exquisite Skin Beautilier, 25 cts. ;
Cuticuka Kesolvent, the new Blood Purifier,
00.
Prepared by the Pottek Drug and
hemical Co., Boston.
Mend for "How lo Cure Skin Di>rn>ct,"
MING, Scalv, Pimply and Oily Skin
-*» beautified by Cuticuka 9οαι·.
*

—

AT PORTLAND BASE BALL ABOUNDS.
ladies' drab mantle, embroidered
$1.50. LOST
be suitably rewardCentennial
with silk; the
LaUame called at 2.30. Admission 25
and $2.00.
DEAN BROS.' Shoe
by leaving the
JeH'.d2t
EE—Bargains 2d hand carriages.
street.
light corning
F
Light
top buggy,
Extra Long Black Alpacca Coats. Special-Bargains Store. 455 Congress
board
style top buggy; standing top phaeton light
dog, sky terrier,
OPERA HOUSE.
Light brltton top buggy. GREENWOOD GARDEN
in Men's All Wool PANTS at $2.00, $2.50, $3.00 and LOST—A
Flagship Tennessee three days ago. The tension top cabrlolett
Z. THOMPand
All my
board the
the dog by calling
charming
Sullivan's
First
Gilbert
production
10-1
VESSEL.
SON, Jit., Union Street.
$3.50, light and dark colors.
Opera,
KALE
Owner leaving
country will
PIRATES OF PENZANCE!
Boys' Shirt Waists 25, 50, 75 cents and $1.00.
WANTED.
sacrifice for §400, Boarding and Lodging
F
.Arthur Wilkinson
Gen. Stanley
Boston
furnished
Major
flourishing
city
and
House
Flannel
75
Blouses
cents,
John Kamsey
$1.00, $1.50
Boys'
complete, and paying «200 per month clear, year Pirate King

It affords me pleasure to give you this report of
the cure of our little grandchild by your Cuticura Remedies. When six months old his left luiuU
began to swell and had every appearance of a
large boil. We poulticed it, but all to no purpose.
About five months after it became a running sore.
He then had two of
Soon other sores formed.
them on each hand, and as his blood became more
and more impure it took less time for them to
break out. A sore came on the chin, beneath the
under lip, which was very offensive. His head was
one solid scab, discharging a great deal. This was
his condition at twenty-two months old. when I
undertook the care of liim, his mother having died
wlieu he was a little more than a year old, of consumption (scrofula of course). He could walk a
little, but could not get up if he fell down, and
bauds. I immediately commenced with the Cuticura Remedies, using the Cuticura and Cuticura Soap freely, and when he had taken one
bottle of the Cuticura Resolvent, liis head was
completely cured, and he was improved in every
way. We were very much encouraged, and continued the use of the Remedies for a year and a
half. One sore after another healed, a bony matter forming in each one of these five deep ones
just before healing, which would finally grow loose
and were taken out ; then they would heal rapidly.
One of these ugly bone formations I preserved.
After taking a dozen-and a half bottles he was
completely cured, and is now, at the age of six
years, a strong and healthy child. The scars on
liis hands must always remain ; his hands are
strong, though we once feared he would never he
able to use them. All that physicians did for him
did him no good. All who saw the child before
using the Cuticura Remedies and see the child
If the above
now consider it a wonderful cure.
facts are of any use to you, you are at liberty to
MRS. E. S. DRIGGS,
use them.
612 E. Clay St., Bloomington, 111.
May 9,1885.
The child was really in a worse condition than
he appeared to his grandmother, who, being with
him every day, became accustomed to tiie disease.

the street,

tographer, Old Oreliard, Me.

a

—A

Cleansed, Purified, and Beautified by
the Cuticura Remedies.

το

MELVILLE GARDEN, BOSTON HARBOR,

on

rooms,
new

Saturday
OK SALE OK TO LET—Cottage at North
LOST—
letter containing W. F. Hager & Co's check,
Yarmouth, between Dunn's station and Walpayable to J. S. Winslow & Co. ; the tinder will be F
lot of land of six
with good
nut

at

Edward Kirke. Clot317 pp, (NewYork : D.
Appleton Si Co; Portland: Iloyt, Fogg & Don-

A LITTLE SUFFERER

—

or

Inquire

ease

Mr.

a

11J1

liam.)
Doris's Fortunes.
By Florence Walden,
author of A Prince of Darkness. Paper. 194 pp.
25 ets.
(New York : Γ). Appleton & C·. ; Port"
land : Hoyt, Fogg & Donliam.
The Labor Problem, Plain Questions and
Practical Answers. Edited by William Ε
Barns. With an Introduction by Richard X. Ely,
Pli. D.. and special contributions by James A.
Waterworth and Fred Woodrow. Cloth, 827 pp.
New York: Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring. Short & Harmon.)
Justina. (No Name Series.) Cloth, 249 pp
(Boston: Roberts Brothers; Portland: Loring'
Short & Harmon.)
India Revisited. By Edward Arnold, Μ. Α.,
C. S. I., author of "The Light of Asia," Sic. Cloth,
illustrated, 322 pp. S2. (Boston: Roberts Brothers ; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
A Life in Song. By George Lansing Raymond, author of Poetry of a Representation Art.
Cloth, 333 pp. gl.25. (New York : G. P.Putnam
Son; Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.)
The Story of Musio and Musicians for
Young Readers. By Lucy C. Lillle, author of
The Story of English Literature from Chaucer
to Cowper. Cloth, 1 llustrated, 245 pp.
(New
York : Harper & Brothers; Portland: Loring
Short & Harmon.)
Earthquakes and Other Eabth Movements.
By John Milne, Professor fof Mining
and Geology in the Imperial College of; Engineering, Tokio, Japan, (International Scientific
Series.) Cloth, 358 pp. (New York D. Appleton & Co.; Portland: Hoyt, Fogg & Donliam.)

Saturday Excursion!

or a

Mr. Howe's novel, A Moonlight Boy. (Boston : Ticknor & Co. ; Portland : Loring,
Short & Harmon) is the work of a clever
writer, and has none of the crudity of his
The Story of a Country Town. Success has
had a beneficial effect upon this author
making his style less morbid and more at

ma

house, al

cure

written.

turn to the pages of the book in order to
certain.

GRAND

;

down to the more modern artists, Chopin,
Schubert and Schumann, comparing the· musical standards of the past with those of the
present. It is a dainty volume, fully illustrated and

am! one hall story wooden
1
East Deerlng,
on
^irraDgea for two
containing IS finished
whole
families; a good cellar under
house,wrth
good drainage; lot (·0 bv
by 132. Apply to JOHN
10-1
F. PROCTOR, Centennial Block.
sa I, Ε-A nice phaeton at a great barFOU
gain. Apply to II. S. l'KIDE. C'ahoon Block.
16-1

on

Doris's Fortune.
By Florence Warden.
(New York: I). Appleton & Co.; Portland:
Hoyt, Fogg & Donliam) is fairly amusing,
and less blood curdling than some of the sto-

An

(Boston : Roberts Brothers ; Portland : Loring, Short A Harmon.) The Divina Commedia has been translated, especially of
late years, again and again, and copiously
treated of by authors of European reputation, still, even in England, comparatively
few among cultivated and intellectual people
have a thorough knowledge of this great poem.
Those who know enough of Italian
to read Tasso with ease and pleasure, suppose themselves incompetent to pass over on
to Dante. But they would understand him
very well with notes,, and even highly educated Italians would not always understand
him without them. The difficulties of Dante's
style are such as to be almost as much felt by
It
one reading a translation as the original.
is more than concise—it is elliptical, recondite. The poem abounds with abstract disquisitions, and the reader has constantly occasion, on the instant, to solve allusive
quasi enigmas, embodying the fictions of mythology and the truths of science, according
But any acthe attainments of the period.
quaintance with so sublime a poet is better
And great as is the profit to the
than none.
mind, of a careful study of the Commedia,
far greater is it to the soul, thus contemplating the most momentous, spiritual and ennobling truths that can engage the thoughts of

city trade ; good business
ami confectionary; caali trade over43000. each
year for past ten years; declining health of owner
makes a change necessary ; will sell at appraisal
about S1700. line chance for safe, steady, paying
business. FOND & BKITTAN, 830 Washington
16-1
St., Boston, Mass.
of

great
Ο It νλ S,
and boarding
disposing
111 ways fullΕ—Lodging
of good lodgers; rent only $28
SA EE—At Hollands stable 11 Silver St,
I^OK
PANTS for Men and Boys at greatly reduced prices. In month
ilive good business horses weighing froin 900
; good furniture and carpets; paying well;
ES10-1
REAL
to
sold low if sold this week. MAINE
1200 pounds.
fact we are offering tremendous bargains.
TATE and BUSINESS AGENCY. 45Exchange St.
8-1
for softening
ointment
SALE—Hoof
Our All Wool Suits in fancy Plaids at $6«00,J8.00
IjiOR
all diseases
horses feet; warranted to
of the feet of horses liniment for sprains, bruises,
and #10.00, in men's sizes, 34 to 4<>, are WITHOUT
LOST AIVIS FOUND.
weak joints, and a wonderful remedy for spavins;
hoof expander for sale. Call
E. MOlwi 11.I-.
15-1
corner Prehle and Cumberland Streets.
QUESTION the best goods for the money ever offered in
orchestra of three pieces,
1.10111*0—An
brass band, for moonlight sails and picnics.
MALE OK TO LET—At Old Orchard,
any clothing establishment.
13-1
W. II. I'KAiiSON, 50 Temple street.
FOKhouse of seven
ilnely situited
Men's and Young Men's All Wool Indigo Blue Suits,
Cottage Grove Park,
and tastefully painted
bracelet which the owner can have
in
and
in
colors,
adthroughout. Inthorough
repair
this
and
for
paying
by proving property
address A. J. WIllTLEMORE, 1'horegular $12.00 and $15.00 quality, are offering at FOUND-A
7-1
quire of
at 7(1 MYRTLE ST.
vertisement.

BOOKS RECEIVED.

THE FAIRFIELD JOURNAL AND DR.

platitudes

We

A.TIIJHKITIElVTe.

sa ι,ε—Book, stationery
It SALE—Λ two
Fob
ΙΛΟ house
Veranda Street.
store, fine country town away from influence
also infancy goods
rooms

SEASONABLE CLOTHING.

PUBLICATIONS.

A Shadow of Dante.

of

of a series of poems, based on the
supposed experiences of an anti-slavery
leader, and will be read with curiosity and
interest.
Professor Raymond's delightful
works upon literature, his polished and
scholarly style, will induce all book lovers to
read whatever may como from his pen.

FOR «ΑΙ.Ε.

IHJ8INE88 CHANCES.
and periodical

A Life in Song. By George L. Raymond,
Port(New York : G. Γ. Putnam's Sons;
land : Loring, Short & Harmon), consists

ries of this
NEW

JUgCEUANBO·"'·

an expractice. The volirtiie is apparently
cellent translation, and has the advantage of
being directly from the Russian.

>R. STANLEY P.

t&ook) Jok

7 BROWN STREET,

<md (çatd

No. 37 Plan street.

and FIHTUI.A treated with
out the use of the knife ordetension from business, also
all other diseases of the KecVVM.
tum. Cure guaranted.
BEAD (M. D. Harvard 1842)
ind KOBEKT M. READ (M. D. Harvard 187C),
kv«n· llomr.N·. 173 Trruiom Ml., Boa.
·■·
References given. Consultation free. Sen I
or pamphlet.
Office hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. M.
Sundays and holidays excepted.) febiaeodly

PILES

WARREN,

has removed his office .from

STEPHEN BERRY,

—

5â·

90

TO

—

FREE

STBEfiT.

WANTED.
All the fresh Mackerel we can buy,
•r
cauuing purposes; will pay rhe hl&hit factory prices for all kinds delivered
L our factory iu Rockport, Me.
PIPER PACKING CO.
Rockport, July 12,1880.
jyl3d3w

Y>LiESS.

ΤΙ ΙΈ
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THE PRESS.
obtained at tlie Periodical Depots of N.
11. Fcssenden. Horse Hailroad^Station ; Marquis,

jMay

be

change St. ; Goold, corner Congress and Chestnut
Sis. ; Lanagan, c.e Oxford St. : Chisholm, 109 Congress St. ; Hopkins, 190 Brackett St. ; Holden, 221
Spring St.: Sheafe, 243 Congress St. ; Ross, 193
Congress St. ; Dam, 239 Spring St. ; l.eiglitun, 408
Congress St.; Beardsworth, 87 India St.; and of
Chisliolm Bros', agents on all trains running out of
tbe city.
Auburn, Willard Small & Co.
Augusta, J. F. Pierce.
Katli, J. O. Shaw.
F. M. Burnham.
Biddeford,
"
A. L. Jellerson.
oston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. G. Dennlson.
Cumberland Mills, D. P. Horr.
Damariscotta, K. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Fryeburg, A. F. Lewis, J. C. Gerry.
Fairileld, Ε. H. Evans.
Farmington. D. H. Knowlton.
(Jardiner, Palmer & Co.
Got ham, Jas. H. Irish & Co.
Ιλ wiston, Chandler & Estes.
IiOng Island, T. M. Glendenning.
Mechanic Falls, H. S. Jordan, E. A. Thomas.
Norway, S. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orchard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Kocklaud, O. S. Andrews, R. H. Burnham.
Saccarappa, D. P. Horr.
Saco, H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Staekpole.
Springvaie. C. H. Pierce.
So. Paris, A. M. Gerry.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinailiaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro,

G. Bliss.

Waterville, C. Ii. Hayes.
Yarmouth, H. Humphrey.

THE ALFA-CATHERER.
Times-Democrat.
of life among the
[The following sketch
in the Algerian provSpanish alfa-gatherers
ince of than, was written by Lient. Palat,
while tryrecently murdered in tlie Sahara the desert.
ing to reach Timbuctoo by way of
Alfa reof
the
It was among the Spaniards
comgion that the Arabs under Bou aAmana
mitted such terrible massacres few years

ago.]

This

was

how

Frasquitto

Torres

first fell

in love.
It was upon a Monday in May. lie was
his daily toil, driving his two donoil iinmrtnnnw] and ITinrfi

going to

prettily harnessed thau any other alfa-gatherer's donkeys in the colony. Frasquito
strode leisurely, with his rille on his shoulder to provide against any ill chance on the
road; lie was thinking about his last trip to
Bel-Abbes, and the results of having spent
there the whole of his two.months' pay, even
to the last douro, when he suddenly started
and lifted his head. Notes of a song reached
his ear, becoming more and more sonorous
ecsas he proceeded. Frasquito listened in
air.
tasy; he recognized the old Almerian of
Ah! those never-to he-forgotten songs
thrill
and
toucli
one's native laud ! how they
one's heart! how
a thousand secret fibres in
and leave one
they seize fupon the memory
the victim of an unconquerable, yet pleasurable melancholy,

even

after years of ab-

sence.

The pure and very powerful voice thaï

sang

was

that of a young girl. Frasquito
of her as he advanced a few

caught sight

erratic Arab pathpaces further along thein the wood that
she
way. lie saw at a turn
was

alfa in the company of an old

gathering

Two little donkeys, tethered near
by, were peacefully grazing.theThe alfatier
girl,
approached unperceived by heryoung
at his leilie was then able to observe
and
flounced
red
a
wore
petticoat,
She
sure.
cloth, over
scalloped, and a bodice of dark
thrown—in
was
which a white silk kerchief
not in
short, a costume mountain girls were
the habit of wearing.
"God guard you 1" exclaimed Frasquito as
he passed.
"Good day to you ; go with God !" replied
the two Spanish women, looking up.
quietFrasquito stopped, while his animals
more leisurely pursued their way, although
as
the
they
grass
ly than before, nibbling
went along.
?"
for
"Why, what company do you work
curiously asked the alfatier, in order to break
the ice.
Ilis eyes never left the young girl—tall,
lithe, sinewy. Under her kerchief she kepta
impatience,
pushing back, with childish
wealth of tossed hair that lialf veiled the
brilliancy of her intensely black eyes.
"We work for i'arientes's alfa-yard," rehands upplied the old woman, clasping her of peron her apron with the weary gesture
sons who have suffered a great deal.
"Hut, woman, I belong to that yard myof
self. llow comes it I never saw either
you before?"
the
young
"We only came here yesterday,"
girl broke in.
all absorbed—plunging
listened,
Frasquito
his delighted gaze into the charming dimples
smilwhich formed themselves in Rafaeia's
to study
ing face as she spoke, and striving
of
the charms of her figure, whose harmonythe
even through
curves could be guessed
the
noticed
She
amplitude of lier garments. and felt
slightly
of the alfatier
preocupation
his eye and ftlie
frightened at the flame in in
to con.
order
quivering of his nostrils, she resumed her
ceal her embarrassment
work.
The old woman had already returned to
her task, with a surly look. Frasquito Went
women
on his way, after saluting the two
with a "Remain with Gou!" to which they
responded ; but all the long day he dreamed
f Rafaela.
The opportunities they found of seeing
each other became more frequent. They
alfa
went all together to the place where the
round like birds' nests.
grew in frizzled tufts,
Frasquito would leave the two women there
otf.
and go to work himself at some distance
But they never lost sight of him ; and they
could always hear his song echoing away
through the quivering hot air, and dominating the strident crying of the grasshoppers
them like a
that sounded forever around
ι:
Λ
4.1,^ l„,wl
woman.

-ι

vast ana

m>

»cenuuo

The young girl would answer him ; and both,
hard at their task, rolling up the alia as they
went along upon the little staff hung to their
bindleft wrists, tearing away the stalks and
nearly always
ing thein into bundles, wouldhave
a
and
friendly
manage to meet at last
chat, to the great vexation of the avaricious
lost.
Teresa, who mourued the time thus the
Or at noon, when the sun was roasting
the
from
vapors
plain and calling up burning
make their way to
grouno, the three would
breakfast.
rome shady place and prepare
was
An iron pot simmering Jon three stones
would
They
sufficient to do all the cooking.
eat their
puchero—roasted sardines—and
wash the meal down with a glass of anisette
take
and water : after which they would
the
their siesta upon the dry ground. But
two young folks did not always sleep. a disOne morning old Teresa Albani had
she woke up in
agreeable surprise. When
was
her gourbi, she found that her daughtermake
She rushed forth to
no longer there,
had also disapinquiries. Frasquito Torres
could be no
peared during the night. There had carried
the
subject—he
more doubt on
off Kafaela!
The old woman's despair was great. Not
that she attached any very great importance
■

is
to her daughter's fault—public opinion
in the
not very severe on such escapades
alsuch incidents
nlfa-yards : and besides, Iiut
she was wroth
ways end by marriage.
for their dissimand
Frasquito
wu.'> Kafaela was
angry with herself also for
ulation; she
more watchful; land she renot having been
everything else, the money
gretted, aL'Ovemade
at alfa-g..thering—nearly
lier daughter
enormous sum for womfive francs a day, an
to receive scarcely one franc

accustomed

en
a day

in their own country.
she was able to
Some fifteen days later,
had gone.
discover where the two lovers
of I'epe Silvas,
They were at the alfa-yard
found
went
there,
Teresa
ten leagues away.
forgave
them, scolded then), and finally
all
should
them. It was agreed that they
of l'arientes,
return together to the santiel
the wedand forthwith begin to prepare for
ding.
and reThey returned as agreed upon it was
sumed their former mode of life; for
before they
necessary to save a little money
could go to Bel-Abbes. Frasquito retired;
with many a sigh to his solitary gourbi
her
while Kafaela returned to live with
mother. But every morning all three went
were
to

work

together;

the

donkeys

alfa
all tethered side by side; and the
bunches were mingled, it was beginning al
himself
over again ; but Frasquito resigned
ard even bore with every possible annoyhim—
inflict
could
upon
ance the old woman
that he
though he resolved within himselfafter hi:
would arrange matters differently
marriage.
wliicl
One of those little trifling quarrels
often arise between lovers, momentaril:
Kafaela
separated him from his betrothed.
listened to he
a feeble and fickle character,
not forget the wrouj
mother, who could
feared t
Frasquito had done her, and who
he separated from her daughter from purel·
avaricious reasons. Teresa perpetually ex
faults, am
aggerated all the man's little
succeeded in making matters so much wors
a définit
was
result
than before, that the
runture.

reconcile
Frasquito vainly tried to becomehimself,
ii
ife humbled
with his novia.
Cireumventei
spite of ali his natural pride.
mother. Kafaela persevered obstinate
by ,'>er
without ever foreseein
ly in hC.r resolve,
She was
the unfortunate consequences.
not feel sorry to see th
coquette, ana 'lid
had been for
sufferiug of that man who
she had yield
time lier master, and to whom
Something ο
ed almost without a protest.
calcula
selfish
of
disillusion and a great deal
sh
tion also entered into her new decision ;
ο
knew that the folly she had been guilty
am
would not prevent her from marrying,
from finding, perhaps, a better husband thai
Torres. Thd influences of her radiant bean
by any ethical pre1
ty could not be lessened
udic.es in that strange world of the alfayard
outside the pale of laws hu
somewhat
lying
man or divine.
to the most pre
Frasquito became a preythis
decision.
found despair 011 hearingand
the natural ii
He grew melancholy,
him int
ritability of liis character betrayed
two or tlire
lits of outrageous violence;
other
with
had
alfa-gatl
lie
quarrels which of a few coarse jests mad
erers on account
near to having
at his expense, came very
as a mean
fatal ending. He took to drinking
more he drank tfc
of consolation ; but the
melancholy. Se'
more intense became his
and lier motl
eral times on meeting Kafaela
vile insults at the:
er, he had either shouted
of violenc
or exhausted himself in threats
The young girl did not accept the warnin(

she only sneered at the miserable wretc h,
until at last, one day, when she had mocked
him as usual, he caught up his double-barreled gun in an excess of mad rage, and fired
The
at Theresa Albanil and her daughter.
old woman was killed on the spot ; the girl
was mortally wounded ; as for the murderer,
lie lied to the forest.
Kor two days he lived the life of a wild
beast ; be had not dared to return te the alfahunger and
vard, and almost died from
thirst. His small supply of powder and lead
few
birds, which
enabled him finally;to kill a
he devoured when only half-cooked over a
for
lie
became
afraid
brush
wood,
of
fire
little
the smoke might betray him. In order to apthat
consumed him,
pease the burning thirst
lie chewed the leaves ejt the trees ; but this
onlv made his thirst still worse.
Vet he could not trust himself to go away
before he had been fully informed as to the
fate of liafaela ; the mere thought that she
might be able to recover, might live to love
another man, threw him into paroxysms of
fury. Ile trusted to chance for obtaining information; then, if she was dead, as lie
hoped, he could try to make his way to Nemours, whence some fishing smack might
take him to Spain. If she was not dead,
then he would think what was best to do.
The third day, unable to bear the strain
any longer, he made liis way stealthily to
the neighborhood of the alfa yard, and saw
all the alfatiers going to work—one after the
other. Ile waited for the last to come out,
Alonzo (iomez, one of his old friends, and
he stroke out of the brush.
"Alonzo," he said, in a hoarse voice; "give
me a drink!"
The other turned pale at the sight of liim,
and lowered his gun. But after a moment's
reflection lie took out a massive water jar out
of a hamper, laid it down in the middle of
the path, and went on his way without so
much as turning to look back.
Framiuito stood motionless for a moment,
under the lash of the man's voiceless con-

tempt. He hesitated a second, and then
shouted ;
"And Rafaela, is she dead?"
"Yes, you murderer!" replied Alonzo, who,
doubtless fearing the result of his answer, at
once took to his heels, crying for help.
Frasquito drank -with delight, and then,
frightened in his own turn, #ed away. He
never paused until he found himself at a
safe distance, when he fell exhausted at the
foot of a tree. There he lay and thought for
a long time.
Little by little the joy that had
flooded his heart-at the news that Rafaela
was dead—that she could never belong to
another—gave place to a hopeless despair, to
What—oh, what
an immeasurable regret.
had he done V—lie had annihilated all that
all the incirecalled
!
Ile
and
beauty
grace
(lents oï tlieir past love—an nis nopes oi me
future—all his hours of amorous intoxication ; he thought et the dimples in the
cheek*, the dimples he tried to fill with
kisses—and certain smiles and certain tender looks that used to make him tremble
from head to foot. And with the cruel sweetness of those memories, his grief-swollen
heart seemed to burst ; the alfatier sobbed.
An unutterable bitterness oveiwhelmed him.
lie ceased to think of the cruel tortures Iiafaela had inflicted upon him ; he forgot even
how happy they might have lived, if his noHe could
via had possessed a good heart.
only cry to himself, "She is dead; I shall
never see her again, and—it was 1 who
killed her ["Several times he repeated aloud,
"Dead!—dead!" and the strange sound of
his own voice terrified him.
And soon Frasquito came to have a horror
of himself, and to feel himself unfit to live.
What was the use of fighting for his life in a
thousand different ways, if he -would always
He gave up thinkhave to suffer like this?
ing of his plans of escaping to Spain or to
assured that it
too
well
felt
he
Morocco;
would be impossible for him to live thus,
with the grief of never being able to see llafaela again, and the remorse of having killed
her. lie rose to his feet, and sought for a
place in which to end his own life.
"If 1 do not kill myself," he kept thinking; "if 1 do not kill myself after having
murdered two women, they might well call
He halted at last in a little
me a coward!"
There he
thicket of myrtle and cytisus.
all
his preparations for suimade
carefully
cide, assuring himself that his gnn was wejl
loaded, and removing his footgear in order
to spring the trigger with his naked toe.
a neighboring douar
Some Arabs from
found his corpse there, half eaten by wild
beasts. The alfatiers buried him beside Kafaela, although some men cried out that it
was a profanation ; that it was not right for
But
the assassin to rest beside his victim.
which of the two was really the victim of
the other?
WIT AND WISDOM.
A youngster who lias an original way of putting
suddenly and began
tilings, got up from his seat
limping about the floor with a quizzical, painful
ex pression of countenance.
"Why, what Is the matter?" inquired his mother.

"My foot feels dizzy," was the instant reply.
A ery good description of the peculiar feeling
of the nerves when one's foot Is "asleep."
■

I'erfect satisfaction is always found in the use
of Dr. Soule's Fills for headache and constipation.
Kosciusko Murphy—I say, Gus, do you believe
in Horoscopes?
Gus De Smith—No, I believe it all nonsense
about horoscopes.
Murphy—'Well. I don't. I am satisfied that all
the girls to whom I have been engaged wore horn
under the influence of the crab, for they all go
back on me.
of
Try farter's Little Nerve Tills for any case
itidi
nervousness, sleeplessness, weak stomach,
gestion, dyspepsia &c., relief Is sure. The only
nevrve medicine for the price in market. In vials
at 25

cents.

"It costs

a man

about $3,000 to stand for Far

liament," observed Blinks to his landlady the oth
morning,
"Dear me. that's

er

a good deal of money," reherself
sponded tbe good woman as she fanned
I'd rather pay a little more
"but
a
with palm leaf,
and get a seat."
And now lilinks says its no use talking English
politics with women.

tired taking the large old-fasliioued
griping pills, try Carter's Little Liver I'ills and
take some comfort. A man can't stand everyIf you

■?*firoad Receipts.
PORTLAND. JulyilO. 1886.

Kallroad—For Port
Received by Maine Centralmerchandise for con;
and 25 cars miscellaneous
merchanmiscellaneous
cars
88
necting roads
dise.

The

Boston Stock Market.
[By Telegraph.]
following quotations of stocks are received

da.il v
Fe Railroad
Atcli. Xopeka and Santa

78
20C

Kallroad.
New York and New England

42Ve
131 %

Railroad
Bell Telephone

l'Ill

<1-

Hotel Clerk (to

farmer)—WiH

register

you

please?

Farmer—Will I do wliat?
Clerk—lîegister. Sign your name in tills book?
Ye don't git
Fariner—Not niueli, young teller.
I've beu beat
me to sign my name on no paper.
that's
'nough.
oncet, and
Alnriuiug Increase of lofiinky auil il*
Canned·
At the present ratio of increase, at the end of
of the America!
seventy-four years one fourthwhich
is a matter
people will be in a mad-house,
licenus.
to
Intemperance,
of serious interest
tiousness, and mental overstrain from severe study,
enterbusiness
in
great
and sharp competition
never saw before, are at
prises. such as the worldThis
is a fdst age, and sin
the bottom of all of it.
are
and violations of the physical laws of healthnarand
reaping their harvest; tonics, stimulants,
cotics give tempory relief and then make things
worse. It is asserted by some of our prominent
has been
physicians that a little harmless plant
discovered near the equator, that is neither meditastless:
cine, tonic, narcotic, or stimulant, and
that recovers from nervous exhaustion an-J ail
these others without the least harm or reaction ;
Moxie
flavored, it is a luscious drink. Itiis called
Nerve Fond in honor of its discoverer. The drug,
our
shows
which
gists say its sale is unparalleled,
to
busy people see their danger, and are trying
properly sustain themselves.
One of the most eminent scientists in the United
Slates, from trying to support the severe nervous
strain caused by his business, by the use of stimulants, contracted an uncontrollable appetite that
made him a sot for twenty-live years, His friends
gave him the extract of the new plaut discovered
last year, which is now exciting so much comment,
and sold at the druggists as Moxie Nerve Food,
and for the last eight mouths lie lias had no desire
for liquor.

RACIAL ÂN0 COMMERCIAL.
PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND. July 16, 1830.
ίο
□The following are to-day's closing quotations
Flour. Grain. Provisions, &c.:
««ram.

flour.

High Mixed Corn.ΒΟίίδΙ
Superfine and
52@53
low grade*.3 25@3 50,Corn, bag lots
bag lots. ..50^51
and
X Soring
|Meal,
Spring
42(α<44
XX Spring..4 50g4 7o Oats, car lots....
Oats, bag lote....4<s@4o
Patent Spring
Heed.
δ 25@5 50 Cotton
Wheats
car lots. 23 00(5 24 00
Mich, straight
00
do bag· 24
ι4 87^5
lUllci
iju 12 j
roller
clCIV L11J1
clear do... .4 25«,4 75iSack'dlir'n
00
/
.36
lots.
00@1
car
stone ground.4 02(t£4 75
—

u

do bag... 17 00(all8 00
&t Louis st'gt
25 ιiruuuuu{;a<
ο 00@5 <au
5
Middlings. 17 0Oa21 00
roller
4 7Ε a5 OOldo bag lots,18 00@23 00
dear do
E>ioii»iou».
I
Winter Wheat
5 25@5 501 Pork—
Patents
Backs ...15 00^15 50
FiMb.
14 50 ά ] 5 00
Cod, ψ qtl—
j Clear
12 Οθά.12 50
Large Sfiore2 75@3 00| Mess
7 50^,8 00
/αγ«ο BanltZ 00.Î2 26 i Mess lieef.
900®9 50
2 00(a2 251 Ex Mess.
Small
9 00®9 50
2 25Ï3 (101 Plate....
Pollock
10
00® 10 50
Plate.
Ex
1 50&2 00
Haddock
1 75{&2 251 LaraHake
®7V±c
I Tubs ψ ψ.-7
Herring—
@7V4C
Scaled φ bx..l6ffi20ei Tierces.... 7
8c
7%®
No 1
13,®10cl Pails
iHams ψ lb.... 13®13Va
Mackerel ψ bbl—
,14Jsl4ya
covered.
Shore ls.19 00g21 00| do
Oil.
Shore 2s. 0 50~ti 7 '"0|
Kerosene—
Med. 3s. 4 75® 5 751KerosenePort. Kef. Pet
Small
(g)
Water White..··.· Jva
Produce.
Pratt'sAst'l.K>bbl. 13
Cranberries!■>
Devoe's Brilliant..
Maine
Ligonia
Cape Cod...
»
White
Pea Beans... 1 G0@1 75 Silver
1,J
Medium.... 1 60®'1 75 Centennial..
German mdl 05&1 75
00
2
Yellow Eyes.l 40^.1 (55 Muscatel..
90
» 2 25@2
i.ii> r
Loudon Lay
New Potatoes2 75a.'i OOiLonuou
;<Î4 OOlOuduraLay. 12 ffi_12>/a
St Potatoes
7@9y2
Berniu Unions
®2 001 Valencia
mugm·.
Turkevs
17@22l
lb
«ye
| granulated
®
Chickens
«"Vfc
139151 Extra C
Fowls
Seed·.
ιοί
Ducks
$2Α/4!$ΐ)$23/8
llted Top
(ieese
20
Timothy Seed2 15@2
Apple..
11
Siloc
! Clover
Snow
TallmanSwts
IVermont.... 8%®9J4
oVS&vYi
New Apples,crate 1 50 N.Y. factory
Butter.

I

λ

;Va

··■

*.

25g3
--

—

lij 9® 10c
l,eiuoiiN.
8 00.&9 00
Palermo
8 00®9 00
Messina

Evaporated fc>

Malagers....

Oraiut*.

Florida
Valencia

...

Creamery 4» lb...18:820
Gilt Edge Ver....18®20
16 alii
Choice

ΐί®1®

Good
Store

12@14

Bg(i.

Eastern extras 10ά17
iu
12 00 Can & Western..
16
Island

10 ·Ί0 a
Messina and Pi»
lermo V bx.5 50 fit) 00

..

Limed

imports.
ATownsendSOUTH BAK.NS. Sell r Sarah
McAllister.
280 tons coal to Randall &

19
»92

Flint &

do pre!
Rutland

7%
32Vi

do oref
Boston Hi Maiue Railroad
Boston & Albany Railroad
Mexican,Central R 7s
Eastern
Mexican Central scrip
Old Colony
Boston Hi Lowell Railroad
Calumet & Hecla
Sonora7s

200
195

39%
76

36ya
173
134
214
105

l'ortland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swan & Barkett, Bankers and
Brokers, 18G Middle street.
STOCKS.
Asked
Par Value. Bid.
Descriptions.
100
100 1C5
Canal National Bank
150
100
148
Casco Nat. Bank
4»
51
Cumberland National Bank.. 40
145
100
143
Bank
First National
122
Merchants'National Bank.. 75 120
142
100 140
National Traders' Bank
80
90
100
Ocean Insurance Co
100
90
Portland Company
65
62
50
Portland Gas Company
BONDS.
110
109
State of Maine 6s, due 1889
115
Portland City 6s,Munlclp'lvarlouslOO
125
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...124
105
102
Bath City 6s, Mun. various
101
Bath City 6s R. R. aid various—100
116
Bangor City 6s, long It. K. aid—113
124
122
Bangor City 6s, long Mun
106
104
Belfast City 6s, K. R. aid
107
And. & Ken. R. R. 6s, various —106
114
1895..112
Portland & Ken. R. R. 6s,
113
112
Leeds & Farming'tn R. It. 6s
123
.121
7s.
1st
mtg
Maine Central R. R.
132
Maine Central R. R. Consol 7s —130
108
Maiue Central R. It. Skg Fund 6s. 106
104
Co. 1st mtg 6s —103
Portland Water
'■
108
106
2d mtg 6s
"
"
112
3dmt£6s... .110
v

«

■>(/

efn/>l/

onrl

lUlAnAU

MnrkAt.

[By Telegraph.]
NEW YOltK, July 16, 1886.—Money

on call
ranging from 1% to 2 per cent. Prime
mercantile paper 4®5 per cent. Exchange dull
Government
at 4 86%@4 87an(i|4 88®,4 88%.
ltailroad
bonus are oull but firm an J in demand,
The stock
Arm.
bunds are quiet and generally
market closed steady at small fractions below
opening ligures.
Tue transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 230.842 shares.
xne lonowing are to-day's quotations oi Govern
nient securities :
100%
United States bouds,.3s
120%
New 4s, reg
126%
New 4s, coup
111%
New4%s, reg
111%
New 4%s, coup
114
Central Pacific lsts121%
Deliver & K. Ur. lsts
...112%
Erie 2ds
Kansas Paeilic Consols
110%
Oregon Nav. lsts
115%
Union Pacific 1st
do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds
The following New York stock markeffis received daily, l>y private wire, by Pullen, Crocker
& Co.. No. 33 Exchange street. Portland, Me:
142
Adams Express
106%
American Express
42%
Central Pacific
8
CliesapeaKe & Ohio
is easy,

Chicago

143
150
135

& Alton
& Alton

prelerred
Chicago
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Del. & ilud. Canal
Dei., Lack. & West
l>eii &;liio Grande

76

Erie.ureferredm-t

138%
12%

Illinois Centra!
Ind Bloom. & Western
Lake Erie & West
Lake Shore
Louisville it Nasn
-Manhattan Elevated
vlicliiuan Central
Minn. ii.St. Louis

8

85%
42%
124

73%
21%
46

do pref
Missouri Pacific

107%
55%

New Jersey Central
Northern Pacific
-aoi pref
Northwestern

27

59%
113%
140%
106%

preferred
& St. Louis

!

Ohio Central
Ohio & Miss
Out. & Western
Oreaon Transcon
Pacific Mail
Panama
Pullman PaKoe
Keaaiue
Koek island
St Louis & San
do pref
1st prel
St. Paul

135
25%
125%
24%
50%
114

93%
122
114%
46%
109%
10

55%
63%

118

I 30%
67%

pref

Western Uiiion Telegraph
Alti:n & Terre liante
do pref
Boston Air Line
Burliii 'tou & Cedar Kapids
Cauaua Southern

83
100
50

1

43%

Canton
Central Iowa

5Va
13%
146
31%

Fort Wavne....

Kansas & Texas
Houston & Texas
Metropolitan El
Richmond & Danville
Oregon Nav
Wells. Fargo Express
Pacific 6s of '95
Mobile & Ohio
Morris & Essex
Lont: island
Con. Coal

33
*

167
141

141
96
20

"I

are

23 51
7i
7 OC
26 7P
1 4C
1 3C

Cal. & Va
Bodie
.'
Standard

Con.

112Va
1 45
3 2E

Opliir

Eureka

Mining Stocks.

(By Telegraph.)

SAN FRANCISCO, July 16,188G.—The follow
stock!
ing are closing official quotations of mining
to-day :
2%
Hale & Norcross
lV<
Bodie Con
lVt
Gould & Curry
1%
Yellow Jacket
3 lA
Eureka
l3/i
Belcher
Bests
IVi
Crown 1'oint
1%
Mono
1 Va
Con. Cal. & Va
2Vi
Ilolmes
Gloucester Fish Market.
FOK THE WEEK ENDING, July 16.
Codfish—We quote large Georges cod at S33/<
a
ψ qtl for new and $2ya tor old ; small Georges
for new
¥2ya; Bank $2% qtl for old and $2% cusk a
qtl;
Shores
do
3
§2%
cured
00;
dry
2% 1» qtl; haddock and hake at $lVa; polled
$ 1 % ; slack salted do 2 50.
Boneless and prepared lish 3y2@4V2C ί» lib foi
fo1
« tic ψ lb
hake, haddock and|cusk, and 414
halibu
codfish, as to style and quality. Smoked
15c.
Medium|her
salmon
smoked
lb
at 6@8c ρ
;
14c ; No 1 at 11c
ring 17c 4") box : large mediumsmoked
mackerel 81
100. New
Alewives 1 10
ρ lb.
and 2s a
3s
at
old
$4%
Mackerel—We quote
3s $4%.
?5(£.$6y2 ρ bbl: plain new
and5c
7
at
sales
1? lb fo
Halibut—Last
Fresh
white and gray.
Scotia
Nova
split a
large
Herrring—We quote
bll ; medium 3 00 ; Labrador 4 00 ; lioum
4 25
2 50.

Trout 5512 l> bbl ; pickled codfish 4 00 ; haddocl
S3ya ; halibut heads at 3;tongues $5: sounds $12
tongues and sounds 8 00 ; alewives 3 00 ; salmoi
12 00; fins 6 00; tins aud napes 4 50; No 1 sliai
11 00.

Pure medicine oil at 65c ΐ» gal ; crude do 50c
blackfish oil 52c : cod do 37c ; porgie do 30c. Liv
bucket.
ers at 35c
Fish scrap $6 » ton ; liver do $4.
Fisli skins S8; lish waste $3; halibut guano $8
The total receipts for the week have been a
follows :
Codfish. Halibut. Mackere
Fares. Grounds.
bbls.
lbs.
lbs.
832,000
25,610
30 Georges,
25,000
3 Shore,
400
1 GrandBank,180,000

FlemisliCap,170,000
Brown's Buk,65,000
Block Island,

15,000
600

3i
3Î

41,610
Other receipts—Hake 10,000 lbs; pollock, 2,
000 lbs, swordfish 3800 lbs.
1,272.000

30

Boston Produce Market.

BOSTON. July 1G, 188G.—The following are t
day's quotations of Provisions, Sc. :
Fork—Long cut 14 00®14 50 ; short cuts 14 2
14 75;backs 14 50{g)15 00; light backs at 13 50c<
14 00; lean ends fi 00®14 50; pork tongues a
13 00a$13 50; prime mess at $14 00@14 50; ex
tra prime at 10 50ffi$ll ; mess, ;old, at 10 50; d
at 11 50 a$12.
I,ard—clmice at 7i/i@7y2c t> lb in tierces ;7%(i
8c in 10-lb pails; 8@8Vic iu5-lb pails; 8ya@8%
in 3-lb pails.
Hams 12ya@13y2C t>lb, according to size an
new

cure; smoked shoulders 8y2@9c; pressed hams.t
lie.
Dressed hogs, city, 6yac^lb; country at 5%
live hogs 5y*@5%c.
Butter—Western choice fresh made creamery 1

Eastern creamery,good to choice 18 @ 18 V'2 C ;We
tern imitation creamery, choice 14 α. 15c ; do goo
12g|13c; Western fresh factory, choice at 12c<
fair to good 10@llc ; do common lots at 8@9<
Vermont dairy extra 16V2@17c; do extra firsts :
16c.
Cheese—Choice Northern SVigeyac; do sage !
8%@9c; Western, 7%c; lower gradesaccordin
to quality; job lots Vsc higher.
16*
Eggs—Near-by 17@17yaC; Eastern extra
New Yor
@17c;NHand Vt extra lG@iey2c: ]4
a 1472<
extra 15 Vi:@1 tic ; Western choice at
Nova Scotia 16@15Vic. Jobbing price lc liigl
er.

Beans—Choice small Ν Y hand picked peal 55!
1 00 & bush ; choice New York large hand picke
do 1 500.1 65; small Vermont hand picked peai
1 75:a 180.
fane
prime hay "at $18 00@$19;
; Eastern fine $14
;fair to ffood at
$1
817; poor to ordinary $ 1 l u $ 14 : Eastiswale
50;oat stra
19
—

Hay—Choice

middling 9c.

MOBILE, July 16, 1886.—Cotton nominal; mid-

$15;g$l7

@$11. Kye straw, choice,
$9@$10ton.

9c.

MEMPHIS, July '6,1886.—Cotton steady;middling 9Vic.
European Markets.
By Telegraph.]

LONDON, July 16.|1886.—[Beerbohm's report
Chamber of Coinmerece.] Cargoes off the coast,
wheat, quiet. Cargoes on the passage and for
shipment, wheat, slow; corn firm. At Liverpool,
spot wheat, fair inquiry; corn firmer.
LIVERPOOL, July ilG, 1886.—Cotton market
quiet; uplands 5B-16d; Orleans at 5%d; sales
8,000 bales; speculation and export 500 bales.
1880.-QuotationsLIVERPOOL,! July 15,
Winter Wheat 6s 6d®6s 8d ; Spring wheat 6s 6d
Corn—mixed
ffiOs 8d ; Club wheat 6s 7d@6s 9d.
to

FltOM
Etiuria

Baltic
Ethiopia
Fulda

Leerdani
Geiser
Nordland
Wisconsin

City

of Rome

Alvo
Vancouver
Celtic
Valencia
Pavonia

00@19

Potatoes—Extra Norfolk at —@3 00 t>
medium do nominal.

Boston.
Ar at

Sourabaya May 2G, barque George Moon,
Sawyer. Batavia.
Sid fm Galle June 12, slnp Anahuac, Jioblnson,
New York.
Sid (in Calcutta June 5, ship Wni J Botch, for
New York.

τ»

Λ1" Ml navre

mai, ouijj

J Mill

jjuiuqv

t»

w»»;

—

—

dletou, New York.
Ar iit Liverpool 12th inst, slilp Alice M Minott,
Percy, New Orleans.
Passed Tuskar llih inst, ship John A Briggs,
Randall, from Cardiff for San Francisco.
Ar at Sierra Leone June 18th, barque John 11
Pearson, Sparks, Boston.
Ar at Curacoa June 27, baroue Mendoza, McAllister, Bonaire, and sailed Jmy :i for Providence.
Sid fin St Jago June 24, brig Stacy Clark, Whit-

Cienfuegos.

ney, lor

Arat Cardenas 15th inst, brig John C Noyes.
Hoit, Macliias.

Spoken.

N. Ion 28 VV, ship Ieeberg, Carver
from Boston for Melbourne.
May 18, lat 57 S, len 73 W, ship Ε D Iîlce, Jordan, from San Francisco for Queenstown.

May 18, lat

And Carbuncles result from a debilitated,
impoverished, or impure condition of the
blood. Ayer's Sarsaparilla prevents and
cures these eruptions and painful tumors,
by removing their cause; the only effectual way of treating them.

prevented the
Ayer's Sarsaparilla
usual course of Boils, which havo pained
has

and distressed me every season for several years.— G. Scales, Plainville, Mich.
I was badly troubled with Pimples on
the face; also with a discoloration of the
which showed itself in ugly dark

skin,

No external treatment did
more than temporary good.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla effected

patches.

A Perfect Cure,
and I have not been troubled since.—
T. W. Boddy, Kiver st., Lowell, Mass.
I was troubled with Boils, and my
I began
health wa8 much impaired.
in due
using Ayer's Sarsaparilla, and,
time, the eruptions all disappeared, and
restored.—
my health was completely
John 11. Elkins, Editor Stanley Observer,
Albemarle, N. C.
I was troubled, for a long time, with a

humor which appeared on my face in
Sarugly Pimples and Blotches. Ayer's
it the best
saparilla cured me. I considerCharles
H.
world.—
in
the
blood purifier
Smith, North Craftsbury, Vt.

Ayer's Sarsaparilla
for

..

Ayer's
by all druggists. Ask
Sarsaparilla, and do not be persuaded to
ft
take any other.

Is sold

New York..Maracalbo..July 22
Boston
Liverpool.. July 22

City Washington.New York..Hav&VCruzJuly 22
Liverpo»l. ..July 23
Quebec
Circassian
New York..Havana —July 24
Cienfuegos
29
New
York..Hav&VCruzJuly
Alpes
New York. .Hayti
July 29
Claribel
Boston
Liverpool...July 29
Scythia
Liverpool...July 29
Sarnla
Quebec
York..Havana
New
July 31
Niagara

Mase.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co., Lowell,
Price SI ; six bottles, 85.

TT&Sly

febi

JULY 17.
MINIATURE ALMANAC
4 13
Sun rises
water ··;;; 12 13
High
7 21
Sun sets
0 ft 0 in
15 08
Length of day
Height
...

8 09

—

j

8 it 6 in

PORT OF PORTLAND.
FRIDAY, July 16.
Arrived.
Steamship Eleauora, Bragg, New York—rndse
Thompson,

Boston for

bb

Oh

J.V itxt VU.

Sell Grace Cushing. Drinkwater, Danversport,
to load for Philadelphia.
Seh Franklin Pierce, Holmes, Boston.
Seh Sarah A Townsend, (Br) South Bar. NS—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Cleared.
Brig Mary Ε Bliss, (Brl Fanning, Halifax, NS—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Sell J 0 Jameson, Hatch, Deer Isle—Ν Blake.
Sch May Wyman, Bunker, Goiildsboro—Ν lilake
Sell Daisy, llodgdon, Boothbay—Ν Blako.
FKOM MERCHANTS' XaCHANGE.
Passed Anjier June 9th, ship Carondelet, Stetson, from Manila for Liverpool; 11th, Vigilant,
Gould, do for New York ; barque Riclid Parsons,
Tliorndike. Iloilo for New York.
Sid fin Batavia June 12, barque Harvard, Pray,
Sourabaya.
Sid fm Cadiz 10th inst, barque Stephen G Hart,
Pearson, Boston.
Ar at Cebu May 28, ship Tlios Dana, Rowell,
Manila.
Ar at Manila June 2, ship Invincible, Skewes,

Sid

run-down," debilitated
For worn-out,"
houseschool teachers, milliners, seamstresses,
women generally.
keepers, and over-worked
best
the
is
"
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
a44 Cure-all,
of all restorati ve tonics. It is not
of purpose,
but admirably fulfills a singleness
for all those
being a most potent Specific
to
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar
as well as
general
women. It is a powerful,
vigor
uterine, tonic and nervine, and inparts
and strength to the whole system. It promptly
bloatcures weakness of stomach, indigestion,
debility
ing, weak back, nervous prostration,
Preand sleeplessness, in either sex. Favorite
our posiunder
sold
is
druggists
by
scription
bottle.
tive guarantee. See wrapper around
Price $1.00, or six bottles for $5.00.
proA large treatise on Diseases of Women,
plates and nufusely illustrated with coloredcents
in stamps.
wrmrJ-mita. sent for 10
y
Address, World's dispensaκ
Ν. \.
\rsociation, 6Ô3 Main Street, Buffalo,
SICK HEADACHE, Bilious Headache,
and Constipation, promptly cured by
Dr Pierce's Pellets. 2dc. a vial
by druggists,
44

44

d&wnrmly-cTh

je24

scenery,

daily mails, near White Mountains,
bills, obliging home people. Address
H. K. GODWIN, Bethel,
jelOeoiflm

HfiTFITENAKILL.

Boston.

BRUNSWICK—Sid 15th, sch John C Gregory,
Gregory. Newport News.
SAVANNAH—Sid 15th. sch Harry l'rescott,
Turner, Boston.
RICHMOND—Sid 15th, sch Grace Webster,
Brigham, New Haven, afe
Ar 15th, sch Lucia Porter. Grindall, Kennebec.
NORFOLK— Ar 15th. sch Freddie L Porter,
Clark, Damariscotta.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 14t3i, sch Mary Freeland, from Vinalhaven.
NEWPORT NEWS—Ar 13th, sch Effle J SimHart. Wymau,
mons, Bulger, Vinalhaven; Al F
Bangor.
PortsCrockett,
Warner
Moore,
Sid 15th, sch

DEMAREST, W. J.

V
...

18 miles from Chambers and 23d Streets, via.
Ν. 1ί. Κ. o( N. J. The most charming hotel in the
mosvicinity of New York; perfectly healthy, no
bowling,
quitos, fine views, elegant drives, first-class.
billiards and lawn tennis; everything
NOW OPEN.

/viiinc

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.

TREADWELL, Proprietors,

VILES &

lm

Uli.llAKIMT, ». J.

jly!3

a. in. and 2.30 p. m.
on
For passage or freight apply to the captain
board. Carriages In attendance upon the arrival
je!7dtf
of passengers for Freeport and vicinity.

7

Delightful Natl (twenty utile*)

Steerage tickets bv fast and best steamers; the

InCunard, White Star, Union, Anchor, National,
Hamman, State, Ked Star, North German Lloyd,
to

burg American, Amsterdam, and Italian lines
England and Continent, at lowest rates. Sterling
anil Scandinavian exchange.
t'OAIj—Georges Creek Cumberland, and Gas
Coal, Nova Scotia, Coarse and Culm, Patent Fuel,
Γ,.
all for immediate shipment, for sale by J.
ap24tf
FAK1T1EK, JJ Exchange St.

OPEffiG OF THE EVER POPULAR

Sebago Lake Route.

and after Monday, June 28th., Steamer Setrips from Lake StaNorth Brldgton and
Naples,
Harrison, passing through lake river and mounI)urtain scenery unequalled in New England.
lug the busy season the steanur will pass through
the "Notch," giving a view of the Hawthorne
Cane, and Images where Capt. Five made his
and
desperate leap for life 70 feet into the lake
Indians.
swam across to Frye's Island pursued by
Steamer will leave Lake Station on arrival of
12.40 p. m. train from Portland, leaving Harrison
In
at 7.45 a. m., connecting with train arriving
Portland at 12.35.
Call for tickets over .S'ebago Lake lioute. For
sale at Boston & Maine Depot.
C. E. Gibbs will personally be In charge of
steamer, and will be pleased to meet all former
patrons and welcome new ones.
Free coach from Bridgton Landing.
For descriptive circulars, apply to
CHAS. E. GIBBS, Proprietor,
Bridgton, Me.
je25dli:i

daily
ON bago will make
Bridgton,

tion to

FOR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE.
and
On and after Monday, June 14th,
until further notice,

THE STEAMER ISIS

will run as follows : (Sundays excepted.)
Leave Burnham's Wharf at 6, 7, 9,10.15 a. m.,
12.20, 2.15, 3.30. 5 and 6.15, p. ni.
Leave Casco Wharf, Diamond Island at 6.30.
and
7.45, 9.30,10.40, a. 111. 1.30, 2.45, 4.30,5.45,
6.45, p. ill.
The 10.15 and 3.30 trips will be made around
the Island touching at Diamond Cove at lia. m.
and 4.05 p. in. and at Farm Lauding at 11.15
a. m. and 3.50 p.m.
Arrangements for evening sailing parties can be
jelOdtf
made with the Captain on board.

Remember this Fact.

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S
—LINE FOR—

California, Japan, China, Central·
and South America and Mexico. ^

sails Thursday July 15, noon.
NEWPOPT
From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
InthniUN of
Kiver, for San Francisco via The
Pnunma,
Great reduction in rates to San Francisco, Cabin
$00; Steerage $30.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannan Sts.
For Japan and Chinn.
CITY OF NEW YOKK, sails Tuesday, July 20,
2 p. m.
ion
For Freight. Passage, or general informat
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
ADAMS A
State Street, Cor. Broad

CO.,

St., ilonton.
dtf

jelO

BOSTON
STEAMERS.
HUniTIER ARBANCEMENTS:
THE FIRST-CLASS STEAMERS

JOHN BROOKS and TREMONT
Portland
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF,
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, every week day ev
orvivinor

+ n

τη

ûAiUflD

for

IC you do not like the flavor of

LIQUID FOOD,

Mi DOCK'S

the
(and It is the natural flavor of
articles of which it is made,) you
can alter it every time you take it.
Remember also it must have a
flavor different from everything
known, as it is the only Raw Con«lensed Food free from insoluble
matter, In the world, therefore
cannot taste or smell like eommou
It
food, cooked food or extracts.
it
cannot be so reduced but that
will still be superior to common
food, cooked food or extracts, enabling the patients to take any
they desire, with benefit,

strength

FARE ONLY $1.00.

«

Cae-

On and after June 30,1886, Steamers Gordon
and Alice will leave Custom House Wliarf, Fortland, daily, as follows, viz. :
IsFor Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope
land, Jenk's 9.30,10.20 a.m., 2.00, 5.00,6.05 p.m.
6.05
p. m.
For Harpswell, 0.30 a. m.. 2.00, 5.00,
For Orr's Island, 9.00 a. m., -5.00 p. m.
6.15
at
Keturn for Portland—Leave Orr's Island
a. m., 1.30 p. m. Harpswell at 5.15, 6.45 a. m., 2,
3.45 p. m.; Jenk's at 5.50, 7.35,11.25 a. m., 2.50,
4.20 p. m. ; Hope Island at 5.55, 7.40,11.30 a. in.,
7.50,
2.55,4.25 p. m. ; Little Chebeague at 6.05,
11 35 a. in., 3.05, 4.35 p. ill. ; Long Island at 6.25,
Fortat
8.10, 11.55 a. in., 3.25, 4.55 p. m. Arrive m.
land at 7.00. 8.45 a. m., 12.30, 4.00, 5.30 p.
IsOrr's
*5 o'clock trip will not run through to
land Saturdays, only to Harpswell.
SUNDAYS.
For narpswell and intermediate landings at
10.00 a.m., 2.00 p.m. Keturn leave Harpswell
for Portland and intermediate landings at 11.3υ,
Round trip tickets, Sundays, to
a. m., 4.30 p. m.
25 cents.
Harpswell 35 cents, other landings
GEO. F. WEST, Manager.
je30dtf

Ocean Tickets and Coal.
First Cabin, Second Cabin, Intermediate and

Λ.

down

liar.

ca

COUneC

tion with earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell, Worcei
ter, New York, &c.
Till further notice, thi
SllVDAÏ TBIPS:
steamers of tliis line will leave Portland and Bos
·.
ton every Sunday at 8.00 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Jb. Manager.
je29tf

GOOD

A

RECORD.

For tlie year ending April 1, between one hun
dred and two hundred surgical operations liav<
been performed at the Free Hospital for Womei
Bos
supported by the Murdock Liquid Food Co., all re
ton, without the loss of a single patient, and
stored to usefulness.

Liouid Food was given before

ana aner ins operation;

and are doin$
■ With what we have been
Free Hoapita
we shall he able, in our new
Hunt
that we are now building corner of
«treet, to per
Camden
and
Avenue
ton
in g
1'orui in the Surgical half of the Hospital

500
Operation* annually.

LINE.

STEAMSHIP

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPAS]
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf on Wednesday
and Saturdays at 6 p. in. Keturning, leave Fie
on Wednesdays an
38, East Eiver, New York,J.
B. COYLE, Jb.
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agen
sept21-dtf

vegetable decomposition or other causes
&c.
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper,
the Aromatic Schnapps is superior ti

these pur
every other preparation for
A public trial of over 30 year
uration in every section of our countr;
of Udolplio Wolfe's Schnapps, its un
solicited endorsement by the medica
by an;
faculty ami a sale unequalledfor
it th
other distillation have insured
for it
claimed
reputation of salubrity and Grocers.
For sale by all Druggists

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON & GO.
18 BEATER
NEW
mar

STREET,

YORK.

dly

10

Dit. C. W. BENSON'S

JM

—

ECZEMA.

TETTERS,

g INFLAMMATION,

HUMORS,

ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
SCROFULA ULCERS, PIMPLES,'
AND TENDER ITCHING S on all parts j"]
of the body. It makes the slcin white, softl
and smooth ; removes tan and freckles, and is tl
BEST toilet dressing in THE WOULD. Elegant
put up, two bottles in one package, cousisting <
_

both internal and external treatment.
All first-class druggists have it. $1 per packag
dnrmemcln
apr8

Batchelor's Celebrated Hair Dye

ESTABLISHED 1881.
Β os in tho wor d
Harmless I Relinblel Id
etantaneousl Nodisap
pointment, no ridiculon
tints ; remedies the ill el
fects of bad dyes ; leave
the hair soft and beautifu
Black or Brown. Ex
planatory circulars sen
in sealed enve
postpaid
lopee, on application, men
tioning this paper. Hol<
by all druggists. Appliei

jby experts at
Bitchdor's Wig

ick, Nova Scotia, Prince E«l
wai'ds Island, anil Cape Breton.

SPRING AND SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

The new Steamers of this Line will leave Kai
road Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAI
WEDNESDAY and Fill DAY at 5.00 P. M., f(
EASTFOJRT and ST. JOHN, with above count!
tions.
1
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
destination. tyFi eigbt received up to 4.00 p.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Unie
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other info
mation at Company's Office, Kailroad Wharf, foi
J. B. COYLE. JK.,
of State street.
Gen'l Manager.
nov20dtf
I IPO It Τ ED

80 East 10th St., Ν. Y. City

eod&wjy

TpTTTO T> A "DÛT) may be found on file at Gk
1 xllio X Ax Tj-LVP.Ro^cll&Co'sNewepap
Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce Street), where advert
YOltl
Ins contracts 'V'.y be made tor It IN

—

TO

Detroit, Chicago, Milwanli
lagi·
Cincinnati, Nt. Louis. Omalia.
I-ake City,
navr, St. Paul, Salt

Canada.

Denver, Han Francinco,
and all points In the

Northwest, West and Southwest.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manag·
WM. EDO A It, Ο. P. Α.,
J. STEPHENSON. Supt
jy5dtf
July 5.1886.

ΜΑΜΕ CENTRAL RAILROAD

CONGRESS ST. STATION ONLY
u».
Foi' ISnDgor, Kll.wortn unu uni
at
12.38 p. m. Fast Express stopping

w».

Brun»
and Wat.rwick, Gardiner, llallowell, Augusta
ville only.
AU other trains timed as above from Commercial
St. Station, stop at Congress St., wher» through
for
tickets and baggage checks may be obtained
principal points East and West.
with
night express
{The 11.15 p. in. train Is the runs
every night Sunsleeping car attached and Bar Harbor
but not to
davs included, through to
or to Belfast
mornings
on
Skowhegan
Monday
to Bar
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting
Harbor, on Sunday mornings.
mornThe
follows:
Trains are due in Portland as
8.4S a. m. ;
ing trains from Augusta and Bath
Banfrom
Lewiston, 8.50 a. m. ; the day trains
: the afternoon train;
gor at 12.45 and 12.55 p.m.
at
Lewiston
and
fromWatervilie, Batl), Kockland
at 5.45 p.m.; the
5.35p.m., Flying Yankee
m.
a.
1. 50
night I'ullman Express train at
for
ijinailed TickrtM, liml and h«tou«I cIbmm,
.ale ni renil pointa in the Province· on
duced rates.

PORTLAND. BANGOR, MT. DESERT t MACHIAS
STEAMBOAT CO.
Steamer CITV OF RICHMOND makes two
anc*

between Portland
trips per week on the route
p. m..
Machlasport, leaving Portland at 11.00
at 4.00 a
and
Machlasport
and
Fridays,
Tuesdays
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
PAYSON TUCKEK, General Manager.

F. Ε. BOOTHBY, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agt.
Je25tf
Portland, June 25.1886.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.
Pô. iiand & Rochester R. R.

ARRANGEMENT^"OF

TRAINS.

On and after Monday, J une
v
Trains will Leav<
r-rt' -—^ΐ-3ΐ88β» Passenger
—1M

"■""Portland:

Clinton, Ayer Junction.
at 7.210
Na*hua, Windham and Fpping
a. m. and l.lO p. m.
North
and
points
For Manchester, Concord,
at 1.1© p. m.
Water·
Alfred,
For Rochester, Npringvalc,
a. m., I.IO
boro, and Maco River at 7.ÎIO
and (mixed) at tf.30 p. m.
fi*
For <»orham at 7.30 a. ni., 1.10, 0.30,
(mixed) at Ο..ΊΟ p. m.
W«ntFor gaccarappa, Cumberland Mill·,
brook Junction and Woodford'· at 7.Λ*}
and lO.OOa. m., I.IO, 3.00, 6.'iO aw
(mixed) *0.30 p. m.
For Worcester,

lO OOa.m.
For Forext Avenue (Deering)
:<:OOand tt/iO p. in.
at
The 1.10 p. na. train from Portland connects
Route for
Ayer Junct. with Hooeac Tunnel
for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester,
all rail,
New York via Norwich fjine, and
also with Ν. Y. Ac Ν. K. R. R.
via

ttprinjtfleld,
for Philadelphia
("Steamer Mainland Route") and
the South,
Haiti more, Washington,

with Ronton Ac Albany R. R. for the Went*
J*acClose connection made at WestbrookR.R. aud
tion with through trains of Maine Central
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
Prru
may be had of S. H. HELLEN,Ticket Agent,
land & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
Woodford's.
at
•Does not stop
J. W. PETERS. Sum.

je2Gdtf

Portland and Ogdensburg R. R.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monda;, Jure 28, 1886,
and until further notice

Passenger

Trains will

Lea re Portland as follows :

8.33 a. n., foi No. Conway, Jackson, Glen
Profllt
House, Crawford's. Faybans, Bethlehem,
S'
House, Littleton, Wells' River, Montpelier,
Johnsbury, Newport, Monacal, Burlington
West.
and
Swan ton, Ogdensburg
IJ.IO p. m., Express to Fabyan's, Summit Mt.
House, LittleWashington, Bethlehem, ProfileJefferson,
conton, Franconia, Lancaster and
and St.
for
Hiver
Montpelier
Wells'
necting via
JOXlIlauuiy

aaiuc

anvtnu»··,

«...u

or Hiram.
stop at So. Windham, W. Baldwin
intt.13 p. m.. Local, Portland to Bartlett and
stations.
termediate
Porter
ICezar Falls,
Stages for Limlngton,ISebago,
m.
Denmark and Loveli connects wit 1) 12 40 p.
witii 6.15 p. m.
Stage for No. Windham connects
train.
Traîna Arrive in I'oi lluiid:
8.43 n. m.. 'rom Bartlett and way stations.
12.33 p. m., Express from all White Mountain
Kesorts.
3.43 p. in., Mixed train from Bartlett and way.
7.13 p. in., from Montreal, Burlington, Ogdensburg and West.
J. HAMILTON, Snpt.
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
je25tf
June 25, 1886.

8Remember

asked—how does Murdock1
with other Foods and Toi
refer to the State Inspector of Foods f<i
Massachusetts in his auiiual report ι τ 1880.
Murdock's Liquid Food contains 1 t.lo percenl
of albumen ; all the other foods do not contai
over one pe
any. Common food does not contain
oent. that is available.
commo
than
matter
It contains less organic
othe
food, and common food contains 16.86 ; the
cent.
60.50 per
preparations from 22.62 to which
is indigestibl
It contains 0.42 of ash,
matter. The others contain from 3.30 to 23.7
per cent.
In alcoholic extract* 1.1)7. The other pre]
a-'ations are all TONICS, as they contain froi
20.13 toC6.13 per cent.
These facts snow why Murdock's Liquid Foo
in inakiii
excels all other foods and preparations disease.
of
new blood and cleansing the system

question often

We

will make 1
A tablespoonful four times a day
col
l-ounds new blood monthly, and the system
28
to
24
pounds.
tains
SHOWING HOW EASY IT IS liENEWE:
DISEASED.
AND HOW NECESSARY WHEN

my22

FOOD CO.,

Jostoi

SE, SAM'S

OF ALL· KINDS,

A.M.

f.H

10.10

6.3ι·

l'.M.

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

that with feeble infants who do nc
rive on their mother's milk or the best prendre
in
the market,WE REQUEST NO CIIANU
foods
OF FOOD, but add 5 or more drops four lime
lin
daily of Murdock's Liquid Food, ana you wil!
that their lost or needed vitality will be restore
less
than
to them in
thirty days.
Not a case of Cholera Infantum known wher
Murdock's Liquid Food has been used, nor a deat
from Cholera Infantum where it lias been pr(
scribed by a physician.

LIQUID

A.M.
β.ιυ

7.4."
8.45 12.35
Arrive Portland
«.15
12.40
Leave Portland (P.StO.R.K.) 8.35
8.6'.
3.07
11.10
Arrive Bridgton
for North Bridj
trains
all
with
connects
Stage
Un»
Port
ton and Harrison, and with trains leaving
at 12.40 p. ni. for Waterford.
J. A. BENNETT, Supt.
je20Htf

BABIES.

MURDOCK

WINES and LIQUORS
IN THE ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

R-

PASSENGER TRAIN SERVICE,
in effect June 27, 1SS6.

WESTERN DIVISION.

TRAINS LEAVE PORTLAND
t3.3c>
Per lloaion at t6.15, t8.40 a. m., tl2.40,
7.30.8.30 a.m.
t5.30 p.m. Ronion tor Portland
and
Bench
1.00,3.50, 6.00 p. in. For Scarboro
3.30,
Pine Point 6.15, 8.40, 10.25 a. in., 2.00,
Saco
Krnrh,
t5.00.6.10,8.05 p.m.Old Orchard
and Riddeford6.15,8.40,10.25a.m.. 12.40,2.00,
Kruncbiink
3.30, J5.00, 5.30, 6.10, 8.05 p. in.
8.06 p.m.
6.15. 8.40 a.m., 12.40. 3.30, Î5.00, 5.30.
3.30.
15.00, o.3C
Welle Uracil 6.10, 8.40 V in.,
Orenl Fall*, Dore.
Berwick,
North
III.
p.
m. El
6.15. 8.40 a.m.. 12.40, 3.30, JO.OO, 5.30 p.
and Aowell G.15.
eter, Haverhill, I,Rwrence
m.
Rochester.,
5.30
3.30.
p.
8.40 a. m.,* 12.40,
a. m., 12.40,
Fa ruling ton and Alton Raj 8.40
8.40
3.30 p. m. Wollboro and l'entre Harbor
and Concord
a. m., 12.40 p. in. Manchemrr
in.
3.30
6.15
a.
p.
m.,
(via Newmarket Junction)
via Lawrence, 8.40 a. m.
York.
New
to
Lines
tConnects with all Kail
South and West.
(Via Eastern Division to ScarboroCrosslng.
Parlor Cars on trains leaving Portland 6.15,8,4o
Boston at
а. m., 12.40, 530 p. ni. Keturning leave
in.
8-30 a. m., 1.00, 3.50, 6.00 p.
SUNDAY TRAINS
for Ronton 1.00, 5.3op. m. ; for Dover 1.00, 4.15,
5.30 p. m.; for Scarboro Reach, Pine Point.
Riddeford
Old Orchard Reach, Saco and
ni.
10.00 a. III., 1.00, 2.00, 3.30, 4.15, 5.30, 7.00 p.
■

Fare to Old Orchard and Return,
Sundays,

30 CENTS.
EASTERN DIVISION.

Usl.00 aim
l'or Homiou at 2.00 and H9.00 a.m.,
I.eave Ronton at 7.30
J6.00 p. ill. Keturning
For
m.
7.00
and
p.
12.30
and
m.
anda.Ooa.
1.00 and 6.0»
Riddrt'ord at 2.00 and 9.00 a. til.,
and Newburyport *r
Portsmouth
For
111.
p.
6.00 p. m. Poi
2.00 and 9.00 a. m., 1.00 and
For*».
AmcKiiury 9.00a. ill. 1.00and6.00 p.m.
a.m., 1.Λ0 ait
9.00
and
Ictn and l.ynn at 2.00
above trains.
б.00 p. m. PI'lj|,.flAN CARS on

Soutl·
ICounects with Kail Lines for New York,
Sout
York,
«Connects with Sound Lines for New
and We st.
West
and
South
Through Tickets to all points
for sale at Portland Depot Ticket OUlcr·,
Exchange
40
and at t'niou Ticket Otllce,
Street, Portland.
Gen. P. Λ T. A

FOK 8ALK BY

and West.

R. STANLEY &

SON, importer:
PORTLANO, ME.

HO. 410 FORE ST..

Also General Managers for New England for tl
Celebrated

D. J.

SUMMIT MINERAL SPRIG WATE1
FROM

Ι1ΛΚΙ&ΙΜΟΝ.

MAINE.

·\

'■

"·

&"ii. U vi ΡώΚ

gr
"-icï"

IODIDE OF IRON

8URE CURE
Liver and Kidney
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
IIeartbirn, Wind
Nervousness,
Complaints,
intheBowels,
or
Pains
in rai Stomach
Low Spirits,
Headache, Drowsiness,
Melancholy, and Intemperance.
is quick ami effectual; curing
it
As a Mei^cine
cases of Dyspepsia,
the worst and most aggravated
and all otlier derangements
Kidney Complaints, Bowels.
and
of the Stomach
raelancholv and
It will instantly revive the most
restore tho weak, feeble,
drooping spirits, and
to health, strength, and vigor.
nervous, and

the Academy of Medicine of Par

by
by the Medic
Approved
specially recommended
Scrofula, (Tumoi
Celebrities of the World
are

Factory

—

New ISruiiMvt

MILK CRUST,

i

—

AND ALL· PARTS OF

35 Exchange St., and Oeoot Fool of India Street.
TICKETS SOLD AT REDUCED BATE

Trains Leave Bridgton

Liquid Food compare

EASTPORT, CALAIS, ST. JOHN N. B., HALIFAX, Ν. ί

SKIN CURE
Warranted to Care

FOB

<"«··'930

Quebec,

p. lu.
ARBIVAI.lt.
From Lewi.ton and Auburn, 8 25 a iw
12.05, 3.15 and 5.40 p.m.
From lierham, 8.25, 9.30 a. m. aud 7.00 ρ Πι
From Chicago and Montreal, 12 05 and
5.18 p. m.
From <(nebcc, 12.05 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train ;ik
Parlor cars on day train between Portland an
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICIO
For

Commencing Jnne 28, 1880.

ics?

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

ill.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT:

ssThe

international

Soses.

a_R0 and 5.18 p.

a. m*a"T3;"'mMo",re"1
1.30

BRIDGTON & SACO RIVER R. R.

From Loae Wharf, Boston, :
p. m. From Fine Street Wharl
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate ο
«ebowkmV'sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. 11. E., am
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com
mission.
liound Trip 818
Pamnge 910.00.
Meals and Boom included.
For freight or passage apply to
Ε. Β. ΝΛ1ΤΙΡΜΟΝ, Asinl,
70 l.oug Wharf, Boxion
31dtf

For NEW YORK.

As a general beverage and uecessar;
corrective of water rendered impure b;

in

iv oLorer, naxuuifc,
Wran.
Cld 15th, ship A J Fuller, Colcord, Sail Han
Passed the Gate 15tli, sells M L Varney, from
New York for Bath; CarneW. do for bastpori

D!SJiHGL':^HAT

SCHNAPPS,

31yl3
«ο,

^&8Ο0£8ηα·9«
CNGl· ■'

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

Β
GEORGETOWN. DC—Ar 15th, sch Nellie

C

i

WOLFE'S

Paiue, Kennebec; Fannie Whitmore, do.
Cld 15th. sells Grace Davis, Dyer, Providence.

»

CAPT. H. B. TOWNSEND,
willleave Burnliam's Wliarf, Portland,daily (Sunat
days excepted,) for So. Freeport, touching
Cousins and Great Chebeague Islands, at 10.30 a.
Will leave So. Freeport dally at
m. and 5 p. m.

From BOSTON every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY
From PHILADELPHIA every TUESDAY and FRIDAY

mouth.

sch
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed out 1-ttli,
Katie J Ireland, for Portland.
Andrews,
BALTIMORE—Ar 14tli, sch Maggie
Snow. Portsmouth,
Ar 15th, schs Annie Ε J Morse, Lansil, Kenne^
Annie F
bee: Silver Heels, McMillan, Bay View:
from
Conlon, Seward, Bangor; A W Fisk, White,
Kennebec.
Portland
Cld 15th, schs M V Β Chase, Pinkham.
M L Wood, Spauldmc, do.
BosCld 14tli, schs Carrie A Norton, Hodgdon,
do.
ton, (and sailed) ; Helen A Chase, Adams,
Elbridge
PHILADELPHIA- Ar 12tli, sell
Perry,
Souther, Fales. Port Spain; Belle Brown,
Port de Paix ; Blanche Hopkins. Tunnell, Bangor;
Kennebec.
Ε Β Pliillipps. Baker,
from
Ar 16th, brig Fannie Β Tucker, Sylvester,
Havana.
Port
Ar 15th, schs Elbridge Souther, Pales,
Spain; Kenset, Curtis, Kennebec; AbbleEWilfrom
laad, Blake, Bangor ; Mollie Rhodes, Watts,
Brunswick ; Win Flint, Dodge, Portland; Ariadne
Colby, Kennebec.
Cld 15th. sch Abbie Ε Willard, Blake. Bangor.
Andrews, from
Below, barque Sailli Ε Spring,
*
Cardenas.
NEW YORR—Ar 14th, ship San Joaquin,DrinkSawater, Calcutta ; Nellie Ε Rumball, Rumball,
gua; schs A Ρ Emerson. St John, NB; Junietta,
Addison ; Cora Etta, Rockland ; Eugenie, Bans,""
Mobile,
SavVei'. do; Dora Mattnews,
K!?la A
Oliver
Dyer. Portland ; Rrmiette, Fall River.
Also ar 15th, sclis Κ Η Cornell, Crocker, iron!

steÂmerhàïdeé,

(On the Hill,)

DIRECT

Memoranda.
arrived
Brig Carrie Purington, from MIragoane,fever
on
at Boston 15th with two cases of yellow

Domestic Ports.
GALVESTON—Ar 14th, brig Lahaina, Allen,

Me.

Bostoiil Pbladelpbia

Sid fm Antwerp 13th, ship Chas II Marshall,
Hutchinson, New York.
At Jeremie 2d inst, scli M C Mosely, Runirlll,
from Boston for Aux Cayes and Boston.
A
Sid fm Kingston, Ja, June 2Bth, sch Carrie
Bucknam, Higgins. Pedro Cay.
Allan15th
to
inst,
barque
Havana
Ar at
prev
wilde, Powers, New York.

Fishermen.
with
Ar at Boothbay 15th, schs Henry Dennis,
Ambrose
30 bbls mackerel; A II Lennox, 20 do;
MorKnight, 60 do ; EPNickerson, 32 do; Henry
do.
ganthan, 30 do; Soltaire, 35schs
Editn Β Coombs.
Ar at Lamoine 12th inst,
2200 qtls fish ; Harwith
Bank
yuero,
Thompson,
1600
vest Home, Peterson, Western Banks, with
qtls do, (seven weeks out.)

can

fishing
splendid drives, good brook trout
reasonable

SH1

Matung June G, ship Matilda, Mcrriman,

board.
Sch Maggie J Cliadwick, from Windsor, NS, for
of
Baltimore, put into Glouces er lGthwitli loss
foreboom and foresail.
Ne»
tor
Rockland
from
Sch ïbos Hix, Hall,
with
York, was towed into Vlueyard-Haven 16th
loss of bowsprit, headgear, and maintop, having
been in collision with sch Oliver Ames.
Sch C II Macomber, Kumril, from Wilmington
for Port au Prince, with hard pine, stranded
of
oil the north side of Ν W Point, Caicos, night
June 25, and filled. Crew saved.
railon
the
before
reported
DeHart,
Sch Edw A
and
way at Vineyard-Haven, completed repairs
sailed 15th.

Sun'

on

Fortiorham,

June «8,
On mid niter MONDAY,
Leave
State Street Wliarf at 10.15
I88O, Passenger Trains
'a.m., 2.00,7.30 p.m. Leave FrankPortland as follows:
9.00,
7.45,
I
at
5.45,0.45,
lin Wharf
Vanceboro, β(. John, Hali10.15, 10.30, 11.00 a. 111., 12.05, I For Bungor,
ët. Stephen and
fax, and the Province»,
1.00,2.00, 2.15. 2.50, 4.30,0.10,
7.15,
Peaks' 0.25,
Arooxtook County, 12.30 p. m.. via Lewin7.30, 7,40, 8.30 p. ill. Leave a.
and
111., 1.00, 1.30,
tou. 12.35 and ill.15 p. m., via Augusta;
8.00,9.30,10.35, 10.50, 11.30 9.00,
10.15 p. Π1.
for Ε He worth, Bar Harbor, and Bangor
2.30, 2.35, 5.05, 6.10, 0.30, 8.00,
for
8.10.
Ac Piscataquis Β. B., til.15 p. in.,
Leave Cusliing's (White Head 0.10) 7.05, Head
Skowhegan, Belfast and Dexter, 12.30,
9 40. 10.45 a. m., 1.20, 2.45, 5.00, (White
6.45 a. m.,
8.20,
12.35, til. 15 p. m. ; Waterville,m.;
0.40) 0.50, 8.50 [i. m. Leave Cape Cottage
for An.
11.10 a. m„ 2.55, 4.50 p. m. (weather permitting).
12.30, 12.35, 5.15 and, $11.15 p. and Bru»,
a.m.,
tin «tu, Ha llowell, <*ardiner
SUNDAYS—Leave State Street Wharf 10.1510.30
p. in.;
at
9.15,
$11.15
Wharf
5.15,
Leave Franklin
2.00 p. m.
wick, 6.45 a. m., 12.35,
on
Peaks' 9.36,
Bath, 6.45 a. m 12.35, 5.15 p. in., and and
a.m., 12.30, 2.15, 3.15 p.m. Leave
Bockland
m.
Leave
Cushing's
11.15
;
p.
only at
10.50 a.m., 1.00, 2.35, 5.16 p.m.
Saturdays
m.
Leave
Knox and Lincoln B. B., C.45 a. in., 12.35
9.45, 11.00 a. m., 12.45, 2.45, 5.00 p.m.
at 5.15 p. m.;
p.
p.m.; and on Saturdays only
Cape Cottage 11.10 a. m., 2.55,4.46
JR..
Manager.
B.
J.
COYI-K.
Aut urn and JLewiston at 83.0 a. m., 12.30,
Jy3dtf
ft.45
Brunswick,
via
5.10 p. m. ; Lewision
—
*»
"-««ι ιηρι Λ m
Monmouth,
а. in., $11.15 p.m. ; Farmington,
m.
and
a.
8.30
U inthrop and IVaranacook
12.30 p. in.; Oakland nnd North Anson,
via
Brunswick,
12.30 p.m.; Farmington
б.45 a. m. and 12.35 p. m., and from

κ ε mort.

house, situated

DKPABTUAGNi
7.20a.m., 12.50

EMITA AND CADET,

boarding
Hill,
ASUMMEB
day Itiver. three miles from BethelBeautiful
accommodate twenty-live boarders.

Ε.

Kong.
Ilong fm
Penaug.

:τι ε κ

IM.M»

nod after MONDAY, Juif 3,
tram» will i-uu ω follow.

{Leave

MOUNTAIN CROVE HOUSE.

113

MARINE_NEWS.

the Elegant Steamers

ΗΓΙΙΙ1ΕΚ ltEKORTS.

2

Pimples, Boils,

FOB

—

GREENWOOD GARDEN LINE.

«TKA3IEKI*.

'..New York..Havana
July 17
New York..Liverpool.. .July 17
New fork..Liverpool...Juiy 17
New York. .Glasgow—July 17
New York..Bremen
July 17
New York. .Rotterdam..July 17
York..
New
».
Copenhagen July 17
New York. .Antwerp... July 17
New York..Liverpool. ..July 20
New York..Liverpool. ..July 21
New York..Kingston .July 21
Liverpool... July 2 2
Quebec
New York..Liverpool. ..July 22

Moon rises

STAR USE STEAMBOAT CO

This Powder nevér varies. A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short weight
Sold only in cans.
a um or phosphate powders.
Koyal Baking Powder Co., 166 Wall St., N.Y.
dly
je2

Ν Lr 1TI

Hong Kong 12th Inst, ship Lucy A Nick-

els, Nickels, Newcastle, NSW.
Ar at Sydney, NSVV, 3d inst, ship Wni McGilvery, Dunbar, Port Blakely.
Ar at Singapore June 8, barque Escort, Waterhouse, Hong Kong.
Sid fin Singapore June 2, ship IJoogly, Lewis,

Western 4sV!ad ; peas 5s 5d. Provisions, &c.—Fork
57s 6d ;bacon at 33s 6d. Cheese 41s 6<1 for American ;laid, prime Western 34s ; tallow 23s 6d for
American.

Eastoort and St John, NB.
Sch Warren Adams, from Baltimore—coal to

21

Quicksilver
do preferred

1
2
2

CHARLESTON,July l<i,U886.—Cotton quiet;

A

fflNEW YORK,July 1C, 188G.—Tlieifoilowing
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:

shore

middling 8%c.

to J Β Coyle.
Steamer Cunibrt'land,

J

Colorado Coal
Homestake

J

V",r

Bound trip tickets with admission to Pavilion,
Î .20
Kink, Koller Coaster or Elevator
1.00
0 rouud trips, without admission
3.00
30 round trips, without admission
25
To Long Island and return
B. J. WILLARD, Manager.
jy2dtt

Pure,

Absolutely

CHANCE OF TIME.
Ou

KATES of fake;

OWDEI

Henry Ρ

Foreien Ports.

middling 9 3-10c.
SAVANNAH,; July 10, 1886.—Cotton isiquiet;

Saratoga

sell

TA BLE.
After July 3, 18§6,

"0.00,
Leave Portland for Peaks' B.4G. 6.45, 8.00, *2.16,
•10.00, '10.30, *11.15 a. m„ *12.15, *1.45, 0.00,
*3.00, *4.00, *4.45, *5.15, 0.10, 7.30, 8.00,
9.30 p. m.
9.30,
Leave Peaks' for Portland 0.10, 7.15, 8.30,
10.30. 11.00. 11.40 a. 111., 1.10, 2.10, 3.30, 4.15,
10.15,
4.45, 5.15, 5.35, 0.15, 0.30, 9.00, 9.30,
10.30 p. m.
EvLeave Portland for Little and ®reat Diamond,
*10.30
ergreen and Trefetlien'e 5.16, 6.50, *9.00, *0.10,
a. III., *12.15, *2.00, *3.15, *4.30, *5.45,
7.30, 9.30 p. ill.
a in.,
Leave Little Diamond C.15,7.30.9.40,11.40
ill.
1.05, 2.40, 4.00, 5.10, (1.50. 8.10, 10.30 p. a.
Leave Great Diamond 6.10,7.25.9.35,11.35in. m.,
1.00, 2.35, 3.50, 5.05, 0.45, 8.05, 10.20 p. a.
m.,
Leave Evergreen 0.00, 7.15, 9.30, 11.25
in.
12.50, 2.30, 3.45, 5.00, 0.40, 8.00 p.
Leave Trefethen's 0.05, 7.20. 9.25, 11.30, a, ill.,
12.55. 2.25, 3.40, 4.65, 0.35, 7.55, 10.25 p. ni.
Leave Portland for Long Island 5.15, *10.30 a.m.,
*2.15. *5.45 p. m.
Leave Long Island for Portland 5.50,11.15 a. m.,
3.15, 0.30 p. ill.
A 7.30 a. in. and 7.30 p. m. trip will be first and
last trips oil Sunday to all landings.
For the rest of the Sunday time table, week dav
trips marked witli a star will be run.

Portland.

Ar at

90@6 00 ; short clear at G 70@6 75.
43,000
Receipts—Flour, 10,000 bbls; wheat.
husli ;corn 304,000 hu ; oats 90,000 bush ;rye 2000
bu ; barley, 1000 bush.
Shipments—Flour, Γ4,000 bbls; wheat, l>2,000
bush: corn, 322,000 busll; oats, 91,000 bush;
busll.
rye, 2,000 bush ; barley, 0,000
ST. LOUIS, July 10,1886—Flour market dull;
XX at 2 00@2 20; XXX at 2 30@2 40; family at
2 Γ>5® 2 60; choice 3 05@3 15;ifancy 3 65i§ :> 75;
extra fancy at 3 85®4 10; patents at 4 40 <i4 70.
Wheat lower; No 2 "Red at 76%@77y8C. Corn Is
irregular;
higher; No 2 Mixed 35®35y2c. Oats
No 2 Mixed at 32 (λ33ι:\ Lard steady 6 30@6 35.
Reaeipts—Flour, 5,000 bbls ;jwheat,255,000 bu ;
corn, 13,000 bush ; oats, 27,000 bush ; rye, ,000
hush, barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour,6,000 bbls; wheat 12,000 bu;
corn,117,000! bush ; oats 2,000 bush ; rye,0000 bu ;
barley 0000 bush.
DETROIT, July 10.1«86.-Wheat—No 1 White
83Vic; Mich Ked at 81c; No 2 Ked 80%c.
NEW OKLEANS, July 16, 1886.—Cotton quiet;

125

ι"J

der,

at 5

126Va
14%

New York Mining Stocks.

California

-·*

Ilicoio OIIVO.UJ

barque Clias Κ Lewis;

Mason.
SALEM—Ar 15th, sclis Fannie & Edith, Warreu, Rockland for New York; Moses Eddy, Hart,
do for do; Lizzie Carr, Brown, Lynn for Frankfort; Watchman, Hamilton. Calais t»r Boston.
NEWBUKYPOKT—Ar 14th, sch Jas Warren,
Falklngham, Weeliawkeu.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 15th, sells John Girard,
Joy, Kockland for New York; Harmony, Baugor
for Boston.
SIu 15th, seh John Bracewell, Munroe, for
Bound Pond.
BOOTHBAY—Ar 14tli, sch Frank Barker, Mea

Freights steady.
CHICAGO. July 16. 1886.—The Flour market
is dull; Southern Winter Wheat at 4 16®4 50;
Wisconsin at 3 90@4 15; Michigan do at 4 00®
4 50; soft Spring Wheat 3 50®3 75; Minnesota
bakers 3 50®4 10; patents 4 40®4 80;low grades
Wneat quiet;
1 75®2 75 ; Rye flour 3 25@3 60.
No 2 Spring at 77c. Corn is lower at 37VÏC. Oats
No 2 at 54c. Hurley
2914c.
at
quiet;
Rye
quiet
Lard at
is nominal. Hess Fork easier 9 85®9 90. n»xn„l,|„M

107%

....

doboro.
Sid 10th,

7Vi@7%c.

ÛUACU

On and

GRAND TRIM RAILWAY OF CANUM.

floiiMt*

(Custom

TIME

—

J

14

E. Tenn
do pref

[By Telegraph.]

YORK. July IB. 1886.—Flour marketfor exRather weak with more doing in good part
bbls and
port; receipts 13,349 bbls; exports 2083
5769 sacks ;:sales 22,0«0 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 15®2 80; superfine
Western and State at 2 40 a3 00; common to good
to
extra Westernland State at 2 80®3 20 ; goodhite
W
choice do at 3 25®5 00 ; common to choice do at
fancy
4
extra
at
00®4 80;
wheat Western
at 2 70
at 4 85 g 5 00; common to good extra Ohio
atj2 70®
@5 00; common to choice extra St Louis
at
5 00; patent Minnesota extra good to prime
4 80a'
4 50®4 75; choice to doublejextra do at
4
40;
5 00,including 1200 bbls city mill extra at
900 bbls fine do at 2 15S2 90; 4600 bbls super2 80®
tine 2 40®3 00; 7100 bills extra No 2 at
3 20; 360Ô bbls winter wheat extra 2 70@5 00;
South5400 bbls Minnesota extra at 2 70®5 00.
ern (lour quiet; common to lair extra 3 10®3 50;
firm.
good to choice do 3 55@5 10. Rye Flour
reWheat—spot lots steady and fairly active;sales
ceipts 266.850 bush; exports 351,757ibush;
at
2
Chicago
No
to
and
bush
arrive;
spot
25b,ooo
88c; No 1 hard 903/4c; No 1 NorthernNoat88VaC;
1 White
No 2 Red at 87c elev; No 2 Red 92c;
42.at 90c. Κ ye is dull. Corn is lower; receipts
700 bush ; exports 68,102 bush ;sales 96,000 bush ;
elcv.
47c
No 2 at 47i/i@47%c afloat; No 2 White
OiitM are lower ;receipts 24,000 bush :exports 255
bush ;sales 82,000 busli : No 3 at 36y2c ;White do
at 40
37%®39yac; No2 at 36H36yec; do White
do 39®
®42c ; Mixed Western at 36®38c ; White
45c ; White State 43®44c. Coffee dull 9%c. SuExtra
ear is dull; refilled dull; C at 4%@4%c;
C 5V8c; White Ex C G1.4®5:)/ac ; OS A at BVac ;
Yellow 4%®4Vi ; Mould A 6 Vie ; standard A at
and
5% c; granulated at 6 3-16®6Vic; cut loaf
crushed at 6 9-16@6% ; Dowdered at 6ya@6%c ;
Cubes OViC ; Conf A 6 l-lOgeygC. Petroleum—
united at 66c. I»ork dull; last quotations—mess
10 60®10 62 Va for old: 11 25® 11 C2Va fornew.
Beef dull. 1.11 I'd weak--Western steam spot C 88;
Sillied 7 00 for Continent; 7 15 for S. A. Butler
firm. Cheeac steady; State βιΑ@8Άο; Western

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

98

Fran

Domestic Markets.

9
21

23%
19%
ι33%
56%

St. Paul preferred
St. Pau'., i>Iinn.|& Man
>:naha
St Paul "it
do prei..
Texas Pacific
Union Pacific
U. S. Express
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
do

rex-

KKW

Ο OU.

CO.
FOREST CITÏ STEAMBOAT
Wharf)

BRISTOL—Ar 14th, sell Nellie Eaton, Knowlfon, Calais.
DUTCH ISLAND HAKBOB-Ar 14th, sells Nellie Star, Sonle, lni St John, NB, for Philadelphia;
Walter C Thomas, Thomas, Providence for New
Haven ; Hope Haynes, Gray, do for do. (two last
sailed.!
NEWPORT—Ar 15th, sehs Annie Gus, Curtis,
Providence for Dennysville ; Elizabeth Arcula
rius, Marston, Fall Biver for Hoekland.
VINEYAliD-HAVEN-Ar 14th, sells Maggie
Belle, Amboy for Boston; Lizzie J Clark, Taunton for Kockport.
Ar 15th, sells H A De Witt, Chesapeake Bay for
Bath ; Kate Walker, from Bangor for do ; Benj 1!
Church, Bangor for Philadelphia.
Ar 15th, brig Carrie Puringtou,
BOSTON
Kuoebel, Mlragoane; sclis Pride of the port, Parsons, and Mimiie Davis, Davis, BaiTiugtou ; Surprise, Young, Calais.
Cld 15th, barque Martha 1' Tucker, Smith, for
New York.
Sid 15th, barque Hattie G McFarland.
ArlGth, barque Nellie Smith, Peterson,Cardenas; sells Emma S Briggs, Gamage, Newport
News; Augustus Hunt, Baker, Philadelphia.
Cld 10th, seh Pride of }he Port, Parsons, Wal-

lower,

Sheep—Receipts 4000; shipments 500:
natives 2 006.4 20; Western at 3 O0@3 50;
ails 1 75@3 00. Lambs 1 25@3 75.

dling

98%
126%
281,4
32%

Erie..

Northwestern
New York Central
New York, Chicago
do pref

4 40.

37i

20%
3%
135
com.... 35Vi

Marquelte.HoughtonandOnt.lt.,
Pere Marquette Railroad com

—

....

pref

do

Mexican Central 4s
Wisconsin Central
Boston Water Power Co
C. B. & Q

are

\_»UC

89%

Eastern

BAILKOAD·.

ISLAND βΤΙΑΜΕΒβ.

MIseiiLlANEOCS.

M J Laughtou. do for Boston ; Aildte M Bird, do
for do ; Nettie Β Dobbin. Hobokeu for Jonesport ;
Anna A Holton, do for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 14th, sells Harbinger, Newton. Bangor; Paragon, do; Lugano, Clark, and
Wni Demiug, Hodgius, Calais; Β 1, Mltcbell, Bunker, Franklin.
Sid 14th, sell Franconia. New York.
BRIDGPOKT -Cld 15th, sell J Nickerson,
Winslow. Portland, In ballast.
PKOVIDENCE—SUl 15th. sells Copy, Truwortliv. Ellsworth; Annie S Murcli, Thomas, do.
WAKitEN-Ar 14th, sell Win G Κ Mowry, Motz

Chicago Cattle Market.
By Telegraph.]
<>,CHICAGU, July 16, 1886—Cattle—Receipts
steers at
OOO; shipments 2000; steady: shipping .at -ao
3 70®5 15 ; stackers and feeders stronger
f
h»}K
®3 80; cows, bulls and mixed 150@J60;
10ωβ";
2 30β2 70; through Texans, 1400 head; choice
at
26;
er, cows 2 10®2 60; steers 2 7Ca3
,
3 00@3 75.
weak,
Hogs—Receipts 18,000; shipments 2000;
routrh and mixed 4 60@5 00; «packing and^snipskips 2 75®
ping 4 90®5 20; light' 4 50®5 05;

for

Consumptio
etc.,} the early stages ofof
Blood, ai
Constitutional Weakness, Poorness
its periodic cours
for stimulating and regulating
None genuine unless signed. "BLANCARD,
rue Bonaparte, Paris."
E. Fougera&Co., N. IT,, Agent» for the U.!
apria Sold by Druggists generally. dlawSly
King's evil,

■

sickly

from

—Persons who,
Nightly Dissipation.
feel tho evil
dissipating too much over night,
in violent headaches,
liquors
the
of
poisonous
effects
etc.,
Giddiness,
Weakness.
Sickness at Stomach,
bad feelings.
dose will remove all
will ilnd that

one

Ml Druggists.
D. H. HAM &. CO.,
lîOSTON, MASS.
£4 Broad Street,

W.S&Mly

feb7
^

Λ

T-f Tt

:son

iiloinl*: wndelphla
Ad ver-

H?.té !·c ,>l" Nevypj.aper
IIάά
aV £Jr<3 J^JL5
tihiUK Agezte; of Mean*
Ê
«uitlu»' »ed agent*.

■

W, W· A

**

KOM-

r->r

FLANDERS,

J AS. T. FUKBEK, Uen'l Manager.

Je28

dt.

Kmuford Falls and Buekfield Railroad
Summer Arrangement, In Effect June 14, 1886.
Connection*· via Clrnnd Trunk Railwujr.
Mixed train leaves Mechanic Falls Junction
in.
10.45 a. m., arrives at Buckfleld at 11.45 a.
and Canton at 1.10 p. in.
Junction
Falls
Mechanic
leaves
Passenger train
and C»:··
3.15 p. in., arrives in Buckfleld at 3.50
ton at 4.30 p. m.
and 9 0
4.15
at
Keturning trains leave CantonPortland
and lie
for Lewiston,
a. in.,
ton.

connecting

with

train

at

passenger
Stage connection» daily
Buckfleld for
West Mlnot for Hebron Academy ; at
and
Turner; at C'au
Mills
West Sumner, Chase's
and Kuinford Falls,
ton for Peru, Dixtleld, Mexico
also for Bretton's Mills.

jelSdtf

L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.

THE

THE SAME OLD CAME.

Bl^ESS.

How John R, Smith Lost His Money.

SATURDAY MORNING, JULÏ 17.

PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
advbbtwembjith;

Niiiv

guileless

The pair went to
and was going home.
walk while waiting for the train, but Smith
soon returned to the station to look after
some freight his new friend said lie had
there. Smith had just lent the man $30 to

Wanted—Partner.

Found—Pair Setter Dogs.
Notice—O. W. Fullam.
Card—Chas. A. Cummings.
AUCTION SALES.
ltcal Estate and Personal Property.

IV. II. Patter, salesman for Esterlirook Λ Eaton,
Washington St., Boston, ni 'tes:
"It gives me real pleasure to say that Adamsuu's Botanic Balsam cured me of a severe cold, to
which I have been subject, especially during the
winter months, and I have In many instances recommended it to my friends, and they have all been
benefitted by its use. I think it has no equal as a
cough mixture."
"I am using Adainson's Botauic Balsam for a
cough of long standing, Willi satisfactory results.
Mits. Ε. K. Bkown, West Pembroke. Mass.
MW&S&w
julyl2
WINSLOW'S
Mother*.—MKS.
SOOTHING SYRUP should always be used when
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
to

suiterer at once; it produces natural, quiet sleep by
relieving the child front pain, and the little cherub
awakes as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, softens the
gume, allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
Vowel», and is the best known remedy for diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
•ausee. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

SM&W&wly

Mrs. A. W. Brockaw, of Groton, Brown Co.,
Dakota, used AUcock's Plasters for fifteen years
—completely cured of irregularity by using two
Plasters across the small of the back for seven
days cacli month—also found them very efficacious In Klduey Trouble—cured of a dull, heavy
pain and pressure at the base of the brain by
weariug an Allcock's Porous Plaster at the back

julyl2d&wlw

of the neck.

The action of Carter's Little Liver Pills is
pleasant, mild and natural. They gently stimulate
the liver and regulate the bowels, but do not
purge. They are sure to please.
d&wlw
july!3;

Sunday Services.
service at 5 p. m. at the comer of
t3^~0pen
Rev. Denald McQuebec and Howard streets,
Leren, Chaplain of the U. S. Flagship Tennessee,
will preach if the weather permits.
Bradley Church.—Preaching at 10.30 a. m.
by Rev. J. R. Crosser. Sunday School at 11.30
a. m.
Prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m.
air

Church

ok

thk

Messiah—(Uulveralist).

Services at 10.30 a. m., by ltev. Mr. Crosley, pastor. In the evening, Service of Song at 7.30.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—No morning
service. Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Preaching
by Rev. W. T. Perrin of Worcester, at 3 p. m.
Young people's meeting at 6.30 p. m. Social service at 7.3o p. m.
Clark Memorial M. É. Church—Woodford*,
Sunday Soinol at 1.30 p. m. Preaching at 2.30
Young peop. ill.by Rev. R. Sanderson, pastor.
ple's meeting at 0.45 p. m. Social prayer meeting 7.30 p. in. Prayer meeting Tuesday, class
meeting Friday at 7.45 p. m.
Congress Square Church.—(First Universalis!.) Rev. Henry Blanchard, pastor. Services at
10.30

a.

m.

Congress Street M. E. Church—Sunday
School and pastor's bible class at lOVx a. in.
The pastor will preach a sermon to himself at 3
p. m. Praise meeting at 7Vi p. m., followed by a
sermon by the Rev. James Nixon, of California.
First Baptist Church.—Rev. A. K. P. Small,
D. D., pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. ni.
Sunday
School 12 in. Social prayer meeting at 7.30 p. in.
First Free Baptist Church
(Plymouth)
Congress St. Rev. J. M. Lowden, pastor, will
preach at 10.30 a. m. Sunday School at 12 m.
Prayer and Social meeting at 7.30 p. m.
First Parish Church.—(Unitarian.) Gongress street. Rev. Thomas Hill, I). I)., pastor.
Services at 10.30 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
First Presbyterian Church.—Willjams's
Hall. Sunday School at 2 p. ill. Preaching at 3
p. m. and 7.45 p. m. by pastor, Rev. J. R. Crosser.
Kkbe Church
Deering. Rev. A. H. Wright
will preach at 7.30 p. m.
Free St. Baptist Church—Rev. A. T. Dunn'
pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Prayer meeting at 7.30 p. m. Sunday School at close of morning service.
Friends Meeting.—Oak St. Services at 10.30
All are Invited.
a. in. Prayer meeting 7.30 p. m.
Gospel Mission—Congress Hall. Rev. S. F.
Pearson, President. Consecration service 0.00 a.
m.
Sabbath School 10.30 a. m. Temperance sermon by Elder Ε. H. Hadlock at 3
p. m. Prayer
and Testimony meeting at 7.30 p. m. All are invited.
High Street Church Rev. Wm. H. Fenn, D.
D., pastor. Preaching service at 10.30 a. m. Sunday school at 12 in. Preaching by Rev. F. T. Bayley at 7.30 p. m.
Pine Street Μ. Ε Church.—Rev. Dr. Clark,
pastor. Preaching by Rev. W. H. Daniels, at 10V4
a. m.
Sunday School at 3 p. m. Preaching by
Rev. W. 11. Daniels at 7.30 p. m., followed by an
—

—

altar service.

meet in
at 10.30
"That
a. m.
for
discussion:
Resolved'
Subject
the Doctrine of the Atonement Restrains Men
from doing wrong," Opened by John M. Todd.
Portland

Liberal

Good Templars' Hall

on

Fraternity

Congress street,

Seats free.
Portland Spiritual Temple.—Good Templars' Hall, Congress street. Conference meeting
at 7.30 p. m.
Preble Chapel.
Sunday School at 2 p. m·
Preaching by the pastor at 3 p. m.
Reform Club—A temperance meeting under
the auspices of the Club will be held at their hall,
oorner of Congress and Temple streets, to-morrow
evening, commencing at 7.15 o'clock.
Second Advent Church.—Union Hall, Free
St. Preaching by Eld. John Couch of Lawrence,
Mass., at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 12 m. Social Serviee at 7.30 p. m.
Second Parish (Congregational) Church,
Congress, Cor. of Pearl St. Rev. C. H. Daniels,pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m. and 3 p. m. Sabbath School at 1.45 p. m. Social Service at 7.30
p. m.
State Street Church—Rev. F. T. Bayley,
pastor, will preach at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath School
at noon. The Rev. H. Hallock will preach at 7.30
p. m.
St. Lawhence St. Church.—(Congregational.) Rev. A. H. Wright, pastor, will preach at
Social
10.30 a. in. SundayScnoolatl.30p.nl.
Service at 7 30 p. in.
St. Paul's Church—Corner of Congress and
Locust 8ts. Rev. A. W. Little, Rector. Services
with Sermon at 10.30 a. m. and 5.00 p. m. Sunday School at 4.30 p. m.
Univehsalist Church—Steven's Plains. Miss
C. Κ. Angell, of Norway, will preach at tue usual
hour to-morrow.
Williston Chukch, corner Thomas and Carroll streets, liev. Mr. Hallock will preach at
10.30 a. m. Sabbath School at 3 p. in. In the evening at 7,30, Hev. Dr. Fenu will lecture.
WOODFOIID'S CONGBEGATIONAL C'Hl'KCH
Preaching by Kev. Chas. A. Marsh, pastor, morning and evening. Suuday School at 12 M. Pray—

—

Meeting

at 6.45 p. m.
r. Yol'no
Men's Christian· association—
Toung Men's meeting at 9.15 a. m. Keguiar Gospel meeting at 7.80 p. m. Public cordially invited.

er

MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFOBE JDDGE GOULD.
William
Carleton and James T.
Kkiday
"Welch, intoxication. Ten days in county jail.
Timothy Prindable, intoxication; second offense. Continued for sentence.
Solomon R. Hawes, common drunkard. Thirty
days in county jail.
George E. Lane, search and seizure. Fine $100
and costs. Appealed.
—

BRIEF JOTTINCS.
The steam yacht Sappho, of New York, is
lying at the Grand Trunk wharves, undergoing repairs to her machinery.
Capt. Howard Knowlton is sinking an arMr.
tesian well in Greenwood Garden.
Trask of this city is doing the work.
A new coal shed is to be constructed by
the Cumberland Mills company, with a ca-

pacity

of 3000 tons.

The 19th Maine Volunteer Association will
hold their reunion at Oakland, on Sept. 1st,
1886. Ilalf fares on all railroads.
Rose O'llare's father has agreed to allow
Bishop Healy to decide whether the daughter shall go with him to Montreal or remain
here in the charge of tl.e Sisters of Mercy.
Brown Thurston & Co. have printed very
handsomely, in pamphlet shape, the historical discourse preached by Canon Sills at St.

Luke's Cathedral, July 4th.
Mr. J. Cole's sail and band concert was
postponed from last night on account of
the stormy weather.
Notice of the sail will
be given hereafter.
The second series of gospel meetings will
take place at Pine street M. E. church tomorrow

evening.

Praise

meeting

Men on

Thursday afternoon John β. Smith, a
individual from the Provinces,
bought a ticket at the Boston & Maine depot
for his home in Riverside, Albert county,
New Brunswick.
As he turned from the
ticket office a fine appearing man asked hiin
where he belonged. The gentleman then
said he belonged in the same town as Smith

AMUSEMENTS.
Lake.
NEW ADV EUT18EMENT8.
Suits—Klnes Brothers.
Fur Bale—Farm.
White Quilts—Owen, Moore & Co.
The N. & S. Cigars.
Women and Children—M. G. Palmer.
Card—Cyrus F. Davis.
Wanted—10 Bushelerg 011 Coats.
A Friend in Need.
Ocean Park Association.

janl6

Two

Suspicion.

to-iiav.

Cainpmeeting—Sebago

Advice

Detective True Arrests

at 7.30 p. m.

followed by a sermon by Bev. W. H. Daniels
and closing with an altar service.
Mr. Burditt, of Burditt & North, who is
in Paris, has just concluded a contract witli
one of the leading publishers of that city for
the publication of next season's prospectus
It is to be an
of "The Stoddard Lectures."
elegant brochure in colors with designs by
talented American artists resident in Paris.
A little son of the late George Burnham,
visiting at the house of Mr. Fred Loveitt, in
Cape Elizabeth, met with an unfortunate accident one day the past week. While at play
near the beach, he accidentally fell and
broke his right arm above the elbow. Dr.
Thombs set the limb, and the little fellow is

doing nicely.
Temperance Campmeeting.
Next Saturday and Sunday occurs the
eleventh annual temperance campmeeting.
These meetings have been productive of
great good, always calling out a great audience. Reference to the advertising columns
will show that the reputation for good music
and speaking will be maintained.

pay the charges on the goods, the bill having
been presented by a young man who had met
them on the street. The polite gentleman
had gone with the messenger to get a receipt
for the bill and given Smith a check as security for his $30. Smith didn't find the freight,
and when his acquaintance did not return
told the story to Officer Hanson, who told the
victim how the game had been played upon
hiui. The man from the Provinces went
home with ten dollars instead of forty, but

kept out of sight until yesterday.
Yesterday the detective, aided by the police,
was again on the trail, but did not get the
pair together until late in the afternoon.

of doing so Bickford took the reins from the
hands of his comrade, and striking the horse
with the whip started oft' at a rattling pace.
Davis, who had a double barrelled shot gun
in his hands, fired one shot, but it did not
take effect, and he quickly fired the remaining charge which -struck Bickford, who
jumped, or fell from the wagon, in such a
way that he struck upon his head and shoulders and received injuries which rendered
him unconscious, and when he came to his
senses he found himself in irons.
He was

Mr. True and Officer Hicks were
riding in a Spring street horse car, on the
way to the IBoston boat, they saw the two
men together, and, after leaving the car and

taken to Alfred where he was safely lodged
in the jail.
Bickford, who is a large, powerful man
about 30 years of age, is in every sense of the

took the two into custody.
The arrested men were carried to the station where Marshal Hawkes promptly produced the photograph of the elder from a
collection |of portraits he has secured of

word a tough character. He has been concerned in a bank robbery in New Hampshire,
and in many other criminal affairs. To the
people of Lebanon he has been a terror, and
has conducted himself in a high-handed manner.
The people have stood in great fear of

lots of experience.
State Detective True, returning from Old
Orchard, met Officer Hanson shortly after,
and was given a description of the swindlers
and an account of the game.
He went at
once to the Boston boat, where he saw two
men who answered the description.
They
soon left the boat, however, evaded the officer, and

Then,

as

following them,

On the back of the picture
description of the man showing him to
be John Stevens, 38 years old in 1877, when
the picture was taken ; five feet, six inches in
height ; married and a confidence man. He
is described as travelling on the Sound and
Bangor boats and swindling by means of
bogus checks and a bag of imitation gold.
The photograph was taken at Station 8 in
noted crooks.
was a

Boston and the man is now wanted in that
When Stevens
was
eity for swindling.
shown the picture he remarked, "I knew
♦linf ninfiiro waiiM fiv

rnn cn#inor nr

lofnr

"

will be brought up in the
municipal court this morning, and will be
photographed. When brought into the station last evening they gave the names of
James French and IT. Davis.
The elder
answers the description of the photograph be
ing somewhat older of course, and the
younger is of good appearance. The older
one is supposed to be the man who has played tlxe principal role in swindling games here
His arrest is highly creditable to
so often.
Detective True and Marshal Hawkes whose
forethought in procuring the photographs
enabled the officers to identify their man.
The two

men

Kellogg Case.
Kellogg, a cousin of

The

Mr. H. D.
the unfortunate young man who attempted suicide
here and hae since been under the care of
the authorities, arrived in this city at 11
o'clock last night.
Mr. Kellogg states that
his cousin's trouble is due entirely to overwork. When Kellogg left on his vacation he
was entirely sane.
The day Kellogg disappeared from Bennington, Vt., he had come
home saying that he felt sick, and was taken
to his room.
Later a friend came to the
house to take him to drive, and when Mr.
Kellogg was called it was found that he had
disappeared. His relatives next heard of
him in Boston, and then in Portland.
After his arrival here last night, Mr. H. D.
Kellogg went to the house of Mr. C. A. Baker, procured a permit to see his cousin, and
went to the hospital.
Yesterday Kellogg was fairly quiet in the

morning, and as he wanted to sinoke Dr.
Smith permitted him to do so, but the smoking seemed to excite instead of soothing him.
Why

His Hands Are Tied.

A very much

respected

merchant of this
city, a gentleman of more than mature years
and a deacon in one of our principal churches, goes to bed now with hands tied with a
silk handkerchief. He is a very kind-heart-

injure a fly, but the
other niglit his wife, while sleeping peacefully at his side, received a blow of such
force it awakened her, when it was quickly
followed by another over the eye.
The poor
ed man and wouldn't

natural,both
at the pain and the unusual treatment, and
this sound awakened her spouse, the good
deacon, who had been suffering from a severe attack of nightmare, during which he
thought he was pursued by a lot of ruffians
and was finally overtaken by them, and in
trying to get away from his captors, and to
defend himself he struck at them lustily. Of
course he felt terribly at what had occurred,
and now when he goes to bed at night his
woman

burst out

crying,

as was

good wife ties his hands with
chief.

a

silk handker-

Echoes from Centennial Week.
The following statement nearly covers the
amount of goods, all lines, manufactured
and sold during centennial week, by Goudy
& Kent, including rations furnished the militia on the day of the parade: 12,779 loaves

bread, 11,825 turnovers, 11,020 doughnuts,
21,519 small cakes, 1,584 pies, 4,864 rolls and
biscuit, 1,343 loaves of brown-bread, 1,125
tarts, 1,280 cream cakes, 428 pounds loaf cake,
2,400 pounds sweet biscuit, 17,150 pounds of
pilot and ship bread, 21,800 pouDds of crackers, 5,050 pounds of confectionery, 350 quarts
of
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Ions of coffee. This accounts for the absence
of the teams of this firm in the trades pro-

cession, their eleven wagons all being engaged. in delivering the above mentioned
goods.

Kiley's Unprovoked Assaults.
James Kiley is a hairdresser by occupation, who lias a shop on Fore street. Yesterday a complaint was lodged at the police
station by a man that he went with Ki'.ey
James

Into

saloon in the Stafford block and gave
Kiley 85 to pay for their beer, Kiley to give
him the change. When he asked for the
a

change Kiley struck him in the face and refused to give up the money.
Later George
II. Taylor made complaint that he was walking up the street and as he passed Kiley the
latter struck him such a blow that a front
tooth was knocked out and a cut made on
his upper lip that required three stitches
from a surgeon. The police will interview

Kiley.
Struck It Fat.
It will be remembered the

fishing

steamer
Novelty, Captain Joyce, of this port, went
into a Nova Scotian port to coal a few days
ago. She was not allowed to purchase it and
the captain telegraphed to Portland to have
coal sent to Pigwash, Nova Scotia, in a
schooner from here.
The Halifax Herald

seining
mackerel, as they alleged, in Horsehead Bay
Yesterwithout an armed cruiser in sight.
day the Novelty telegraphed to lier owner
complained because the Novelty

was

here from the Gut of Canso, that she was
on her way home and had secured a full fare
of one thousand barrels of mackerel.
Creenwood Garden.

This afternoon and evening will be tjje
last opportunities to witness the favorite opera company in Greenwood.
Pinafore will
be produced in the afternoon and Pirates of
Penzance in the evening. An excursion from
points on the Portland & Rochester railroad
will be present in the evening.
Next week
"Pop" will be presented, including in the
cast Messrs. Wilkinson and Ince, and Misses
Jones, Brown and Dudley. It is a fjne entertainment, Mr. Ince having played it over
800 times.
Plucked.

The captain of a fishing schooner says lie
came to Portland yesterday ami ran across
Ile went around with
an old shipmate here.
the shipmate, visiting bar saleons, and places
of ill-repute, and when he finally reached his
vessel was minus $30 he is confident he placed
He thinks
in an inner pocket of his coat.
this shipmate took the money, because lie
said ho was "broke" when the captain first
met him, and yesterday had a new suit ot
clothes.

him, and he, as
priated property

it is reported, has approto his own use at pleasure.
The citizens in York county are jubilant over
the capture of Bickford, and feel deeply
grateful to Detective Davis for his success in

arrangements

il is saiu Liiul ο ΓΚ ) υ lu, tut;
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walking into stores and
taking any article which he desired, and that
no one would attempt to stop him.
He has
lately many times said that lie would never
was

in the habit of

be captured. He has been accompanied in
his travels by a very large and ferocious dog.
Mr. Davis, in his daring and successful attempt to take Bickford, has added much to
his already well earned reputation of being a
skillful and courageous detective.
Credit is also due County Attorney Higgins
for the interest he has shown in working up

the

case

against Bickford, who, it is hoped,

will now have to pay full

penalty

for his

crimes.
Fay Bickford is the third of this notorious
gang of horse thieves who is in jail, and the
gang is now thoroughly broken up. It was
fine shot which was fired at Bickford by
Davis, and injured him only a little, but
answered the purpose of bringing him to
and thus causing his arrest.

bay,

Mayor and Aldermen.
A special meeting of the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen was held yesterday afternoon.
The Mayor, Aldermen Beale, Wilson, McMahon, Marks and Briggs were present. The
meeting was called upon the petition of Chas.
McCarthy, Jr., and T. F. Donohuethat Mary
Pendergrass, the thirteen year old child of

Bridget Leonard, be taken from the custody
of her mother and placed under the guardianship of her aunt, Miss Mary Feeney, in
accordance with the provisions of chapter
59 of the Revised Statutes.
The Board after

Hon. Z. A. Gilbert

was

City

at the

Hotel

last-evening.
Hon. T. R. Simonton of Camden, has written a book entitled "Picturesque Camden,"
which will soon be issued.

Guy Howard Smith, son of Maj. J. A.
Smith, U. S. Α., has recently been appointed
to West Point from Baltimore,.Md.
Miss A. C. Moses, of the Chestnut street
primary school, has resumed her studies at
the Boston School of Oratory.
Will Gay intended to start yesterday on a
ten days' trip with the bicycle club, who are
going to New Brunswick.
Superintendent Hamilton of the Portland
& Ogdensburg railway, and family are at
Sebago Lake. Mr. Hamilton's family will
remain there during the summer weather.
Kev. A. W. Pottle, presiding elder of Augusta district of the Methodist church is
about to remove his residence from Waterville to Kent's Hiil.
Airs. L. M. N. Stevens, the leading worker
in Maine of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, will speak tomorrow at the
Universalist church, Pittsfield.
Mr. Fred B. Kelsey of this city, left yesterday for New Tork, from which port he will
sail Monday on the ship John E. Chase, foi
France and the Mediterranean, on a five
months trip for pleasure and study.
Mr. A. M. Edwards, son of the Democratic
candidate for Govenor, has accepted the position of superintendent of the schools oi

Lewiston.
mar.

He has been master of the gram-

school in that

city.

Rev. λν. Η. Spencer of Waterville, left on
Monday to join one of Raymond's excursions
via Munch Chunk, Watkins Glen, Niagara,
Thousand Islands, Montreal and White
Mountains.
Miss Marie Elliott, daughter of the late
Rev. John Elliott, died at Ruinford Point,
She was a
Me., July 4th, of malarial fever.
graduate of Wellesley College, and a successful teacher in Washington, D. C.
Miss

Rhea,

who the Pbess stated, some
time ago, would be at Portland Theatre,
Sept. 13th and 14th, will not be under the
Mr. Owen
same management as last season.

Ferree will be her manager.

Quite a delegation of students of Colby
University went direetly from Waterville to
Northfield, Mass., where they arc attending
D. L. Moody's summer school for Bible
study.

President

Pepper's

son

is

among

tlie number.
Prof. William Matthews, late of the University of Chicago, sailed on the 8th inst. for
Europe in the steamer Cephelonia. He will
spend a month at Tarasp, in south-eastern
Switzerland, and a month at Moran, the old

capital

of the Tyrol.
The Bridgton News says that Kev. A. T.
Dunn of Portland, who for a season or two
has passed his midsummer vacation en the

Highlands, will not be able to repeat that
pleasure, circumstances calling him to Massachusetts.
Edwin D. Ingersoll, railroad secretary of
the international committee of Young Men's
Christian associations, arrived in the city
yesterday afternoon. He was received by
Secretary Winter. Mr. Ingersoll has been
nine years in the work among railroad men,
during which time he has visited many parts
of the United States and Canada and the
work has grown marvelously under his man.
agement.
The following were among arrivals at the
Falmouth yesterday :
H. O. Stanley, Dixfield; L. N. Tryon, Westfield; W. W. Woodnutt, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Ε. M. Stilwell, Bangor ; W. H. Meads and family, Buffalo, N.
Y. ; E. G. Cook, Trenton,
N. J. ; Charles

Wright, Detroit,
■sfife, Wallacks Theatre, Ν. Y. ; Moses B.
Emerson, Concord, X. H. ; C. L. Pardee,
New Haven, Conn. ; J. E. Ingersoll, Cleveland, O. ; Mrs. Ο. B. Gunn and family, Kansas City ; F. S.
Tolman, Boston ; M. A.
Parker, Boston ; H. P. Cumniings and wife.
Ware, Mass. ; Dr. W. H. Beard and family,
Brooklyn, Ν. Y.
Charles II. Holmes, better known as
Squire Holmes, died at his residence in Topsfield, Mass., on Wednesday night. Ile was
Mich. ;

H.

Edwards and

born in Maine, and was a son of John
Holmes, the celebrated citizen of this State,
who so ably represented the Pine Tree
State in the United States Senate when it
was first admitted to the Union.
Squire
Holmes was about 80 years of age, and was a
lawyer by profession and practiced some, although his name does not appear on the list
of the members of the Essex bar.
He was
the tallest man in Essex county, being six
feet and eight inchos. He served as second
lieutenant in the war, but was never allowed
to go into action because of his height, being

kept

on

recruiting service,

and

on

this

ac-

count he resigned.
Fell in a Faint.

Yesterday morning, in the midst of
those tremendous showers, a woman was
found lying in the street close by the Catholic Cathedral. Mr. Buck, the hackman, happened to be passing, and with commendable
humanity, stopped his horses, picked up the
one

of

FropoNnla for Coal.
on public buildings will receive
sealed proposals until Saturday, at noon, July
17tli, 1886, for eight hundred tous of best quality
1'WUIJUO

the sidewalk at No. 68 York street.

petition

was

The

CITY OF PORTLAND.

NOTICE OF CHANGE OF GRADE.
is

CITY OF PORTLAND

A Friend in Need,
Witli

aiuuniy oanioiids uingjbk responds to tlie cry of distress. No cramp or pain lias
ever made a demand upon it for relief or .cure that
wnai

has not met with instant response.
It is a delicious combination of Imported Ginger, Choice Aromatics, and French Brandy, totally
unlike and vastly superior to all other "gingers,"
pain cures, and nauseating nostrums.
Unripe food, impure water, unhealthy climate,
uuwholesome food, Malaria, Epidemic and Contag.
ious Diseases, Cholera Morbus, Cramps, Pains,
Indigestion, Colds, Chills, Simple Fevers, Exhaus.
tion, Nervousness or Loss of Sleep, that beset the
traveller or household at this season, are nothing
to those protected by Sanford's Ginuek.
Avoid cheap aud dangerous imitations said to be
"the same," or "as good," or "cheaper" than

Mold

the President of the

λ cupj ra me report
of tlie Secretary of the United Society of
Christian Endeavor made at their anniversary held in Saratoga a few weeks ago was
read. It brought out the following facts :
There are now 855 societies in the United
States, and a considerable number in foreign
countries. These have been the growth
from one society formed five years ago in
this city under the direction of Iiev. F. E.
Clark, formerly pastor of Williston church.
There are 430 societies in New England ; 50,000 young people constitute the united membership, and all denominations are represented.
After this report was read short addresses

nrsi-uaptist society.

made by Mr. W. H. Pennell and others
who spoke of the meeting at Saratoga. It

evidenty

a

successful

>,

L..

iced water, lemonade, effervescent draughts and
mineral water it is the best.
It eradicates a craving for intoxicants in those
addicted to their use, allays nervousness, assists
digestion, promotes sleep, and builds up those reduced by disease, debility, and dissipation.
Mothers worn out with the carcs of maternity or
the household, or when weak, nervous and hysterical, should take a dose of that delicious invigorant,
Samord'h Gingeh, No other remedy is so wholesome, palatable, and safe for delicate women,young
children, and the aged.
Beware of worthless "gingers'" offensively urged
by mercenary druggists, on those who call for and
desire the genuine Sanfobd's Geîûeb. Insist up.
Ask for
on having what you are willing to pay for.

The Dclicioua Summer

by Draggiots, Grocer», mid Dealer*.

Medicine.
(l&wlt-S

jyn

A New Catholic Church.

For some time the need of a new Catholic
church in the western part of the city has
been felt. St. Dominic's church is too small

We shall have

ready for sale Tuesday morning

an-

furniture, merchandise, building material, or

any

other article or tiling whatsoever, are hereby requested to present their teams for inspection and
to receive their licensc s aud numbers for the year
commencing July 1,1880, at tin· Marshal's Office,
from the 13tli to the 22nd of July, 1880. A failure to comply with tills notice will subject Jtie de-

linquent to
je29dtd

a

penalty.

Percale and Seersucker

Suits, in all desirable pat-

terns, $3.75.

CASHMERE SUITS $8.50.
Cashmere

suitable to

Skirts,

with

wear

Jersey

Waists, $5.00.

It is

now

2.30 p. m., we
MONDAY, July 19th,
sell at No. 5 Moulton St., the stock
ON shall
30 Barrels

consisting

Flour, 5 Chests Tea, 5 Boxes Kirk's Soap, Canned Goods, Bottle Goods, Assorted Nuts, Mustard, Figs, &c., Sc.: all freshand
new ; mostly in original packages.
Fixtures consist of Coffee Mill, Scales, Scoops, Measures, &c.
j'yis
dlw
F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.
OBOCERY ΚΤΟΓΚ anil FIXTURE*.
TUESDAY, July 20, at 2Vi p.m., we shal
sell the stock and fixtures in store No. 225
Cumberland street, consisting of a general line of
Groceries, Shelf, Bottled and Canned Goods ; the
fixtures consist of Marble Slabs, Scales,Counters,
Coffee Mill, Safe, Cigar Case, Clock, Meat Block,
Scoops. Measures; also a moveable office, one
Horse, Express Wagon, Pong, Harness, Rubber
Cover, &*.·.
jyl4dlw

ON

AUCTIONEERS^

F.O. BAILEY & CO.,

Executors' Sale of Real Estate and
Personal Property by Auction
SHALL, sell on THURSDAY, July 22, at 10
o'clock a. in., the real estate known as the
Abel M. Baker property, at Morrill's Corner,
Deering. Consists of Cottage house with 1(> finished rooms and good cellar, stable and plenty <>f
water, about Ά acre land, with Apple, Pear and
Plum Trees, Currant. Raspberry bushes. &c. 1 mme<liately after the Keul Estate, the entire household Furniture, Parlor Suits, Chamber Sets, Dining Room Furniture, Carpets, Bedding, < rockery
and Glass War.·, kitchen Utensils, &c. This
property is situated on line of Portland and Deerbounded on one side by
ing Horse It. It., and is
Forest Avenue and the other by the Stevens'
from
street to street. Terms
Plains road, running

I

"VyUdtd

AUGUSTUS B. BROWN, Executor,

F. O. BAILEY & CO.

C. W. ALLEN

F. O. BAILEV.
marl 4

dtf

FINANCIAL·.

Clearing Sale !
AT

—

TURNER BROS.'
Goods in All Departments at
Reduction from
Great
Regular Prices.

a

1 lot more Silk Taffeta Gloves 25
cents.
1 more lot 24 inch Silk PInsh
$1.50, former price $2.50.
i'owels 12 1-2 cents, worth 20 cts,
Ladies' aiul Children's Garments
at less than half price.
Dress Goods at half price.
Orders received for the Demorest
Sewing Machine at $19.50.
Equal to any $55.00 machine in
the market. One on exhibition
in our Demorest Pattern Depart
ment.

BROTHERS.

RINES

AUCTION.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

GJEWTEKAJ-i

LADIES' WHITE SUITS AT $5.00.
$12.50 Suits made from Batiste Cloth, with Plaited
Waist and Lace Front, for $8.50.
$16.00 Canvas Cloth Suits, handsomely trimmed,
for $12.50.

BY

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

EZKA HAWKES, City Marshal.

PREVIOUS TO TAKING STOCK.

4§8 and 490

PER CENT BONDS GUARANTEED

More
the Showitlter I?Iort£nt;e Co.
than fifty Savings Banks ii> New Hampshire.
Vermont and Knode Island, also Insurance
Companies, Societies and Individuals are
Investing in this class of securities. Call or
address tor Illustrated pamphlet,

7

by

JOHN M. FREEMAN, Agent.
NO. 11 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLANO. ME.
dum·

jiaiti

POOR, WHITE & GREENOUGH,
Members of the Ν. Y. Stock Exchange and Proprietors of
POOR'S MANI AI, OF RAILROADS.
Eailway Bonds a specialty. Choice Investments
always on hand. Orders executed for cash or on
margin.
Interest allowed on deposits. Correspondenee
nvited.
43 Wall Street. New Yorlt.
aptidtim

ILLINOIS CENTRAL R. R. CO.
LEASED LINE STOCK.
INTEREST AT THE RATKOF FOUR
PERCENT. PER ANNUM. PAYABLE JAN. lit AND JUL* lit.
GUARANTEED IN PER.
PETDITÏ.
—

FOB SALE BY

—

E. H. HARRIMAN &

CO.,

1 r WALL ST., Ν. V.

CLARK, DODCE & CO.,
31 WALL ST.. Ν. Y.

Jy8dtf

PULLEN, CROCKER k CO.,
Bankers and Brokers,

NO. 33 EXCHANCE STREET.

pro-

Congress St.
dtf_

posed to pull down St. Dominic's church and
erect a new and much larger building in its
stead. Possibly, however, it may be decided
to enlarge the present edifice.
Rev. Father Doherty of St. Dominic's

church,

j

OWNERS

—

gathering.

requirements.

Citv Marshal's
liSHAL'8 Office,
OKI
June 28,1880,
of Trucks, Drays, Wagons, Carts, or
other vehicles which shall be used in this
city for the conveyance from place to place, within the city, of wood, coal, lumber, stone, bricks,
sand, clay, gravel, dirt, rubbish, goods, wares,

SUITS Σ

were

was

ncaiimui 911ΙΙ1ΙΙ11Ί UI1UIV,

Λ3 a

GINGER, SANFORD'S GINGER,

SANFORD'S

Christian Endeavor.

by

street, on
at 3.:so o'clock p. πι.,

other lot of

A meeting of the various local societies of
Christian Endeavor was held at the First
Baptist church last evening. The meeting
over

on
on

High

and will
July 21,1888,
then anil there investigate and hear all parties interested in the matter of change of grade of. Portlaud street, between High and State streets, above
its present grade, but below the grade established
July (J, 18G9. By order of the City Council.
GEO. C. BUlillESS, City Clerk.
Portland. July 14. 188(i.
jytCdlw

granted.

presided

Committee

hereby given that the
NOTICE
Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges will meet
WednesPortland street, foot of

day,

GROCERY, STOCK and FIXTURES,
at

—

UV1IÏ v.v-

IV */V

The committee reserves the right to reject any
and ail bids.
Address,
CHA8. J. CHAPMAN,
Chairman «^Committee on Public Buildings.
Portland. July 12th, 1880.
JIyl2dlw

The Board then adjourned.

was

lull,

may designate.

petition.
Alderman Marks introduced the petition
of C. J. McDonald & Co., andRufus Deering
& Co., for permission to place a grating in

tw tlio

trimmed in the bius at such of the puDllc buildings and school houses of the City, and at such
times as may be designated.
The coal to be in all respects of the best quality,
and in the best order, and well screened 011 the
wharf before delivery, and weighed and inspected
by such weigher and inspector as the committee

presented voted to take
steps towards granting the

the necessary

committee

THE

BAILEY Λ CO., AUCTIONEER*.

F. Ο.

CITY OF PORTLAND.

the evidence

hearing

to meet the

PERSONAL.

made to have her sent to

Grove.
are said to be poor.

arresting him.
Bickford and his gang lived in a camp in
the woods, and many stories are told of their
wild life and the outrages they have commit-

were

She said her name was Lottie
The people to whom she was going

her friends.

auction hales*

CITY ADVJEBTISKMENT*.

CAPTURED.

woman, and carried lier to the station. At
first it was thought she was nearly dead, for
her face was ashy pale, and she gave hardly
Lebof
Orrin F. Bickford, the Terror
any signs of life.
The officers, however,
Jail.
Alfred
anon, Lodged in
bathed her temples, and soon she recovered
sufficiently to say that her name was Lottie
A.
Grows, or Groves, and that she came from
Cood Detective Work by Robert
Gardiner Saturday to work at Peak's Island.
Davis of this City.
There she had some trouble and left Thursday night, came to the city, and stopped at
York
For some time past there has been in
the Preble House. Yesterday morning she
county a hand of desperadoes, who have was out seeking a situation, when she met
caused the people of Lebanon and that viwith the attack from which she was suffering.
cinity, a great deal of trouble. The ring- She had never had a like experience before.
leader of the gang was Orrin F. Bickford.
Dr. Way attended her, and thought tho trouLast January Bickford made an assault on a ble on her
mind, together with thé fact that
Mr. lloach of Lebanon, with the intention of
she had not eaten anything since her dinner
killing him. Attempts v. ere made to capture on Thursday, was sufficient cause for her
Bickford, but they were of no avail, and lie sickness. A breakfast was procured for her
said that he never would be taken alive.
from Freeman's and she was sent back to
Last Wednesday County Attorney HigGardiner in the 5 p. m. train yesterday to her
Kobsent
for
State Detective
gins.of Alfred,
brother aud sister. She was quite restored·
Mr. Davis went
ert A. Davis of this city.
But before the train had gone far she fainted
to Alfred, when a writ was placed in his
away again. By the efforts of the conductor
hands for the arrest of Bickford. In compaand passengers she was brought to, but only
ny with a Mr. Fowler, Davis went to Lebanto go into a succession of fainting fits. At
on, and they stationed themselves in an amBrunswick a doctor was summoned, and
buscade near a place where it was expected
again at Richmond. She said that she had
About three
that Bickford would pass.
no parents, but was going to some people in
o'clock Thursday morning Bickford, with Gardiner who had
brought her up. They
Deanother man came along in a team, and
lived five miles from (Jardiner station, and
tective Davis stepped into the road, and she had no
money in her purse. Kind-heartcalled upon the outlaw to surrender. Instead
ed people on the train contributed $10, and
A DESPERADO

°

Jyl

members

NEW YORK CORRESPONDENTS,

—ENSURE WITH—

Bangor, and
Rev. Father Murphy, vicar general of the diocese of Maine, now stationed at Bangor, is

CREEN & BATEMAN.

MORSE & PINKHAM
9 EXCHANGE ST.,

to come to St. Dominic's church.

MARRIAGES.

Special Sale White Quills SI,00.

Topsliam, July 10, Edw. C. Bicker of Brunswick and Miss Betsey A. Wilson of North Harpswell.
In West Sumner. July 9, Frank A. Turner and
Bertha M. Keene, both of Buekfield.
In Canton, June 15, J. Elmer Thompson of
Hartford and Maggie T. Boswortli of Sunmer.
In Waldoboro, June 27, John G. Hoflses and
Miss Alice M. Davis.
In

BOSTON,

F.

Portland, Hie.

Telephone 623.

PRINCE & CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.
H.

Stanley T. Ptjllen,

We shall sell to-day onehundred large
Marseilles Quilts at One Dollar each.
Sale in Drapery Department upstairs.

HEAD OFFICE FOB UNITED STATES:
Wo.

67 Wall Street,

»

New York.

eodtf

PORTLAND

ENGLAND.

Fire Insurance Exclusively.

Fbank C. Cbocker.

decl

Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society,
Established A. 0.1797.

£»h«Bge.

INVESTMENT SECURITIES FOR SALE.

FIRE INSURANCE.

is to be transferred to

of the N. If. Sto» 1

Fbivatk Wilt ε to New Yobk and Boston.

TRUST COMPANY
First National Bank Building.

STATEMENT OF U. S. DRANCH, JANUARY 1,1886
A9SE Γ8:

DEATHS.

United States Bonds
$071,712
New York City Bonds
197,110
Ν. Y. Central & Η. Κ. Κ. E. First
Bonds
103,125
Mortgage
Cash in Bank and in Office
155,42!)
«·.
19.003
Uncollected Premiums
Accrued Interest
10,606
20
Ee-insurance due on Losses paid

In this city, July 16, Maggie, daughter of Mrs.
Mary Crane, aged β years 7 months.
[Funeral on Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock, from
No. 1 Cleaves street.
In this city, Miss Julia Steele, aged 87 years.
[Funeral this Saturday forenoon at 10 o'clock,
at No. 687 Congress street.
In Brtmswick, July u, Miss Julia A. Elliott, aged
76 years 5 months.
At Cundy's Harbor, Harpswell, July 8, Lucy
Trufant, aged 77 years 7 months.
In Freeport, July 3, James Mann, aged 80 years
10 months.
In Georgetown, July 14, David Pelrce, aged
88 years.
In Dixlield,

years.

In Bethel,
90 years.

July 10, Elijah Hohnau, aged

Story

Of the peculiar medicinal merits of Hood's Sarsa
partialis fully confirmed by the voluntary testimony of thousands who have tried it. Peculiar in
the combination, proportion, and preparation of
its ingredients, peculiar in the extreme care with
which it is put up, Hood's Sarsaparilla accomplishes cures where other preparations entirely
tail. Peculiar in the unequalled good name it has
made at home, which is a -'tower of strength
abroad,"1 peculiar in the plicnoniinal sales it has
attained,

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

the most popular aud successful medicine be»·
fore the public today for purifying the blood, giving strength, and creating an appetite.
"I suffered from wakefulness and low spirits
and also had eczema on the back of my head and
I took one
neck, which were very annoying.
bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla, and I have received
is

Qn

nuir>li hptiAfit: that: Τ

;>m

vprv

trpatpful

îi.nri

always glad to speak a good word for Hood's
Sarsaparilla." Mrs. J.H. Snydbb, Fottsvllle, Pa.

Purifies the Blood,
Henry Biggs, Campbell Street, Kansas City, had
scrofulous sores all over bis body for 15 years.
Hood's Sarsaparilla completely cured him.
Wallace Buck, of North Bloomfleld.N. Y., suffer
ed eleven years with a terrible varicose ulcer on
his leg, so bad that he had to give up business. He
was cured of the ulcer, and also of catarrh, by

Hood's

Sarsaparilla

Sold by all druggists. Ï1 ; six for $5. Prepared
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass.

100 Doses One Dollar.

d&wlynrin

aprl

CAM

Ïïttm ~ûg
Sick Headache and relieve ell the trouble· incident to s bilious state of the system, tuch as Dlaziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after eating,
While their most remarkPain in the Side, Ac.
able success has been shown is caring

SICK

Hcftdachc.yet Carter'sLittle Liver Pills tre equally
valuable in Constipation, curing and preventing
this annoying complaint, while they also correct

S. S. SLEEPER & CO'S
Il Jr.
Ο Ο
V
HAVANA Μ
FILLER.
J J |VX Wl

FINE9T

SUMATRA
"

lill'lil li

The Best Cigar Ever Sold
for 10 Cents.
Equal

to the

imported,

anil

HEAD

AfC Η Ε

Is the bane of βο many lives that here Is where we
make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
others do not.
Carter's Little Liver Pills are very small and
very easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
They are strictly vegetable ana do not gripe or
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
In vials at 25 cents; five for ftl. Bold
use them.
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.

CABTER MEDICINE CO.,
New York City.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES !
The best in the world. The
"Expert," "Standard" and "Light
Roadster." New improvements,
and prices reduced.
New ma
chines this year, including a Ladies' Light Tricycle, and the Columbia "Safety" Bieyclç.

C. H. LAMSOJf, 201 MIDDLE STREET
apl3 Sind 'or Catalogue, Free, d&wtf

Occsiit Park Association.
members of the Ocean Park Association
are hereby notified to meet at the Chapel of
said association, in the town of Old Orchard, Me.,
on Mondav, August 2d, 1880, at 2 o'clock p. in.,
for the purpose of choosing officers for the ensuing year, viz. : 1st, To choose a president. 2d,
to choose a secretary. 3d, to choose a treasurer.
4th, to choose eight directors. 6th, to act on any
other business that may come before the associaJ. J. HALL, Secretary.
tion.

THE

Portland, August

Having: disposed of my stock oi
Artists materials to Messrs. W. W,
Klarkel
21
WHIPPLE & CO.,
Square, who intends to keep :i
complete assotment of supplie»
for Artist and Draughtsmen. I
cordially recommend them to mj
former customers.

CYRUS F. DAVIS.

THE PROVISION

IN

experience,

a man

business 40 years; no brokers. Address PROVISIONS, Box 235, Boston.
jyl7d3t
Children's low shoes at half

WOMEM
price. This is
humbug ;
shoes
hand and shall close them out
no

on

wa have the
as fast as
sizes are broken

PALMER.

Γ

At

once

WAIVTED—
steady employment

for

good help. Appfy

at

South Waterboro, Ale.

LONGLY & RICKERS,
17-2

pair of setter dogs owner can
have by proving property and paying charges.
CYRUS NOYKS, Falmouth Foreside, Me. 17-1

rOlTIVD—One

CARD.

CHAS. A. CUM MINGS.
ïïlw*
jyl7

LONDON PERCALES
PARASOLS
One of the largest assortments in the cil; at popular

CENTENNIAL

DRESS

on

July 4th, 5th and 6th.
to be compiled, prepared and

Published under the direction of the Committee, by
John T. Hull, Clerk of the Committee.
Tills volume will contain a full history of the
from its inception
proceedings of the celebration,
to its close; containing all that has i,eeii said or
the
with
same
; the Sunday exdone in connection
Sermons, the Oraercises, abstracts of Historical
will
be
given in full;
tion, Poem, Speeches, etc., and
Interesting letters
and selections of Important
that have been received will also be published:
the tine engraved invitation card will be reproduced: a full description of the procession and the
different divisions, embelished by numerous illusIt will be a volume worthy
trations, will be given.
of preservation until the next centennial anniverbe
will
printed on line white paThis book
sary.
bound in cloth, containing
per with tinted edges,
Arrangements wiil be
not less than 300 pages.
made hereafter for a special edition. The price of
this proposed edition willbe 92.00. Subscriptions
Τ. HIM., atltoom
will be received by JOHN
jy8eod&w2w
18, City Hall.

"Tcnuuinnu"
ι Luumuuii

6s.
Portland Water Co.,
5s.
Biddeford and Saeo Water Co.,
4
l-2s.
llaneoek County, Ohio,
6s.
Darke County, Ohio,
5s.
City of I'rbana, Ohio,
■

—

FOR SALE BY

H.M.PAYS0N&GO.
eodtf

BAKKER.X.

]e8
A perfect GYMNASIUM for Fingers, Hands and Wrists. All Piano
Students should use it. A great
aid to ARTISTS in perfecting

J. B. BROWN & SONS,

their technique.
Herman KotzschReferences:
mar, W. H. Sherwood, S. B. Mills,
Wm. Mason.

BANKERS,

SAMUEL THURSTON,

Sterling and Continental Kxchange
bought and «old at most favorable rates.
Travelling and Commercial Fitters of
Credit Issued, available in all the Principal Cities of Europe.
Investment Securities Bought and Sold.
eodtf
janâl

—

©EN. AGENT,

No. 218 Middle Street.

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

Rogers and Bros.'ÀI Table Ware.
I am offering special inducements in Roger· &
Bros.' A 1 Table Ware, as every oue « ill be convinced by giving me a call, that my prices are the
lowest.

"OUR OWN"
Also a full line of "my own" manufacture, which
for style, quality and iinish lias few equals aud 110
superior in the wjrkl.

Clocks, Jewelry, Ac.,
Cleansed, Repaired and
Warranted,

Watches,

eodtf

DIAMONDS
We make

a

Σ

specialty of

WATCHESΣ
JEWELRY Σ

eodtf

PORTLAND RAILROAD.
CONGRESS STREET STATION ROUTE.
Ou nn<l after ITIOIVDA Υ, June £Sth, cam
connecting with IVlainc Central Railroad
outward train* will leave an loi low*:
Leave
Connecting with
Leave
Boston Steamers, Post Oflice trains leaving Congress St. Station at
Franklin Wharf,

repaired in the most thorough manner at reasona
ble prices, by first-class workmen.
MILITARY and SOCIETY GOODS

J. A. MERRILL &G0„ JEWELERS.
23» KUDDIiE STREET.
J. A. Mebbill.
A. Keith.
apl3
eodly
New 188U model Koyal Mail
with Ball Head,—new Grip-Fast
cement,—new Detachable Handle
War,—new
Dust Shield. Wheelmen invited
to examine at my store. The
Wheel of the year. In great demand
A few old pattern Koyal Mails at retlucca prices.

Kim,—no

C

L. Β AI LEY,
tiitl Middle Street.
dlwteodtf&w2w

A. M.
0.49

Α. Μ.
0.20

Α. Μ.

6.15
7.45

Dealers in Bonds and Stocks.
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

for Savings Banks and Trust
Funds constantly on hand
.(

BONDS Σ
Rockland
6s&4s
No. Pacific Gold..6s
Auson

8.20

8.00
Ι*· M.
12.00
12.10

P. M.

I». M.

12.38
12.43
12.48

5.19

4.40

5.24

Cars will connect with all inward trains excepting the Night riillnian.
E. A. NhWMAN, Gen 1 Manager.
je28dtf
The iTlOMt Delicious Ν muni er Revernge

METCALFp

Yachting, Camping
aud Picnic l*artie«.

For

&C0'S

linger Ale Syrup, Raspberry Shrub,

FllUIT

SYBUPS.

aud

Bath
es & 4s
Maine Central..7s & 5s
P. & O. R. R....6S

4s

No. 194 JIIDDLE MTREET, Portland.
January 1.1884.
ianldti

HAUL &

all oilier

Fruit Fla-

vor*.

All leading loccr* ncI I them*
nUo, U holeMale and Retail Druggim».

THEODORE MEÏCALF & CO.,
»» TKEMOiVT STREET,

«OSTOÎV.

JONES,

—MANU FACTURERA OP-

First Quality Custom and Ready
made

CLOTHING.
BEST MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP

7.50

of Latest and most Tasty Designs.

FINE MAINE TOURMALINES AND OTHER GEMS
Watches, Clocks and Jewelry

186 MIDDLE STREET.

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

509 CONGRESS ST.

511 CONGRESS STREET.

Bankers and Brokers

at the newly established prices.

ap!5

J.M.Dyer&Co.

SWAN & BARRETT,

dtf

feb9

GOODS A. M.
WENTWORTH,

American and Foreign raanulacture.

Ή

» EXCHANGE ST.

Je29eodlm*

The best assortment to select from at reduced pri
to close.

JelO

HISTORY OF

δΓΡΙΝΚΗΑΜ,

FRENCH FANS KNIVES, 8P00Ï8, FORKS, k

for Dresses and Shirtinp sat 1? 1-2 cents, worth 20
cents. Styls s confir ed to us.

Me.

76

10 bushelers on coats
and good wages paid

for Weddings,, Parties and Graduating Exercises. The
best variety and lowest ices.

CHAS. A. CUMMINGS desires to announce to his friends and citizens of Portland aud vicinity, that he has purchased the entire interest of 0. W. Fullam, in the stove and tinware business, located at No. 41 Exchange street.
where he proposes to Keep in siock a iuh nue ui
tlie best goods to be found in the market. In connection he would state that lie lias retained the
services of Mr. J. C. l'ettenglll and Leroy Yates,
who have had an extended experience in the business. He respectfully soiMKs a continuation of
the favor extended tlie former proprietor, and
guarantees satisfaction to all former aud new patrons.
Kespectfully,

$567,582

17-1

OK SAliE—Farm, In the town of Gray, of 53
acres, situated three-fourths of a mile from
Gray Corner ; buildings In good repair : will be sold
at a bargain ; for further particulars call on or address W. C. DICKEY, on the premises, or W. L.
17-2
DICKEY, Woodford's.

sold my business at No. 41 Exchange
street to Cliarles A. Cummings, 1 would
thank all my patrons lor past favors anil respectfully invite them to extend the same patronage to
my successor. All persons indebted to me are
respectfully invited to pay same during July, at
my residence, No. 162 Cumberland street, persons
having bills against me are requested to present
0. W. FULLAM,
them at same place.
No. 162 Cumberland Street.
Jlyl7dlw"

HAVING

BONDS.

we can.
Come early before the
and bring your childieH. 541 Congress St., M. G.

jlyl7cltf
Notice.

25

1,000 oo

AGENTS,

jyl7dlaw3wS

BUSINESS
One with capital only need apply ;
PARTNER
25 years
with recommendations from
in

and

CARD.

13 th, 1886.

MORSE

483,802

WANTED7

incomparably

superior to any other 10 cent cigar in the market. Ask for the "X. and S.," and judge foi
yourself. Sold by all dealers. S. S. Sleeper <S
Co., Manufacturers, Boston, Mass.
ST&Thly
jyl7

all disorders of the stomach, stimulate the liver
and regulate the bowels. Even if they only cured

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
suffer from this distressing complaint ; but fortunately their goodness does not end here, and those
who once try them will find these little pills valu·
able in so many ways that they will not be willing
to do without them. But after all sick head

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITSeodtf
jelO

$ 82,780 51

Ee-insurance Eeserve
All other items

I VER)
PUAS,

CURE

93

City, Connty and Railroad Bonds, and
other First-Class Securities.

LIABILITIES:

Τ

am

00
34
7!>
6/

STATES)..$1,157,614 23

Outstanding Losses

82

July 14, Nathaniel Swan, aged about

The Oft Told

(ALL

HELD IN UNITED

50
00

may be depended upon and fair

prices guaranteed.

Lancaster Building,
ray22

■

470 Congress St.
°

dtl

SIOOO CIVEN AWAY
Al IWori'Hon & C'e.'e I*ew

Jewelry

Niort-,

has a chance to secure a valuable
present. MORRISON & CO.. Watchmakers and
Jewelers, dealers in Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver and Plated Ware. New Goods, Latest
Styles, Lowest Prices. Watches and Jewelry
carefully repaired.
Watches Cleaned, $ I .'hi ;
Main Springs, $1.00; Case Splines, r.Oc,; Watch
10c.
MAS
Crystals,
Cougrew» *tl., under G. A.
R. Hall near City Hotel, Portland, Me.
jyl2dtf

Every

customer

AWNINGS TENTS. &c.
Have just received a fine assortment of the latstyles of awning goods. House aud l.awn
Awnings a specialty. Drop me a postal and I
will show samples at house. Teuts on hand,

est

for sale

or to

let.

-SOLD BY-

GEO. C. SHAW
iny31

CO., and A. L. MIUETT & CO.,
ΓΟΙΜΊ,ΛΛΟ.

eod2m

J· E. FICKETT, 170 COMMERCIAL ST.
eod3m
apl7

